The Leadership Power Handbook...

The Leadership Power Handbook:
Mastering The Dynamic Drivers of
Legendary Leadership For Your
Professional and Personal Success!

"We are called to be architects of the future, not its victims."
"[The leader is and must be] an emerging synthesis of artist, inventor,
mechanic, objective economist and evolutionary strategist."
- R. Buckminster Fuller
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Foreword
Pathways To Excellence Are Built Upon Frameworks
You must see leadership as a book.
Books are merely structured ideas.
Each chapter is like a pillar, joist or floor of the total building.
The practice of creative, innovative, entrepreneurial, transformational, strategic, market, thought
and organizational leadership is also based on a series of constructed structures, linkages and
foundations.
This book contains principles - principles are fundamental, general, factual, lawful, valuable,
essential, natural, resourceful, habitual, primary and divine.
I will not make any excuses and I will not offer you any apologies - you, like everyone else in this
world, are a leader.
The only challenge remaining is this - you, like everybody else, must learn to perfect and master
the act of leading!
Let's look at how this book might help you fulfill your leadership potential:
1. Your "Power-Handbook" examines, explains, and expands-upon leadership concepts,
structures, principles, processes, rules, procedures, behavioral aspects, and related attributes.

2. The "Power-Handbook" integrates with your learning needs - we expect, plan, assume and
continually pray its contents will:

1. Meet and match your specific learning needs;

2. Increase your motivation to learn more about leadership;

3. Equip you with ways to organize your leadership know-how

4. Empower you to handle additional leadership duties;
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5. Enable you to pinpoint and classify your priorities

6. Illuminate how successful leaders effectively use time.

3. This "Power-Handbook" provides you with operational frameworks, sets of intellectual
capital building processes, and a sound moral, ethical and metaphysical center for acting
responsibly.

4. This "Power-Handbook" is a dynamic, inanimate entity. As you read, study and apply its
ideas, your experiential eyes will see it change, grow and evolve over time and space. You will
need to journey through it, work with it, and shape it to broaden your personal, professional and
social growth. In that way, the 'tool-kit" is merely an inanimate or lifeless object - it will not help
you, unless you choose to make extensive use of it through rigorous, studious and faithful
application of its lessons.

5. This "Power-Handbook" assembles, categorizes and supplies essential knowledge
artifacts for your learning - it is not a book, it is not a manual, it is a guide containing tutorials,
summaries, data inventories, checklists, questionnaires, graphic depictions, and practical
applications and exercises

Leaders Empower & Enrich Human Capital [Assets, Attributes, Resources & Impacts]
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Introduction
From Here To There - How To Climb-Up The Ladder of Success
"The ladder of success is best climbed by stepping on the rungs of
opportunity." - Ayn Rand
Challenging Mountains?
Today, knowledge reigns supreme.
And what is more important than anything else, is this - not only is producing knowledge highly
valued but having a great amount of knowledge about how knowledge works and what it is in
itself is just as important!
So then the purpose of this chapter is simple - to make you more knowledgeable about
knowledge. If you hope to succeed in leadership, you must acquire a "mastery of knowledge".
You need to know knowledge when you see it and you need to comprehend how it gets
produced, how it works and how much it can do.
Whether you produce tangible products or intangible services, knowledge is probably your
primary resource. Whatever your job title, and regardless of your aspirations, you are, in fact, a
knowledge-worker.
I am sure you've heard the experts talking about "human capital", intellectual assets, and
knowledge resources. The fact remains that people are now perceived, measured and judged
by their ability to transform raw information and bits of data into value-rich solutions.
To add value, your 'solutions' must convert mere knowledge into some form of physical,
intellectual, spiritual and developmental outcome, impact or product.Your knowledge products
will always contain all four of those qualities.
Leaders like you and other knowledge-work professionals encounter challenges similar to those
who attempt the summit of Mount Everest [Inspiration, Envision, Preparation, Organization,
Communication, Coordination, Creation or Implementation, Supervision, Evaluation and
Presentation are a few of the activities involved in such efforts].
So then how can you practice leadership in such a way as to achieve the following objectives for
your knowledge-workers and yourself l organize raw data into useful knowledge and share it with others
l inspire knowledge-workers to imagine new possiblities to excel
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l discover and deliver highly elegant, innovative, creative products?
In a nutshell, your task is clear, how do you use leadership to help people add value to those
mountains of discontinuous information streams?
How will you lead your group through this quagmire of fragmented data and help them reach-for
and produce those highly sought-after, gloriously-rich treasure troves of useful knowledge?
Well that's the purpose of this book - to equip you with frameworks, structures, principles and
ideas for meeting the knowledge-production challenges you and your people face everyday.
A Process of Discovery
Leadership is needed - it is desperately called-for in every sector of Society!
Today's leaders must be competent [masterful & skilled], diplomatic [cooperate & communicate
well], resourceful [optimize your talents, time & tools], strategic [be visionary, long-term &
disciplined] and entrepreneurial [systematic, opportunistic & innovative].
To achieve such lofty goals, you must continuously hone, sharpen, strengthen, enrich and expand
your leadership skills every single hour of every single day.
As you read this book, evaluate how the process of recognition, discovery and comprehension
unfolds - then your understanding, competence and even your wisdom will scale the heights to
success.
Of course we can make no firm assurances for your success. We can guarantee you two things:
1. You will grow in knowledge about your opportunities, and

2. You will learn how talent, genius and determination must harmonize themselves
within you before you can perform at your peak.

"Look Well to Where You Are Going..."
This book provides a sampling of insights into the rigors and pitfalls of this new Knowledge Age.
As wise King Solomon observed, "prudent people look well to [why, where and how they are]
going", from Proverbs 14:15.
We hope you will favorably judge our sincerity, commitment to your success, and competence
as your guides inside this universe [labyrinth, maze and chaotic treadmill] of knowledge-based
problems.
You may wish to employ us as your instructor, counselor, mentor or coach - sometimes, you may
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desire to grant us the privilege of being your teachers or your "Sherpa" into truly intense learning
experiences.
In any event, please use the advice, tips and ideas included in this book to your best advantage
- we wrote every word with your success in mind.
Why This Book?
Because "recipes" are the best forms of knowledge.
When you are hungry for solid food, you don't want to read a resturant review, you want
something you can chew on and taste and ingest and feel in the pit of your stomach.
You can turn a recipe into a real meal - if you have the ingredients, the utensils and equipment,
your recipe will help you deliver the goods.
Think of this book as if it were a cookbook filled with recipes for short, sweet yet satisfying
tidbits of useful and usable advice.
What Do You Get?
We'll begin with a brief examination into the concepts of a knowledge-oriented world - what
skills, competencies and objectives or priorities are most important to us?
[Click HERE for a partial list of primary knowledge work skills]
http://www.knowledge-work-skills.info/
Next, we'll find ways to learn how does our knowledge help us identify, analyze and meet our
challenges? What activities do we need to perform?
[Click HERE for more information about the essential challenges of Knowledge workers]
http://www.syntopic.net/knowledge_work/skills.html
The following chapters focus on leadership's introspective and more ontological aspects
[ontology - a purposeful journey into the discovery of being, your 'inner self' or the nature of
things] - they will strengthen and develop your personal perspectives on your leadership
performance.
In the closing chapters, we'll reveal strategies for exploiting your opportunities, you'll learn how to
make meaningful social, mental and cosmological contributions and you'll discover methods to
elegantly evaluate, discuss and chart your leadership power.
All graphical depictions contained within are for your viewing pleasure!
Meeting Impressive, Majestic Beings...
You will meet majestic beings along the paths of your journey - one such entity is the Source of
all knowledge and wisdom.
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You may be surprised and awe-struck, but you will learn the truth and that truth shall make you
free from the bondage of doubt, worry and fear of the unknown.
I want you to see that counsel, knowledge and wisdom have a place where you and I can tap into
them however, whenever and to whatever extent we want to.
[Click HERE to visit the "Faith Corner"].
http://www.syntopic.net/faith_corner.html
Remember, your free will is designed to give you an option - so you can choose to be wise or to
be foolish - whatever you select is always a direct result of your own personal choice - how you
choose to respond, react, act, go there or remain in place is absolutely and completely up to
you!
"The wise in heart shall be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increases learning.
Understanding is a wellspring of life unto [those] that have it" -- Proverbs 16:21-22[f]
Respect, Review, Renew!
Growth is a process, not a thing! If you hope to increase your skills, or strengthen your
effectiveness, then you will need to embrace a healthy 'respect' for the endeavor.
Musicians, atheletes, and pilots will tell you of the months and years spent in practicing their
'artistic' mastery. While we did promise you a 30-day commitment to learning, you must respect
that true expertise and finesse requires much more time and effort than a mere 30-days can
supply.
An exposure to information does not mean that knowledge has been accumulated.
Understanding a concept demands a qualitative as well as a quantitative grasp of the data therefore, attaining knowledge truly results from a rigorous exercise of "intellectual pursuits".
As my friend, Dr. Daniel Tobin, describes it, "data plus relevance and application equals
knowledge!" [Dan empowers you to lead and nurture a knowledge-enabled team, partnership or
organization - learn how to transform your people into "knowledge-enabled", goal-oriented
achievers using his easy-to-follow instructions - [Pick-up your copy of Dan's, "The
Knowledge-Enabled Organization:..." - Click HERE - you'll find it very useful for "the rigorous
pursuit of your strategy"]
If you want to stand on top of the mountain, you'll need to climb from level-to-level. Renewal
motivates us to keep-on moving through a series of small wins to ever-increasing, larger, and
more meaningful victories.
You'll need a burning desire to re-energize your abilities through practical applications, low-risk
experimentation and bold implementations of these leadership principles and methods. Be
persistent, imaginative and faithful to your dreams - lead on and do so in a moral, ethical and
uncompromising manner.
Be blessed, live well and study hard...
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Yours sincerely,
Bill Thomas
Managing Principal/CEO
Mustard Seed Investments, Inc.
Email: editor@leadership-toolkit.com
Voice: +1-719-544-9949
140 West 29th Street, PMB-161
Pueblo, Colorado 81008 USA
You are perpetually permitted to provide only other electronic copies of this book for your
personal use. With written permission from the Author you may distribute this book in electronic
format without charge.
If you paid anyone other than Mustard Seed Investments, Inc. or Bill Thomas for this book please call, email or write us at the addresses provided above and forward the details of the
transaction, including the price you paid, the seller's name, mailing address or website URL and
other contact information.
If you obtained written permission from Mustard Seed Investments, Inc., or Bill Thomas, you may
distribute this book in electronic format, from your website, to use as a gift to gain new
subscribers or as part of a bonus package with another product you demand patment for - you
may not directly sell this book without our written permission.
Please be sure that you understand the copyright statement at the bottom of this page. Your
compliance with the spirit of that statement is very much appreciated.
Copyright © 2001-2005, Mustard Seed Investments, Inc.,
All rights reserved worldwide.
No part of this ebook may be altered in any way, published, printed or sold, but - with proper
acknowledgements given and a note sent to Mustard Seed Investments, Inc. or the Author - it
may be briefly cited, quoted or referenced in any electronic format.
Prior permission to cite or reference any portion of this book in any non-electronic media must
be obtained in writing either from the Copyright Holder, Mustard Seed Investments, Inc., or its
author, Bill Thomas. Violators will be rigorously prosecuted.
Table of Contents
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Chapter 1
Welcome to a World of
Knowledge-supremacy
"Knowledge about life is one thing; effective occupation of a place in
life, with its dynamic currents passing through your being, is another."
- William James
What is Knowledge?
Most experts, writers and gurus say that we live and work in a knowledge-based economy.
Some call knowledge the new currency, they believe that those who amass more knowledge
hold a 'winning hand'.
Others urge us all to manage our knowledge assets more effectively.
Dr. Daniel Tobin, author of, The Knowledge-enabled Organization [1], tells us to "focus all [of
our] learning activities" on the "development [or evolution] of knowledge":
* Stage 1 - when you mix raw "Data with Relevance and Purpose"
* Stage 2 - you now have "Information [which has or can find some useful] "Application
* Stage 3 - by applying information to your work you develop "Knowledge [which comes
through your experiences and then combines with your new found] "Intuition"
* Stage 4 - your knowledge and intuition then becomes "Wisdom"
We learn that there are different types of knowledge - there's the tacit kind of knowledge
[intuitive, unconscious thoughts, individual experiential knowledge], and then there is the explicit
stuff [articulated, formalized, expressed knowledge].
What secrets or hidden mysteries are being concealed by all this talk about the age of
knowledge?
Do you wonder how you are going to become a more efficient, effective and valuable
'knowledge worker'?
This book will help you understand how you can survive, thrive and prosper in this brave new
world of knowledge work.
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Hopefully you will use this book as one of your key resources, [find "volumes" of resources for
knowledge professionals] to skillfully take advantage of your expertise, and effectively leverage
your social capital.
http://www.syntopic.net/knowledge_work/resources/index.html
Who are these knowledge workers?
In his 1991 book, The Work of Nations: Preparing Ourselves for 21st Century Capitalism,
former USA Secretary of Labor, Dr. Robert Reich said "essentially, three broad categories of
work are emerging...routine production services, in-person services, and symbolic-analytic
services."
In adapting Adam Smith's, Wealth of Nations, to the 21st century, Secretary Reich points to a
growing problem in the majority of the workforce - that is, many workers are unskilled in the
decoding or in making the most profitable use of their available information.
Dr. Reich defines world-class knowledge workers, about 20% of the entire workforce, as those
who can competently, "solve, identify, and broker problems by manipulating symbols.
They simplify reality into abstract images that can be rearranged, juggled, experimented with,
communicated to other specialists, and then, eventually, transformed back into reality."
Included in this population of information brokers and problem solvers we find many other
unexpected professions - such as, software developers, investment bankers, accountants
[CPAs], filmmakers, corporate executives, architects, and engineers.
Now, we can add together the numbers of knowledge workers predicted by Professor Reich
with those revealed in a recent study led by the Jensen Group who observed, "The majority of
the workforce -- even many manual laborers -- must perform information processing, brokering
and analyzing; understanding and using the information involved in getting work done". [2]
What are the challenges facing knowledge workers?
The "father of modern management", Peter F. Drucker, decribed what the true knowledge
workers would require: "…a good deal of formal education and the ability to acquire and to
apply theoretical and analytical knowledge.
Above all, they require the habit of continuous learning. Knowledge workers will [make up to 33
or more percent of the workforce by 2000] …give the emerging knowledge society its character,
its leadership, its social profile." [3]
In essence, to understand what knowledge workers do we must admit that, "Knowledge does
not exist without practice. Practice does not exist without action". "Acting is creating knowledge
and thus learning at the same time - [so then] acting is knowledge creation in action." [4]
The challenge facing every knowledge worker is found in three key areas:
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1. How can your work deliver or contribute to the 'value' received by customers?
2. How will your knowledge work products enhance 'quality' or ensure that it is provided to and
realized by customers?
3. How will your knowledge products, processes or skills increase the 'growth' of your
enterprise and its customers?
References:
[1] The Knowledge-enabled Organization - Moving from "Training" to "Learning" to meet
Business goals, Copyright © 1997, Daniel Tobin, Ph.D.,
[2] Changing How We Work: The Search for a Simpler Way, Copyright © 2000, The Jensen
Group, Northern Illinois University - Knowledge Management - Part 4
[3] "The Age of Social Transformation," Peter F. Drucker, © 1994, Atlantic Monthly,
Find more about Drucker's insights and predictions for the 21st Century!
Management Challenges for the 21st Century...
[4] Knowledge, Practice, Activities and People, Maarten Sierhuis & William J. Clancy, posted
on World wide web - 1997-99

Today's Leaders Follow Cognitive Maps To Meet the "Knowledge Challenge" !
Table of Contents
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Chapter 2 [Core concepts]
These 3 Master Keys Unlock
Floodgates of Knowledge!
How Do Value, Quality & Growth Unlock the "Gates of Knowledge"?

"Education is the power to think clearly, the power to act well in the
world's work, and the power to appreciate life." - Brigham Young
We know that knowledge needs practice and practice means taking action. The results of any
given action will show you a form of value, an aspect of quality and the signs of growth.
You know that every action produces an outcome, so what we are describing here is how you
can divide that 'outcome' into three major parts or portions.
Each portion promises huge opportunities for the knowledge worker - each one shows where,
what, and how you can make inroads into the treasure troves of the knowledge world.
However, please be careful, this journey of ours is heading deep into the very depths of the
human experience [actually, we're taking a brief glimpse into the cosmological anthropic
principles].
Diving Into Primordial Soup! [Acting-on]
We need to look closely at a few primordial meanings to see how these concepts can be
assimulated, understood, mastered by you and then incorporated into your daily knowledge
work.
Value usually reflects or reveals the physical, tangible nature of our activities. For example, we
say that something has value because we got [or believed that we got a better deal or] a larger
amount for our money than what we might have expected or felt we deserved.
Value can be added, reduced, combined, rearranged, eliminated - it can be manipulated,
adjusted or ordered by you - in a word, the value of knowledge can be "acted-on". The dynamic
forces which are operating within the phenomena called value can "act-on" us too.
Do you value that person or their opinion, do those activities or goals hold any value for you, and
so on?
Earlier, we spoke of the "dynamics" associated with the delivery of value - what that means is
this: leaders "add" by taking some decision or engaging in some activity which produces:
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l Energy or applies some force
l Change or leads to a process of transformation
l Equilibrium or establishes stability
l Efficiencies or enables another degree of efficiency
We can equate value with a necessity for the application of our leadership energies, focus and
system - in other words, you have to actually do something to someone or something else to
produce value.
Please remember this one thing: When you need to "add value" to the group's efforts - be sure
you take some action-on someone [their knowledge or information or understanding, etc.] or
something [an idea, policy, process, practice, etc.] with the sole objective of producing or
focusing or empowering its and their energy, change, stability or efficiency. Thank you!
Striving to Stay Afloat! [Acting-with]
Sometimes we forget our nature - we are still hunters, gatherers and farmers. It is a fact of
human existence that our efforts are based in part on the pursuit of some ideal, object or
understanding.
Acting in accordance with our humaness compels us to work within the conditions, confines,
constructs or continuums of our reality. We are the animals who must "go-after" the things we
need, encounter or desire in this life.
Leaders always strive to improve the quality of the group's work, outputs and lives - but we jump
headlong into this soup, let's think about that term, "quality" for a moment.
You probably think "quality" is something that we know about and clearly understand. If I were to
ask you what it means, your answer is likely to be different from all the other people reading
these words.
Why is that?
Viewed organically, we have to consider as being composed of many parts - that is, quality is
and can be perceived as:
l resulting from a process;
l being formed through a series of acts,
l emerging out of a compendium of intentions.
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These differences exist because quality is apprehended and accepted in mainly intellectual,
subjective or conceptual versions. What means quality to me, may not hold any significance for
you or be of importance to you in the least.
Neither of those divergent opinions make you or me a bad person, it simply means that our
ideas about quality have been shaped by our own very unique, personal or environmental
influences, such as those which can be shaped by our past, present and assumed experiences,
value judgements or motives.
Here's a poor example, for many years US dollar bills could get pretty ragged through extensive
use and poor handling by their owners, and to make matters worse, most bills were unevenly
and inconsistently cut by the Manufacturer [i.e., the US Mint].
Whenever someone from another country needed to work with this ragged-looking, uneven
currency, they quickly noticed those flaws and irregularities.
However when Americans paid for their goods and services with these same 'unkempt' bills,
they didn't see any of those problems, in fact, they were perfectly happy to get their hands on
those bills, to use them, to hold onto them and spend them.
So What is Quality Exactly?
Quality can best be described as an "action-with" - a mind-centric, intellectual or mental type of
exercise.
To conceptualize, evaluate and understand quality, we may wish to ask, what are you [or your
customer] "in pursuit of"?
Another approach might begin with this question, who or what leads you towards or in your hunt
for qualitative attributes?
To help you 'manage' or assess and sustain quality, you certainly should employ
systems-thinking, statistical trending and graphing methods.
However for knowledge pros like us, quality always involves the in-depth, continuous, rigorous
search for focus, purpose, definition, meaning, control, satisfaction, improvement, and direction.
Finally, another essential and measurable outcome for knowledge workers involves the concept
of growth.
Standing Head and Shoulders Above Them! [Acting-for & Acting-towards]
Many professionals assume growth is a natural by-product of their daily labors - of course,
nothing could be farther from the truth.
Growth is an "action-for" or "action-towards" something - a hope, desire, intent, objective, goal,
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milestone, etc.
Within every action we take, there is some very motivational or inspirational aspect of acting-for
and acting-towards some future-oriented object.
For example, we can act-for the purpose of reaching a long-term goal - I begin taking classes
that will help me earn more money to enable me to buy a more luxurious car or the largest
mansion in town.
What's Love Got To do With It?
Everyone wanders in a field.
Each field has a purpose or more clearly, every field is a place where we want to fix our focus
on.
Moving us for the goal of reaching that field or pushing us towards that field is the point of our
every act.
We can act-for the object of achieving intangible milestones - I begin saying positive
affirmations today so that in a few weeks I have less of an urge to smoke [my 'intangible' goal]
and in a few weeks after that I will begin an exercise program [a tangible goal].

Software-Based Goal-Setting System
Click HERE to Sychronize yourself with your goals!
This easy-to-use, field-tested, effective Goal-planning system takes advantage of technological
breakthroughs. Their software makes the connections between your subconscious desires and
your tangible goals.
Utilize the power of repetition and subliminal messaging to achieve your goals.

Click HERE to view a Pentad analysis of growth as a series of in-depth "actions-for". *** SHOW
LINK TO "ONLINE" PENTAD CHART ***
Without Fields, We Can Not Grow!
Growth begs us to ask ourselves, where do we 'roam'?
If we walk in darkness and do not intend to turn into or face towards the light, then we will end up
in the dark.
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There are certain places or "fields" where we can wander, roam, travel, or stroll in complete
assurance of ending up with growth as a significant and most satisfactory outcome.
For knowledge professionals the greatest challenge hides in believing, receiving and accepting
in full all of their available freedoms for acting, being and becoming.
When we invest our efforts in taking advantage of our freedom to fully utilize our capacities, and
we closely line-up our journeys to the right "fields", we begin to see the abundant fruit of our
every action.
So what are the "right" fields?
The right fields for you are those destinations leading you to areas where you feel or experience
some kind of alignment or a congruence with your beliefs, desires, predilections, prejudice or
bais.
We have identified 7 of these "fields of focus". They appear as being positive preferences but
when considered carefully, you can see how easily their intents can be corrupted, mis-aligned,
eroded or sullied by the negative emotions of self-interest, fear, anxiety, greed, envy, jealousy or
hatred.
Our enterprises and customers will see the tangible results of our growth and share our
experiences in that growth too.
If you or any of your team members want to increase, improve and enhance the value, quality
and growth of your work products consider using this special "live" online Tutorial Program
called, "Mastering the 7 Strategic Domains of Knowledge-Empowered Activities!"
Click HERE to discover how to:
l increase your knowledge work productivity;
l improve your resourcefulness, innovation and creativity;
l energize your social, organizational and business skills
l empower your growth through this unique live, online training and coaching
follow-up support course
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Chapter 3
Wanted: Effective Strategies for
Motivational & Transformational
Leadership for the Knowledge Age
"Chance is a word void of sense; nothing can exist without a cause."
- Voltaire
"To be what we are, and to become what we are capable of becoming, is the only end of life,"
wrote Robert Louis Stevenson in Familiar Studies of Men and Books [1].
Diane M. Eade further explains, "Simple as that goal may sound, most people get so caught up
in the day-to-day activities of living that they never come even close to realizing their full potential
or their lifelong dreams."
Ms. Eade, who is a Professional Clinician, Author and Publisher, encourages each of us to,
"ask yourself how satisfied you are with your: financial situation and career; social and cultural
situations; spirituality and ethics; family and home; mental and educational levels; and physical
well-being and health".[2]
What Stevenson, Eade, and countless others understand about leadership is that it, leadership,
really applies to everyone regardless of title, position, or job - that means you, your associates,
me, we're all leaders - at least of our own lives, personal choices, or individual pursuits.
We can use motivational leadership strategies to propel ourselves towards the places we want
to be - for instance, a better paying job, an interesting or more challenging career, a thriving
community or cleaner environment to live in, etc. Motivational leadership takes advantage of the
key elements of popular attitude-based, mental visualization, positive motivational techniques.
Many Tactics Available - Ways to Arrange Your Resources
For example - there are any number of tools and methods available to engage and enrich your
success:
Goal, objective, outcome specification - This Goal-setting Professional grade System gets
you "going" in the right direction! - Click HERE to use their FREE 30-day Trial;

Positive affirmations, meditation, self-hynopsis - Click HERE to use Noah St. John's secrets
of breaking through all your mental & emotional blocks:
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"Permission To Succeed: Unlocking The Mystery of Success..." ;
# Graphic visualizations, like pictures, drawings, scale models, etc. - Visit our Success Visuals
page! - "See" Your Success Well Beyond the Horizons of Your Potential;[BUILD
AMAZON/NEWS FEED CARP PAGE HERE]
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/successvisual.html

# Define tasks/actions to reach step-by-step or incremental targets, milestones, small wins Click HERE to visit our Amazon "Resource Center";[BUILD AMAZON/NEWS FEED CARP
PAGE HERE]
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/goalsettingbooks.html

Record, evaluate & recognize/celebrate progress, set-backs, major achievements and then
adjust plans as needed - Request your copy(s) of our Performance Enhancers - Action Guide
Workbook Catalog - Design your custom-tailored Guide by email or download our brochure:
Download - http://www.syntopic.net/Media/MSIservices.pdf
Email Us at: mailto:sales@syntopic.net?Subject=Action_Guide_Request
What's In A Strategy Of Transformation?
"Any fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It takes a touch of
genius-and a lot of courage-to move in the opposite direction." - Albert Einstein
Enduring, flourishing and nurturing transformations require these essential characteristics:
l granular, incremental evolutionary or organic adjustments,
l neat, simple precision in implementation, intent and direction;
l quiet, peaceful subtle comportments with a hint of humility;
l persistence, determination and willingness to continually experiment and not be
satisfied with "things-as-usual";
l disciplined, courageous, steady execution which is fortified by a unwavering
belief in the endeavor's nobility or righteousness
There is a sense of calmness, tranquility, an almost diminutive quality in the elegance,
assurance and confidence born of glorious hopes living deep inside the mechanisms of
profound change.
Anyone who yearns for successful transformation, inspirational fulfillment, or continuing
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prosperity must own a crystal-clear, recorded, compelling vision of their goal, endpoint, or
outcome.
There's this nifty online software that helps you define specific goals, determine measurable
objectives, and empowers you to reach for and attain your career, personal or organizational
success
Click HERE for a FREE 30-day Trial! - Software-Based Goal-Setting System
Motivational or Transformational Leadership Styles?
The differences between motivational and transformational leadership strategies are found
within the context of the situations or opportunities facing you.
You might employ various motivational techniques in certain phases [such as, the start-up,
brainstorming or during design or the solving of design problems, etc.] of slow-moving change
initiatives or programs and in campaigns needing a longer time frame [where problems like
recruitment, idea creation, focusing and organizing resources or coordination with other groups
might tend to impede your progress towards results].
As you have no doubt noticed, motivational leadership concentrates its energy on enabling
people to take action, to make a definite commitment or to strive to go or reach beyond their
usual duty. You could use techniques like reward, recognition, promotion, coaching and similar
or related activities to 'motivate' or maintain the group's inspiration.
However, for circumstances requiring radical, fundamental or extraordinary change, you might
want to adopt a transformational leadership strategy or strategic approach.
A transformational leadership style involves working on things through purposeful,
meaning-laden, faithful interactions or transactions with people. Those things might include
ideas, process, objectives, policy, strategy or plans, etc.
Dr. Colvin, who admires the works of J.M. Burns [3], highlights Burns' definition of leadership as
"inducing followers to act for certain goals that represent the values and the motivations - the
wants and needs, the aspirations and expectations - of both leaders and followers".
Colvin continues his prescription for organizations by citing Burns' view of leadership as, the
relationship between leaders and followers who are acting interactively to attain some purpose.
The nature of that interaction can be either transactional or transformational in nature.[4]
Want to apply these and other effective Leadership principles to your personal life, daily work
activities or long-term career prospects?
Do you crave more visibility, persuasive written or oral communications or better teamwork and
collaboration skills?
Should you aspire to be perceived as a "thought-leader", a valuable knowledge resource or a
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highly esteemed adviser?
If you desire to strengthen your motivational or transformational leadership impact, you might
take a good look at our:
Leadership Tutorials - Click HERE
Special Knowledge Masters series - Click HERE
"Live", web based, in-depth Workshop Programs - Click HERE

REFERENCES
1. Stevenson RL: Familiar Studies of Men and Books. Copyright © 1902, C. Scribner's and
Sons - Get Your Copy HERE
2. "Goal Setting - Strategies for a Balanced Life" by Diane M. Eade, Copyright © 1995
Clinicians Publishing Group.
3. Burns, J. M.,"Leadership", Copyright © 1978, Harper and Row.
4. "Transformational Leadership: A Prescription for Contemporary Organizations", Copyright ©
1999, Robert E. Colvin, Ph.D.

"Dream no small dreams for they have no power to move the hearts of men."
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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Chapter 4
Knowledge Work - What Is It?
"A man is but the product of his thoughts what he thinks, he
becomes." - Mohandas Gandhi
Being a person who uses information as a "raw material" to accomplish the goals of your tasks
makes you a knowledge worker. Just like workers in a factory did during the industrial age, who
needed such resources as wood, water, iron ore and cotton to fabricate a automobile, you use
the natural item we call data to make your "products".
Your work in processing information includes a universe of value-producing activities, pursuits
and results - in fact, whenever you obtain or encounter any data, you use it to perform any one or
more of the following objectives:

* Discover how you use and energize your most precious resources [your resources are
people, time, cash, data, process, material, equipment and systems];

* Learn the most effective methods and techniques to help you Assess, Evaluate, Measure, or
Analyze information - are you using the best metrics and tools?

* Exploit proven strategies and awesome tactics [which are the arrangements of your
resources] to resolve your issues and determine the right course of action or policy to guide you;

* Reveal your hidden opportunities and secrets to improve your creative processes,
leadership roles, and professional practices;

* Explore new ways to map, model, diagram, chart, and clearly demonstrate your expertise
and highlight its products, behavior or trends to others;

Mastering The Challenges of Knowledge Work!
"Ability hits the mark where presumption overshoots and diffidence falls short." - Golda Meir
More than 35 years ago, Peter F. Drucker coined the term, "knowledge work", and he described
how the key knowledge work skills, activities and actions help make knowledge workers
effective.
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Drucker also defined the ultimate challenge of knowledge workers, which is, "to
achieve...[workers must] work at becoming effective [or else] the realities of their situation will
push them into futility".
Drucker specifically cautions knowledge workers operating within the confines of an
organization to be wary of the, "pressure(s) toward nonresults and nonperformance".
He explains that those "pressures" usually take the form of four critical "realities" facing all
organizational knowledge workers:
1. Their time tends to belong to everybody else - in a sense they are like "captives" of the
organization;
2. They "are forced to keep on 'operating' unless they take positive action to change the reality
in which they live and work" - if they let the flow of events determine what they work on or what
they take seriously, they will waste their knowledge, ability and lose their effectiveness;
3. They are "effective only if and when other people make use of" what they contribute - the
organization takes their "knowledge and uses it as the resource, the motivation and the vision of
other knowledge workers";
4. They can clearly see the 'inside' - their close and immediate reality - but can only see what
goes on in the 'outside world' through thick and distorting lenses
The danger from the tremendous amount of computer information, says Drucker, is [that
knowledge work professionals], "may become blind to everything that is perception (i.e., event)
rather than fact (i.e., after the event)".
What's The Key Skill of A Knowledge Economy?
"Out of my general world-pattern-trend studies there now comes strong evidence that nothing is
going to be quite so surprising and abrupt in the future history of man as the forward evolution in
the educational process." - R. Buckminster Fuller
The most important skill, ability or competence knowledge workers must possess is this - you
must be an absolutely great and rigorous learner. You will need to use every source, quality and
value of information at your disposal to succeed in this Knowledge Age.
For many of us, the challenge of mastering this skill will be based on the availability, flexibility
and capabilities of our learning opportunities. Will attending classes at your local college or
vocational school satisfy the learning requirement? Should you employ a private tutor, coach or
mentor? Are elearning, online or packaged courses the only or best ways to learn?
Alfred North Whitehead foresaw the dangers of today's knowledge work skills training,
coaching, education and development programs when he warned us to avoid educational
processes which encourage, "ideas that are merely received into the mind without being utilized
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or tested or thrown into fresh combinations".
In his, "Aims of Education and other Essays", Whitehead insists that the most effective training
and coaching programs are those which define learning as, "the acquisition of the art of the
utilization of knowledge".
These beliefs are especially important to the continuing education efforts of knowledge workers.
When you find educational programs that employ methods based on those principles you will
strengthen your knowledge work skills and empower your knowledge work activities and
actions. You will discover that today's "fresh combinations" use online 'reality-based' training
and coaching programs to energize your business, organizational, professional or leadership
competence.
We agree with Lord Whitehead, and suggest that many training, coaching, educational and
developmental programs could use more potent and compelling "combinations" of knowledge
work resources, tools and tasks support mechanisms incorporated into their curricula.
These more dynamic forms of educational resources might include proactive tools, productivity
objectives materials or strategic mapping - anything which can support vital knowledge work
tasks, for example:
* peer-group interactions [consisting of managers, professionals or other specialists], called a
"community of practice", a group of people with a unique set of similar work duties from different
companies who share ideas or experiences and are sustained via expert-/instructor-led or
supervised discussions,

* task and assignment management applications for individuals or teams - enables students
to work with and be consulted on their own specific challenges in a private, confidential manner

* action-research-based, active, blended learning methods
- identifies and develops a list of critical tasks, activities and processes required for optimal
performance. Our Programs and Courses employ the action-research model because it helps
shape understanding, improves knowledge of the work being performed and enables more
participation - in a nutshell, it empowers learners to achieve higher levels of success.

As the online training programs division of the Art Institute of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania observes,
that knowledge workers at all levels throughout the US are "taking responsibility for their own
professional and economic destiny," they're also heavily "investing in" traditional and online
educational services of all types: using "continuing education" such as online "training" and
coaching programs, "to assure that they will not become 'jobsolete'."
What's This Action Research Thing & Why's It So Important?
"Action research can be described as a family of research methodologies which pursue action
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(or change) and research (or understanding) at the same time. In most of its forms it does this by
* using a cyclic or spiral process which alternates between action and critical reflection and
* in the later cycles, continuously refining methods, data and interpretation in the light of the
understanding developed in the earlier cycles." [Taken from: Dick, Bob (1999), "What is action
research?" - http://www.scu.edu.au/schools/gcm/ar/whatisar.html]
Professor Dick unravels the action research-based learning model by explaining, our "action(s)
[are] informed by" our intuition, principles and theories. We use these theories and assumptions
to consciously or intuitively guide our "critical review and planning" processes. Our recent
experiences provoke us to intentionally consider certain theories and those past situations are
the raw materials we use in planning our future and next experiences.
"Experiential learning", Dr. Dick says, works through a process of "dual alternation" - where we
move between acting and reviewing, as well as "between unconscious and conscious theories."
We need to integrate all our actions with this cyclical process to engage, empower and
encourage our growth.
[Dick, B. (1997) Action learning and action research [On line]. Available at
http://www.scu.edu.au/schools/gcm/ar/arp/actlearn.html
Figure 4-1 illustrates this process of experiential [action research-based] learning.

Figure 4-1 - Action Research Learning Model
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Information Design – Tactics and Methods - A Brief Tutorial
Overview - What does "Information Design" mean?
Consultant Cheri W. Taylor, of TechWords, Inc., informs us that, "The International Institute for
Information Design (IIID), a group based in Vienna, Austria, uses the following definition:"
"Information Design is the defining, planning, and shaping of the contents of a message and
the environment it is presented in with the intention of achieving particular objectives in relation
to the needs of users."
Ms. Taylor provides further insight on this subject through the words of, Richard Saul Wurman.
An author of numerous books on information design, Dr. Wurman declares: "My passion is to
make the complex clear... For information architects, the essence is understanding. Not
designing bells and whistles, but designing understanding."
Mission
To "turn feelings into words and words into understanding." - lyric from a '60s Rock & Roll song
Tactics – the arrangement of your Resources
Skills & Tools - A recognized expert in Information Design, Ms. Taylor, suggests that we can
improve upon and, "create content using interviews, research, outlines, concept or mind-maps,
plans, prototypes, drafts, and edits."
Equipment & Materials - We must learn how and master ways to deliver our knowledge
through, "different media [using various formats such as, print, online help, Web, video, and
audio]."
Language & Meanings - Knowledge workers must always be, "aware of internationalization
issues such as cultural differences and the use of wordless instructions" [e.g., pictures, graphs,
tables/charts, diagrams/drawings, maps and other artistic forms or devices].
Knowledge - Ms. Taylor reinforces the necessity for those workers who wish to be successful
and more persuasive must try harder to, "know their subject matter, their industry, their
audience, and [they must be masters of 'information design' methods, tools and also possess]
the communication skills required to deliver the information."
Table of Contents
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Chapter 5
Foundations of Strength - Values,
Attitudes, Principles of Purpose!
"The greatest happiness of life is the conviction that we are loved;
loved for ourselves, or rather, loved in spite of ourselves."
- Victor Hugo
Living A Life of Gratitude, Appreciation and Loving Thanks

1, 2, 3 - Giving Daily Thanks for Me!
How many times have you had something given to you and
been glad it came your way?
We sometimes forget how fortunate we are. We are alive in
the earth, we are aware of our lives, we are pleased to be.
Every moment of the day gives us another opportunity to
experience, expand ourselves, enjoy our existence. Yet how
many of us fail to recognize the gifts given to us? Are we
appreciative of each day and night?
An attitude, mind-set and a willingness to give thanks forms
the foundation of a healthy, cheerful, loving life. Our
hearts, minds and souls were made to be thankful - we were
designed to feel, think, be inspired to show our gratitude.
Should we ever dare to withhold recognition of the gift, we
would fall into the doomed, utter darkness of despair,
regret and sorrow.
Thanks for What You Have Had!
To be here today, you already had a yesterday. If you could
not see the gift that was given to you, you should stop now
and be thankful.
What was before came from a power, force or Will other than
your own. You simply were not able to order your own life's
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beginning. You did not control, ask or wish for the events
of the past that occurred before you were born.
Any gifts you received were from all that happened in the
past to your world, your country, to your father and
mother.
Have you given thanks to the One Who arranged for you to be
a person alive, aware and here today?
Thanks for What You Have! [in poetic verse - perhaps as 'iambic tetrameter']
In the fleeting moments rushing by,
that thing we call life flashes, flickers, floats,
before it flies,
right past our minds and
out of sight of our mind's eyes.
As you read, this present comes and goes time will not stand or slow,
time will not stand to the side
and let you live your life, or be alive,
outside time's ceaseless chimes.
Wherefore those moments go unspent,
or be fulfilled, towards joy unsent,
we seek, we stalk, we hunt the sought,
never taking pause to think the thought,
our life is ticking time away,
it will not tarry on its way.
Thanks is what brings hope in life,
in peace it contemplates the bright,
the lights we are, the cheer revealed,
our hearts embrace the fiery zeal,
of passion for the gifts given,
all moments lived are moments lived in.
Thanks for What You Will Have!
There is humility in knowing, feeling and believing you are
not All-Powerful, Almighty, All-Seeing. We have the ability
and responsibility to make good plans and act in good faith
to bring those designs into existence.
However, there we can release the burdens, futility and
bindings we carry in our souls when we are willing to
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give-up, give-in and give-over our cares to One Who is
better able to bear that baggage than we can.
Giving thanks for all that you have and ever hope to have is
a wise course of action. You can show your heartfelt
appreciation for every blessing, for each good and worthy
thing in your life to the One Whose power sustains the
Universe.
Invest a few minutes of everyday in saying your thank-yous
to the Lord of all grace, mercy and love - then watch how
your life will receive even more gifts to be thankful for!

Eat Those Problems and Love It!
"Love takes up where knowledge leaves off." - Saint Thomas Aquinas
Have you ever tasted good food? Spices, cooking times and
ingredient quality make all the difference between a great
or horrible meal. You are more likely to have a grand feast
if it is the result of superior preparation.
Master chefs create an event theme, set up their
kitchen-areas, select and prepare the raw materials,
construct and integrate menu items into courses, and
supervise the dining area and service to insure a fabulous
experience.
Using this idea of 'masterful' cooking styles as our guide,
I suggest that we look at handling our office or knowledge
work in much the same way. Instead of thinking of problems
or roadblocks as being tasks for managers, we should view
those challenges as requiring acts of leadership.
You could view your problems as opportunities to create
something that may be better or more effective than your
normal situation. The biologist might say, "your response
to stimuli should include an adaptation to or an alteration
of your environment."
Napoleon Hill stated, "every adversity has within it the
seeds of an equal or greater [beneficial] advantage." Most
people think their problems are destined for a bad or
terrible ending - but Dr. Hill's maxim shows us that every
difficulty has the potential to produce praiseworthy and
positive outcomes.
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So, how do you handle your challenges or problems? Here are
10 time-tested recipes you can use to quickly cook-up tasty
masterpieces of solutions - without any muss or fuss. You'
ll find that 'clean-up' is a snap, too!
1) Your Problem has a "Need", a "Desire" and a "Want" - you
'Need', 'Desire' and 'Want' to do what or to achieve what
goals [Goals - for example: I 'need' to lose weight, I '
desire' to be physically fit, and I 'want' to look good]?
2) Create 'knowledge' [relevant, applicable & valuable data]
about the significance of solving your problem - by
brainstorming, picturing or mapping, cataloging, and
discussing the importance of solving the problem [Knowledge]
3) What would it mean to you if your problem or difficulty
was solved? What might your world or situation be like if
this roadblock did not exist? [Implications]
4) How would you describe the results of solving these
challenges? Name the benefits and pay-offs that you expect
to get when this problem is solved. [Payoffs and Benefits]
5) Using the answers of the first 4 items, what actions
would you need to take to begin the process of transforming
this problem into a new opportunity? [Action Plan]
6) Which resources of time, cash, expertise/knowledge,
equipment, systems and materials do you need to help you
work through your "action plan" [Resource Allocation]?
7) Who are the key people you need to influence, to assist
you and to support you in your efforts [Key Stakeholders]?
8) How much more new knowledge, attitude and behavioral
change, and specialized skills must you develop within
yourself to achieve your goals [Leadership Development]?
9) How will you know where you stand? What criteria will
you use to measure your progress towards the goal?
[Measurement and Appraisal]
10) What will be your forms of reward and recognition for
reaching or achieving your milestones, targets, and end
goals? [Report and Reward]
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Even if you only use 3 or 4 of these strategies, you are
certain to see a tableful of solutions and feel more
satisfied with your options for overcoming your roadblocks.
obstacles and difficulties.
Please join me as we raise our glasses and "toast" your
future victories over all of your challenges! Let's sit
down, put on our napkins, crack-open those problems and eat
the fruits of sweet success.
Learn How Creative, Evolutionary Niche Strategies Boost
Performance, Empower New Avenues for Growth and
Energize Your Innovative Opportunities!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/innovation.html

Developing Your Personal Leadership
I want to tell you a short and most interesting story about this good-hearted, very stubborn yet
kindly young man.
In the opinions of his public school teachers, he appeared to be missing the aptitude and ability
to be an accomplished student. His instructors recommended he pursue any career which did
not demand high levels of intelligence or thoughtful reflection.
However, the young man pursued a position with and became an operator in a telegraph
company - which required him to memorize the Morse Code and master the technology of
telegraphy [the high-tech industry of his day].
During his tenure in the telegraph industry, he found ways to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the machines and networking devices - this was an incredible feat since it
required a knowledge of electrical systems and electro-mechanical devices.
Tom may not have possessed the educational credentials and to most observers he certainly
did not seem to have the capacity to engineer, invent or discover new technologies but he did
have three extremely important talents - they were persistence, a positive mental attitude and
clearly defined goals.
Why Are We Discussing the Life of Thomas A. Edison?
Because Edison and many other industrialists like him mastered the art, skills and science of
"Personal Leadership" - the attitudes, behaviors, actions and objectives of self-determination.
Napoleon Hill, Dale Carnegie, Benjamin Franklin and thought leaders throughout the ages have
discussed, described, defined and delineated the traits, attributes and aspirations of personal
leaders.
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What Do Personal Leaders Do?
We prefer to identify personal leaders as being the foremost social, human, production and
developmental capitalists - they are people who invest in their growth and self-improvement in
many areas of life and who seek to make contributions of positive significance to our world.

Footsteps, Pathways, Fields Trips for Leaders!
"As a single footstep will not make a path on the earth, so a single thought will not make a
pathway in the mind. To make a deep physical path, we walk again and again. To make a deep
mental path, we must think over and over the kind of thoughts we wish to dominate our lives." Henry David Thoreau
Earler we discussed the concept of "Fields of Focus" - those places, principles, aspirations,
intentions where and why we are motivated to achieve, fulfill, act-for or act-towards.
Even though those "Fields" are described as positive, noteworthy ideas, they also have a dark,
evil or negative side. In the example provided below, we can easily see the goodness of a
"N.O.B.L.E. Purpose" - however, we have seen perversions and corruptions of this principle.
Evil, murderous leaders like Hitler, Stalin and Pol Pot tenaciously held the view of their
leadership as being noble for their own purposes and constituents.
Most leaders believe it's their duty and their mission to provide as many elements of a "NOBLE
Purpose" as they are able. The core reality of these "Fields of Focus" is founded on this
essential truth - you shall know which "Fields" you truly walk on, hunger for and aspire to by the
tangible, measurable fruits of your actions.
Your leadership challenge then is to honestly, sincerely and uncompromisingly search your
motives, behaviors and effects or impacts for the proficiency, quantity and quality of your
NOBLE Purpose.
NOBLE PURPOSE - One of the Seven "Fields of Focus"
(viewed as a Nurturing, Objective, Beneficial, Luminous, Enthusiastic determination or intention)
Example-1
Proverbs 4:25 Let your eyes look right on, and let your eyelids look straight before you.
Proverbs 4:26 Ponder the path of your feet, and let all your ways be established.
Proverbs 4:27 Turn not to the right hand nor to the left: remove your foot from evil [be Objective in
your acts, so that you seek that which Nurtues, Benefits, Lights the way and yields Enthusiasm
for others].
Example-2
Proverbs 20:18 Every purpose is established by counsel: and with good advice make war
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[make your stand, be a warrior, fight your battle].
Example-3
Proverbs 29:18 Where there is no vision [no divine communication, no grace, no good
knowledge of the High and Mighty Lord], the people perish: but he that keeps the law [keeps the
instructions or directions given by the Almighty Divine One], happy [blessed, nurtured or
enriched] is he.
Example-4
Ephesians 4:1 I, therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you that you walk worthy of the
vocation wherewith you are called [Objective],
Ephesians 4:2 With all lowliness and meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing one another in
love [Nurturing];
Ephesians 4:3 Endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace [Beneficial,
Luminous, Enthusiastic]
"Many persons have a wrong idea of what constitutes true happiness. It is not attained through
self-gratification but through fidelity to a worthy purpose." - Helen Keller

Yes, it's a worthy purpose, but do you have the passion!
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Chapter 6
Building A Road-Map To Discover &
Enrich Your Strengths!
Excerpts taken from our "Inner Journey of Leadership" Tutorial &
Coaching Program
The pinnacle of truth is that things - life and all of its eventualities - must change. The reality of
that truth is that 'I' must change, first, before those other things can change [that is, if you desire
them to change to your satisfaction].
This tutorial describes the need for a continual process as well as holding out a promise for
successful outcomes which should emerge from sincere or positive attempts at self-discovery,
self-actualization, and self-transformation.
The ultimate objectives of this inward journey are:
l Developing or strengthening your social power;
l Discovering better ways to lead and be a more effective leader;
l Create and establish the conditions necessary for your groups' effectiveness.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
- Examine the purposes of a self-development 'road-map'
- Identify the conditions effective leaders create for their groups
- Outline the essential qualities and traits of successful leaders
- Describe the differences between personal and socialized power
- Define the stages of the 'inner journey'
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- Prepare the leader for taking the 'journey' and sharing knowledge with others
KEY CONCEPTS:
Purposes of a self-development 'road-map'
1) Becoming an effective leader is hard work - it requires the transformation of self.
2) You will need to take and remain on this inner journey, if you aspire, hope and want to:
l Achieve outstanding results for your organization,
l Improve your own performance,
l Increase your growth,
l Enable yourself to act with personal engagement,
l Make a deep commitment to the success of others,
l Ready yourself to contribute to the broader goals of your organization
l Enhance or strengthen your mental and emotional maturity,

The conditions effective leaders create for their groups are:
1) Direction - a compelling direction for their group or organization;
2) Structure - a focused group with established procedures and norms of
conduct;
3) People - technically competent and emotionally intelligent team members and
leaders;
4) Support - people who are properly trained, developed and educated and their
efforts are adequately rewarded;
5) Development - group performance is reviewed, where members learn from
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their successes and failures.
A Catalog of essential qualities and traits for successful leadership - in a word, a proactive,
positive, prosperous leader:
1) Exhibits personal honesty and integrity;
2) Commits and is dedicated to consensus-building;
3) Demonstrates keen interest in the long-term development of others;
4) Possesses the capacity to manage their emotions;
5) Has the ability to communicate a compelling vision to others.
6) Understands other people and themselves
7) Uses rituals, and rites of passage to develop inner strength
Significant differences between desires for personal and socialized power
1) Personal Power = seeks status, recognition, acquisition
of things through acts of self-interest, or thinking and feeling
like the sole or only contributor [with statements like these
running through their minds: 'only I can do this kind or quality
of work!'];
2) Socialized Power = desires to have a positive influence
on others, and make a difference in or a contribution to the world
through their vision, allegiance and self-sacrifice.
Stages of the 'inner journey' - the journey has been likened to the 'hero's adventures', as
described by Joseph Campbell and others, a passage from secure and familiar terrain into a
domain of the unfamiliar and mysterious, and then, back again: This "adventure" involves:
1) The Call - losing or questioning one's way and purpose, then taking responsibility
for and discovering one's own self;
2) Preparation - using reflection, meditation, ritual, drills, re-grooving or re-wiring
one's ego
3) Crossing the Threshold - taking the risk to embrace, do, go, leave, enter,
envelope, give, take, share, be in a bold, new, courageous, different way
4) The road of trials - being tested and tried through difficult or grueling challenges
5) Facing the Abyss - encountering and attempting to do the impossible or
insurmountable while dealing with one's own limits
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6) Transformation - realizing that one's trials have enabled, empowered and
enhanced one's freedom to choose one's responses, feelings, or experiences
7) Return - coming back to one's starting point with gifts of fresh insight, abilities to
handle the vicissitudes of one's life, and broader perspectives to share

Taking the 'journey' - preparing yourself
- Please read the above concepts completely 2-3 times before working with your
evaluation strategy assignments.
- Please also read the 'Effectiveness Can Be Learned...' article for guidance on and
reference to the concepts of self-directed learning programs - you'll also see an
'strategy
map' on this subject, too. - here's the article's URL:
http://www.syntopic.net/Metazine/Archive/Effectiveness_can_be_Learned.html
- Efficiency never develops Effectiveness, yet Effectiveness increases Efficiency doing things in the "right" way appears to be the best course of action for ensuring
acceptance or "politically correctness", but effectiveness is doing the "right" things,
and that is what makes the world go around and take notice and change. As a
fictional mayor once observed, "Never let your sense of morals stop you from doing
what is right"! Rather find the right thing - for instance, will it take you to your higher
purpose, does it have the truth, power and blessings of the Eternal One behind it,
what will it glorify, exalt or lift-up when you do it? [This is One of the 21 "Laws of
Leadership" - you'll find more inside our selection of leadership tools and materials
l The Leadership-Toolkit
l The Leadership-UltraNet! Memberships
l http://www.leadership-toolkit.com
- Here's more information on a process of self-discovery this little mind-map asks a few germane questions on this subject:
http://www.syntopic.net/maps/Ontological_Discovery/index.html

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS):
- Design a form to record your daily goals and objectives or use the free trial available at:
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/attain_success.html
- If you have one available to you, you will want to use a diary or journal to begin the process
of retaining tangible forms of your self-reflections and daily/weekly progress reporting - if you
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need a journal, here's one that Cindy, my wife, and I use - it's very inspirational, pleasant on the
eyes and easy-to-use:
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/5year_journal.html
- Take 10-15 minutes each day to begin formulating and creating the conditions for building
effective groups by applying the first 4 steps of the Leadership Process - i.e., Perceive Needs,
Empowered Envisioning, Build Agendas, Pursue Strategy - see the Actions & Tasks Tutorials in
the Leadership-Toolkit or UltraNet!
A sample lesson from the Actions and Tasks Tutorials is provided below:
Perceive A Need [excerpt from Actions & Tasks Tutorials]
What is a "Leadership Need"?
- Leadership is needed whenever there is a
l Direct or pending challenge,
l Perceived or implied problem or
l Proffered or probable opportunity for something better than what currently exists.
How do Leaders determine their Needs?
- The process of perceiving needs works like this:
1. Someone inside or outside your Organization communicates to you that something
is Wrong;

2. That "something that is Wrong" is expressed as a sense of dissatisfaction or
unhappiness about a person, place, or thing [such as, a task, a process, a situation,
a specific event, a strategy or mission, a problem, etc.]

3. The 'sense of dissatisfaction' is either a
- a Problem that requires, demands or involves a Solution, Further Research &
Investigation, Clairifcation, or
- an Opportunity for Growth, Change, Improvement or Enhancement, Renewal or
Transformation
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4. This 'dissatisfaction' contains two distinctive elements to it
- i) Someone communicated it; and
- ii) It has, is or will affect someone
- The Flowchart Exhibit [available to Clients Only] allows you to review lists
of your potential Internal and External Networks or groups of people
5. Once you have a clear understanding of the "something that is Wrong", the
potential Solution or Opportunity as well as the Internal and External Networks
involved, you can now formulate or develop ways to Proceed

Tutorials and Courses Available in the Leadership-Toolkit & UltraNet!
l Leaders Use Actions!
l 7 Key Steps of Leaders
l Perceive A Need!
l Needs Analysis
l Developing Strong Internal & External Networks
l Empowered Envisioning!
l Vision-shaping
l Building Principle-centric Agendas!
l Planning and Organizing the Mission
l Pursue the Strategy!
l Mapping Discipline
l Practice a Behavior!
l 7 Essential Things about Power-sharing Behaviors
l Connecting Traits & Attributes
l Establishing Successful Work Patterns
l Being Congruent & Aligned
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Learn more about the Leadership-Toolkit and UltraNet! - you'll find more inside our selection of
leadership tools and materials
l The Leadership-Toolkit
l The Leadership-UltraNet! Memberships
l http://www.leadership-toolkit.com

SELF-EVALUATION STRATEGY(S): [some Homework for your growth!]
Please complete these two [2] assignments and email your results or responses to me at:
mailto:bill.thomas@leadership-tools.net?Subject=Inner_Journey_Homework
Assignment 1) - 'Assess Your Obstacles To Growth' - a 5-7 minute assessment - although
based on Christian principles, this FREE & CONFIDENTIAL tool can be used by both
Christians and non-Christians, this validated, reliable instrument will help you understand your
approach to life situations
http://www.leadership-tools.net/resources/assessment_programs.html
- Please visit this site [see above URL], and take the 'Assess Your Obstacles To
Growth' survey and then email me with a summary of your results Assignment 2) - Answer the following questions and send them to me via email a) 'What Purposes would you like to achieve using this 'inner journey'?
b) What 'Conditions' do you need to establish in your organization or group?
c) How would you use the 7 Stages of the Inner Journey [the Hero's Adventure] to
improve your leadership effectiveness?
TO CONTINUE WITH THIS COURSE - PLEASE USE OUR SECURE SERVER TO
PROCESS YOUR CREDIT/DEBIT CARD OR YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/4week_email_course.html
FUTURE ACTIONS:
- Next Lesson on Day-7, the 'reasonable or unreasonable' - which one does 'All Progress'
depend on?
- Examining the first stage of your 'inner journey'
- If you have any of these things, you might wish to pull-out your old diaries, journals and
those faded, soiled napkins with the dreams and desires of your past - you may find them useful
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now..! - or use the Journal provided [see description and link below]

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
- Design a form to record your daily goals and objectives or use the free trial available at:
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/attain_success.html
- If you have one available to you, you will want to use a diary or journal to begin the process
of retaining tangible forms of your self-reflections and daily/weekly progress reporting - if you
need a journal, here's one that Cindy, my wife, and I use - it's very inspirational, pleasant on the
eyes and easy-to-use:
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/5year_journal.html

> Low-cost Telecom services for US and Non-US residents look into their uniquely generous portfolio of Internet- and
traditional telecommunications-based services.
http://www.leadership-tools.net/resources/cheap_telecom.html

> I'm a bona-fide, real-life 'fan'[that is to say that I'm
fanatically convinced] of the genius of Peter F. Drucker - allow
me to insist that you buy, read, re-read and constantly
refer-back-to and consult-with his ground-breaking book on, 'The
Effective Executive' [by-the-way, he wrote this while living in
the same town as me - I was in High school and he was already a
world-class guru] - here's where you can pick-up your copy
http://www.leadership-tools.net/resources/effective_executive_book.html

> Is it time for you to use the best planning and
productivity management tools on the planet??? If so, there
really is only one place you can go and get the systems
that the-best-in-class leaders live by and believe in
http://www.leadership-tools.net/resources/better_planning.html

TO CONTINUE WITH THIS COURSE - PLEASE USE OUR SECURE SERVER TO PROCESS
YOUR CREDIT/DEBIT CARD OR YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT
http://www.syntopic.net/resources/4week_email_course.html

Table of Contents
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Chapter 7
Tap Into the Divine "Source" of All
Knowledge & Wisdom!
Tapping into the true Source and value of knowledge!
I hope this study helps you grow stronger and reach up to and achieve your highest dreams as a
knowledge worker.
Some people think I am the product of many classes and that I have attended the top schools.
The clever ones among you may believe that I pay experts to write these pages. Neither of these
theories could be further from the truth.
You see the best and indeed most of my ideas come from Infinite Intelligence - the Almighty
One, the Creator and Ruler of the universe.
That is right! I declare that God fills me with knowledge and builds my insight.
In this article, we will look at how He provides us with wisdom and how He can expand our
understanding.
Before we begin, I want to assure you that this study is not a "hell-fire and brimstone" sermon to
coax you into changing your corrupt nature, or your hard and evil heart [but if you wish to confess
your sinful thoughts, words or deeds to the Lord, I will not stop you].
Do you need or want 'stronger' faith?
Visit the Faith Corner - Click HERE
http://www.syntopic.net/faith_corner.html
Many people think wisdom comes from a fickle stroke of fate - like a lucky pull on a slot
machine. They want us to believe that smart people are winners or special because they come
from the right 'gene pool'.
When we are done with this study, you will learn how to find the true Source of wise counsel and
advice. You will know what the 'fair market' value is of this asset called wisdom.
Then you will be shown where to plant these seeds of wisdom in the sure hope and confidence
that our Source will be able to supply rich harvests of fruitful knowledge whenever you need it.
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Where is the true Source of wisdom and knowledge?
How many of us have asked what God's purpose is for our lives? Does He want us to work at
our jobs and be good and keep quiet? Would He be pleased with me if I wish to learn new
things and try to better my lot in life?
Good questions deserve well-considered answers. God has those answers waiting for us in a
number of places.
*** Click Here To Feed A Hungry Child - Click HERE ***
*** Visit Our Faith Corner - Click HERE ***
Let us open our Bibles and turn first to the story of Israel's exodus from Egypt. We have to
understand that these former slaves really didn't know anything about living life on their own they had been in bondage for 400 years!
Even though they had heard about God they also had no way of knowing how He worked or what
His nature was like. They had a lot to learn - and only God could teach them.
An example of this is shown in the Book of Exodus, chapter 31, verses 1-11, listen to what is
being said to Moses by the Lord God. You might take notice how He tells Moses that the artisan,
Bezalel, has been filled with His Spirit [with God's own Spirit] to work on all kinds of crafts.
God has also given Bezalel the skills, knowledge and ability to excel at this kind of work [all of
this is spoken in verses 1-5].
"Exodus 31: 1 Then the LORD said to Moses,
2 "See, I have chosen Bezalel son of Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah,
3 and I have filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of
crafts-4 to make artistic designs for work in gold, silver and bronze,
5 to cut and set stones, to work in wood, and to engage in all kinds of craftsmanship.
6 Moreover, I have appointed Oholiab son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan, to help him. Also I
have given skill to all the craftsmen to make everything I have commanded you:
7 the Tent of Meeting, the ark of the Testimony with the atonement cover on it, and all the other
furnishings of the tent-8 the table and its articles, the pure gold lampstand and all its accessories, the altar of incense,
9 the altar of burnt offering and all its utensils, the basin with its stand--
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10 and also the woven garments, both the sacred garments for Aaron the priest and the
garments for his sons when they serve as priests,
11 and the anointing oil and fragrant incense for the Holy Place. They are to make them just as I
commanded you.""
You may have seen that God also provided workers like Oholiab and other craftsmen with the
needed skills to make the Tent of Meeting [used by the 12 Tribes of Israel to worship God during
their exodus].
They had to create the Ark of Testimony [or "Ark of the Covenant" - you may recall that this "Ark"
is what Indiana "Indy" Jones looked for in his first movie, "Raiders of the Lost Ark"]. God also
guided these workers to make the furnishings, garments and anointing oils and fragrances.
In this short passage, we learn that God is the primary Supplier of our native intelligence [the gift
of knowledge we were born with to help us easily understand and be good at our work].
The Lord says that he provides each of us with an extraordinary and special discernment or
wisdom along with a loving kindness and affection for our unique line of work [these gifts are
called the "Spirit of God"].
This gift is the reason why so many professionals enjoy and love what they do for a living.

Why must God be the true Source of our wisdom and knowledge?
Each person is full of a special knowledge so that we can do the work that God Himself wills or
purposes and wants us to do.
You might want to read the chapters before and after this 31st chapter to see that God has a
purpose for everyone - He has a special purpose for your life even if your personal story is not in
the Bible.
When you do read this Book of Exodus or any other book in the Bible, you will soon discover
that God takes credit and ownership for being the Creator and Sustainer of the universe.
Perhaps you have been taught that evolution or random events shaped the world and the spatial
environs.
Let me ask you something: "what was the first cause, or the first instance - how did the initial
matter get created"? How does the "universe" and all of its components operate - what is
keeping 'chaos' under control?
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Is there a "scientific" explanation that makes sense?
Believe me when I tell you that our most brilliant scientific geniuses don't even come close to
having adequate answers to those questions.
Friends, you must be careful when it comes to your own personal opinion - Nature has
seemingly random elements but it did not and could not make itself.
The very nature of Nature is so complex and involved that it would take the mind of an Infinite
Intelligence to be able to conceive it, much less form it - and where or how could Nature find
ways within itself to sustain and maintain its continuance?
Physicians have come to realize that many of the human body's deadliest enemies [like viruses,
germs, etc.] are already in the most healthy of bodies - so why don't we all catch a deadly cold
and die?
You must find it simply impossible to believe that our universe somehow created itself, the
worlds, and the heavens from nothing or through a series of random events.
Your imagination could be stretched to its limits and still it would be very hard to explain how
Nature, universe and their physical or metaphysical traits stay in balance, harmony and rhythm
with each other.
Yes, what appear to be evolutionary forces have been and are still at work in certain aspects of
Nature - however, these forces tend to be chaotic, ineffectual, incongruous to the whole, and
unsophisticated.
As R. Buckminster Fuller [6], the noted scientist, architect and sage said, "It would be much
closer to actual Universe to think of ourselves as an absolutely continuous complex
process.
We are quite possibly the most complex of the problem-solving challenges of the
invention that is eternally regenerative Scenario Universe [he means the invented
scene called universe that is, has been and will be in a constant state of renewal from
'everlasting-to-everlasting'].
In this way each of us might be a department of the mind of what we might call god
[even Fuller believes that there is an Almighty God - Who must be a being of infinite
intelligence]."
Professor Fuller tells us that the universe is a huge collection of finite things - such as elements,
events, interactions and exchanges, awareness, rates and magnitudes of expansions and
contractions, forces to attract or repel, reflectivity and refractivity, radiation and radioactivity,
frequency and energy.
He says that all these phenomena occur or exist over the course of billions of cycles or cyclic
progressions that happen or react or transform every second.
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"Bucky" Fuller invented the "geodesic dome" [i.e., from Fuller's 'dome' concepts sprang the
Astrodome in Houston, Texas; the famous Epcot Center at Disney World and many similarly
designed structures all over the world].
Fuller helped push forward the frontiers of human knowledge in physics, engineering science,
mathematics, philosophy, and theology. Bucky and his beliefs can be better seen and grasped
through these statements:
"We can thus invent a hypothetical Universe with a limited game of individual human
participation [i.e., we only get a Universe where each person makes moves or gets involved in
'limited' or minimal ways]."
"As the sequential reality of human realization [we come to a deeper knowledge of our reality
only on a moment by moment basis], of the complexedly interacting plurality of cosmic [vast,
limitless, immense, boundless, infinite] laws that altogether enact events in pure principle, so
reliably pure as to be sensorially apprehended by human brains and partially comprehended
by human mind".
Personally, I agree with Bucky Fuller, that there must be Something [or Someone] greater than
ourselves or any randomly occurring coincidences that are acting on, shaping and ordering our
Universe.
If you can find proofs for any theories that say that Almighty God is not the Creator and Sustainer
of the Universe - please send them to the Nobel Prize committee or to me [I'll send them on your
behalf, in your name and invoice you for the postage].

What can God teach us and help us to learn?
Anyway, the Children of Israel needed a place to come to and worship and learn more about the
Holy One Who supplied and provided for all their needs, so the Tent of Meeting [their tabernacle
of the wilderness] would serve this purpose.
The Almighty Lord wanted His chosen yet needy people to enter into His presence with the
proper attitude towards their Creator and God while He also helped them to:
* Respect, admire and honor their Lord for His wisdom and mighty power;
* Ask pardon for, or repent of their errors, shortcomings and weaknesses, and;
* Grow and mature in their desire to appear before Him with a clean and consecrated heart.
Verses 12-17 of chapter 31 in Exodus, describes the two main purposes of the Sabbath [in
Hebrew, this means the "seventh"] day. These verses also show us why God wants that Sabbath
day to be kept holy - that is, as a holy-day [before God called them as such, what we now know
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as, "holidays", were called festival or feast days].
Thus there is now a Sabbath day, which is holy, or a special, blessed, faithful and devout time
that is dedicated to the good purposes of the Lord for all His people [that means you and me].
Exodus 31:12 Then the LORD said to Moses,
13 "Say to the Israelites, `You must observe my Sabbaths. This will be a sign between me and
you for the generations to come, so you may know that I am the LORD, who makes you holy [Or
who sanctifies you; or who sets you apart as holy].
14" `Observe the Sabbath, because it is holy to you. Anyone who desecrates it must be put to
death; whoever does any work on that day must be cut off from his people.
15 For six days, work is to be done, but the seventh day is a Sabbath of rest, holy to the LORD.
Whoever does any work on the Sabbath day must be put to death.
16 The Israelites are to observe the Sabbath, celebrating it for the generations to come as a
lasting covenant.
17 It will be a sign between me and the Israelites forever, for in six days the LORD made the
heavens and the earth, and on the seventh day he abstained from work and rested.' "
I can hear some of you shouting, "what does the seventh day have to do with the teaching of
wisdom and knowledge?"
In a very concrete way, God uses this idea of a rest day to reveal some very hard lessons about
life.
One, did you have to create or invent anything that was different or new this week?
If you did, where did you acquire the insights and know-how to make your idea work? How did
you 'know' or come to believe that your idea would work, and how were you able to explain it to
or convince others that it would solve the problem?
Remember what Bucky Fuller pointed out to us about our limited participation in the Universe "the sequential reality of human realization of cosmic laws"?
Can we be so arrogant and full of pride as to believe that our natural limitations were somehow
overcome or violated to enable us to arrive at that new invention, creation or idea without help
from many other sources?
Are you trying to tell me that there were no factors other than your own self involved in the making
of your solution?
There is a cliché that covers this type of thinking "Pride goes before a fall"!
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Friends we live by our wits, merely by the power of our brains if you will.
What kinds of ill health or breakdowns would our mental faculties suffer if we chose to
continuously apply them without rest?
What would we be able to do with our minds without them having access to some source of
nourishment and rest?
Whenever we use our mind we are engaged in an 'intellectual pursuit', a hunt for an answer,
information, or understanding.
How long can we sustain the considerable energies required for the 'hunts' of our jobs, or the
'hunts' involving our profession or specialty, or the 'hunts' of managing our households?
Our mental hunting exacts a toll on our emotions too. We invest our feelings into every act that
we do.
There is only so much emotional capacity available to each of us - without a re-charge, that
capacity gets reduced, less, and twisted as we expend ourselves over time.
The idea of a "Sabbath-rest" day is based on some important truths.
One, we need to review our efforts for their quality and richness [the wealth brought about by our
actions - did other people benefit or get enriched, did our souls or others prosper, was what we
contributed "good"]?
Second, we can use that rest time to acknowledge and pay homage to our true Source of
energy, health, and wisdom.
He created the universe and us, His might generate and strengthen the powers of nature, and
He knows where wisdom lives and what she can help us to achieve or do.
Proverbs, chapter three, explain the crucial role that wisdom played in the work of our Lord. As
these verses point out, we also need to give credit to the Lord - because He supplies us with
wisdom - for without wisdom and knowledge how would we perform our tasks?
What kind of foundations would our efforts lay and what heavenly things could our work produce
without the deep flows of understanding that can only come from God?
Proverbs 3:19 By wisdom the LORD [God the Creator] laid the earth's foundations, by
understanding He set the heavens in place;
20 by His knowledge the deeps were divided, and the clouds let drop the dew.
You can obtain the blessings [i.e., the riches, goodwill, and power] of God when you obey His
Will.
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The Lord God made the 'seventh' day a time for us to reflect, esteem and respect Him. We use
this glorious day to adore and worship His perfect and pure nature, as well as His obvious
goodness to His creation.
We give thanks to Him for His faultless ways of keeping in accord with His laws. We praise Him
for His virtue and for keeping in harmony with His moral code. We can honor and exalt His divine
essence and His works.
On this seventh day, we should offer God a sacrifice of praise [get a Bible and read three or
more of the Psalms out loud], and thanksgiving [thank Him for giving you the wisdom,
knowledge, comfort, strength, and guidance that He provides everyday].
It is so important to praise and thank Him out loud [find a private, quiet place to pray] and do
these by calling Him your Lord and God.
Exodus 20:8 "Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy [i.e., treated as if it were sacred or
worthy of reverence and respect].
9 Six days you shall labor and do all your work,
10 but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the LORD your God. On it you shall not do any work,
neither you, nor your son or daughter, nor your manservant or maidservant, nor your animals, nor
the alien within your gates.
11 For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them,
but He rested on the seventh day. Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and made it
holy."

What is the "fair market" value of wisdom?
As a creative person yourself, you must have some idea what the monetary value is of your
creations, adaptations or solutions must be.
If you do not usually think of value in those terms perhaps you estimate the value of your efforts in
other ways - such as making a positive contribution, bringing harmony to a conflict, etc.
Here is a trait of wisdom that is beyond any doubt: all knowledge has value and is worth
something of benefit to others.
There is special aspect found in the wisdom of God, which is not usually present in human
knowledge - God's wisdom is enduring, it never needs to change to fit the timeline,
circumstance or situation, and it is deeply intense in its ability to be useful.
In the eighth chapter of the Book of Proverbs, "wisdom" speaks to the human race, "she"
describes her value, and defines "her" worthiness to all those who will pay faithful attention to
what "she" has to say.
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Proverbs 8:6 "Listen, for I have worthy things to say; I open my lips to speak what is right.
7 My mouth speaks what is true, for my lips detest wickedness.
8 All the words of my mouth are just; none of them is crooked or perverse.
9 To the discerning all of them are right; they are faultless to those who have knowledge.
10 Choose my instruction instead of silver, knowledge rather than choice gold,
11 for wisdom is more precious than rubies, and nothing you desire can compare with her.
12 "I, wisdom, dwell together with prudence; I possess knowledge and discretion."
An item with some relative worth, utility or importance to its user has value for that person. The
enduring qualities found in God's wisdom provide us with more than just a fleeting bit of data.
Unlike our workaday world, where information has value or maybe used for a finite period of
time, the Lord can furnish us liberally with an unending supply of useful wisdom.
In fact, the wisdom of the Lord God is called, "revelation [a truth or enlightening disclosure]
knowledge".
The concept of value also suggests that items of value have the ability to give their users some
form of power. Power means having an ability, capacity, or possessing the force or might or to
have a controlling influence over others.
We can expect to be energized, empowered or made stronger by knowledge. We should be
able to measure the value of wisdom by the duration and amount of strength it provides us.
Again, we see that the Lord's wisdom will strengthen and empower us to be constant victors
throughout the battles and trials of life. His knowledge gives us the strong and stable structure
we need to live in and rely upon.
He increases the wealth of our understanding. The Proverbs can help us grasp how the Lord's
wisdom increases and builds our strength - to wit, look at chapter 24, verses 3 through 6.
Proverbs 24:3 By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is established;
4 through knowledge its rooms are filled with rare and beautiful treasures.
5 A wise man has great power, and a man of knowledge increases strength;
6 for waging war you need guidance, and for victory many advisers.
As we have already seen in the Proverbs and elsewhere, the Lord's wisdom is mighty and a
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'sure' and most reliable gift to obtain.
What good is knowledge if it is not able to guide us through the hard times and chaos of this
world.
If our understanding can not keep us stable or on-course then what good is it?
The utility value of wisdom must include an aspect of stability.
Isaiah the prophet speaks to the steady, sturdy and unvarying traits that form the Lord God's
supply of wisdom and knowledge.
Isaiah 33:5 The LORD is exalted, for he dwells on high; he will fill Zion with justice and
righteousness.
6 He will be the sure foundation for your times [in all your affairs - good or bad - you can call on
Him through prayer, and He will be a solid Rock for you to stand/rely on], [the Lord is] a rich store
of salvation [deliverance from the spiritual, emotional and mental bondage of this life/world] and
[He is a "super-warehouse" of] wisdom and knowledge; the [reverential, devout, adoring, and
respectful] fear of the LORD is the key to this treasure [is a treasure from Him].
If we can rely or depend upon a thing, then it is likely to be valuable to us. When we can count
upon an item, it will tend to have a value for our purposes.
Wisdom should be or contain a trace of dependability - to keep us out of trouble or to help us
avoid a pitfall.
Within our own knowledge there is a danger of falling into a pit, or getting trapped.
Isaiah 5:11 Woe to those who rise early in the morning to run after their drinks, who stay up late
at night till they are inflamed with wine.
12 They have harps and lyres at their banquets, tambourines and flutes and wine, but they have
no regard for the deeds of the LORD, no respect for the work of his hands.
13 Therefore my people will go into exile for lack of understanding; their men of rank will die of
hunger and their masses will be parched with thirst.
There is no danger of these harmful or hurtful situations occurring when we ask for, receive, and
follow the wisdom of the Lord God.
His knowledge will keep us from the path of ruin and destruction. [When we ask Him through
prayer, we will see that] He will keep our feet from stumbling.
Psalm 37:23 If the LORD delights in a man's way, he makes his steps firm;
24 though he stumble, he will not fall, for the LORD upholds him with his hand.
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Where should you plant your 'seeds' of hope and confidence?
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart [i.e., your mind, will and emotions] and lean not on your own
understanding."
That quote from Proverbs, chapter 3, verse 5, is my wife's favorite because she feels the guiding
Hand of the Lord and she is assured of His loving attention and favor.
It also is a great answer to this section's title question. Hope and confidence are emotional
thoughts, so we need to plant those feelings and pursuits into a "field of promise".
Our "seeds of dreams, wishes, visions and possibilities" will also need to be placed into rich,
fertile ground, that is a pasture without weeds or thorns.
"The Lord is my Shepherd, I will not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures. He leads
me beside the still waters…" [Verses 1 & 2 of the 23rd Psalm].
We will want to make sure that we tend to those precious seeds on a regular, faithful basis.
We will ask God for ample rain, watering and nurturing of our plantings - use this prayer of King
David, [in Psalm 25 - see below], as a script for your requests.
Psalm 25:4 Show me your ways, O LORD, teach me your paths;
5 guide me in your truth and teach me, for you are God my Savior, and my hope is in you all day
long.
6 Remember, O LORD, your great mercy and love, for they are from of old.
7 Remember not the sins of my youth and my rebellious ways; according to your love remember
me, for you are good, O LORD.
Any person may ask for wisdom from the Lord, as James the brother of Jesus Christ explains.
James 1:5 If any of you lacks wisdom, he [or she] should ask God, who gives generously to all
without finding fault, and it will be given to him [or her].
6 But when he [or she] asks, he [or she] must believe and not doubt, because he [or she] who
doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind.
7 That man [person] should not think he [or she] will receive anything from the Lord;
8 he [or she] is a double-minded man [person], unstable in all he [or she] does
In verses 6 &7, James deals with the concept of faith, belief, trust and reliance. Whenever you
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pray to the Lord God Almighty, you must believe that He exists and that He will reward you if you
diligently and earnestly seek His Will - He promises to bless all who do so with their requests.
If and only if what you request is in accordance with His Will [His Will is the Bible, its words tell us
what His Will and purposes are for us].
So when you ask God for something and that thing is one of the promises stated in His Word
[the Bible], He will give it to you.
If you ask for wisdom and understanding, He will very likely give it to you. If you ask for
knowledge of the winning number for the lottery, He most probably will not give it to you [unless
He knows that you will do some very special things with your winnings - like start a mission that
relieves thousands of people and their suffering, etc.].
The Source of wisdom and knowledge is the Lord God. He has given each person their unique
talents and gifts and abilities.
Regardless of our own understanding, God has special purposes for our use of His gifts of
wisdom and knowledge - it is our task to ask Him for and learn what His purposes He has in
mind for us.
We know that wisdom and knowledge must have value - God's store of knowledge has an
abundance of value.
It is our duty to seek for the wisdom of God through unwavering prayer. We must always use the
seventh day of the week to show our deep and sincere gratitude for the Lord's gifts every week.
When we continually tap into the Source of truly divine knowledge and wisdom, we increase our
understanding of and realize the value of His eternal precepts. May God bless you and your
loved ones!
A Personal Statement from the Author:
I, Bill Thomas, believes that Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ, Messiah, the Lamb and Son of the
Most High God, Lord of all Creation, Savior, Redeemer, the Son of Man [last Adam], the Author
and Finisher of our faith.
As such Christ Jesus is the Lord and Master of my life and my Savior and only through Him and
by Him do I obtain the full grace and mercy of the LORD GOD ALMIGHTY - He Who is called
Jehovah, Adonai, Creator, the Father.
Cindy, my wife, and I, live in Colorado, in the USA.
We operate a company called Mustard Seed Investments, Inc., which serves the personal and
professional growth of knowledge, service and executive workers through educational, training,
coaching, publishing and other nurturing services.
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We hope you are blessed in all that you "put your hand to" and trust you will make a short visit to
the "Faith Corner" in our Syntopic Intelligence website:
To Visit the 'Faith Corner', go HERE
http://www.syntopic.net/faith_corner.html
All Bible quotations are excerpted from Compton's Interactive Bible NIV. Copyright (c) 1994,
1995, 1996 SoftKey Multimedia Inc. All Rights Reserved
"Eye Nature’s walks, shoot folly as it flies,
And catch the manners living as they rise;
Laugh where we must, be candid where we can,
But vindicate the ways of God to man."
Essay on Man. Epistle i. Line 13 - Alexander Pope

"We had the sky up there, and we used to lay on our backs and look up at them, and
discuss whether they was made or just happened." - Mark Twain
"The course of Nature is the art of God." - Edward Young
"God offers to every mind its choice between truth and repose" - Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Chapter 8
Leadership Focuses & Channels
Energy On, Throughout and Within
Ecosystems and The Environment!
This chapter explores how leaders transform or direct energies into their environments. As usual
we will begin with you, then move on into the realms of energy and environment and finally we will
examine more specifics about these two symbiotic entities.
For now, let's ask the only question that counts!

EMC - Is It In Me?
How many times have you seen the E = MC2 formula and
wondered what it might mean to you?
Old Einstein had a lot more up his sleeve than fancy
algebraic equations. This particular "thought experiment"
still inspires discoveries of various sorts throughout the
world today.
Let's jump back to earlier days in Albert's lab - a man
standing at the blackboard [chalkboard] is furiously pacing
up and down in his mind trying to find a symbolic
representation for the entity known as energy.
He stops, screams Eureka! and proceeds to write
those famous symbols, Energy is equal to Mass [M] multiplied
by the speed of light [C] to the second power. The world
hears of his breakthrough and begins throwing laurel wreaths
in his path, everywhere he goes he is hailed as a hero, and
the rest is history - or is it prologue?
In the social realm, we can easily recognize energy. We can
see it appearing, we can perceive it happening, we feel its
presence, we know it by what it does. We all are affected by
the work it performs in every area of our lives.
What can we do as leaders, managers and workers in a time
when change forces us to shift gears at the speed of light,
and alter the shape of our mass at a moment's notice?
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How are we supposed to generate, supply and sustain creative
energy under those crazy circumstances?
What Can Energy Do For Me?
You can use your energy to become a force or an influential
factor in your daily situations.
The energy of your knowledge, your mental attitude and of
your work patterns enable you to find solutions, create new
opportunities and inspire others.
In a word, your energy is what you use to convert, produce,
deliver, create, sustain, maintain, manage, inspire,
elevate, resolve, extend, facilitate, nurture, nourish,
starve, empower, insure or ensure, impact, affect, color,
portend, imagine, suppress, reverse, challenge, model,
interrogate, accept, impress, retard, propel, impede,
impose, rectify, amplify, shape, craft, electrify, energize,
synergize, or transcend things like information,
circumstances and possibilities.
Where Should You Focus or Apply your Energy?
There are many places you can direct your energies to, here are a few of them:
=> the status quo - the existing state of affairs
=> the next growth opportunity
=> the future possibility
=> the problem or circumstance
=> the dream, scope or hope
=> the vision or imaged object
=> the human skill, talent, ability or potential
=> the revolution or evolution
=> the resource or thing
=> the decision or solution
=> the reformation or transformation
=> the restoration or sustainability
=> the inertia of the moment - the tendency for things to remain as they are

What Ever Happened To "M" and "C"?
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So what is Mass? It is your skills, experiences, talents,
competencies and education.
What is the speed of light squared - it is your development as leader who either strongly or
weakly desires to:
=> "Push the envelope",
=> Challenge the status quo,
=> Dance to the eternal song of the heavens,
=> Take the gamble against the fates,
=> Embrace life with open hearts and open arms,
=> Hope for the very best,
=> Look for the silver lining,
=> Dream the impossible dream,
=> Dare to stand on the shoulders of giants,
=> Seek first the Kingdom of God and His judgment of righteousness!
-----------------------------------------------------------There is darkness and there is light - whichever one you
choose to live inside you will determine the amount and
quality of the energy you show to the world.
Do you work with other people? Do you have to present your
ideas or explain your knowledge to others?
Would you like to experience the kinds of breakthroughs that
can help you energize your life, work and relationships?
97% of CEOs report they would like to see more energy in
their people, in fact many CEOs believe 26% of their
workplaces are really "asleep at the wheel"!
You can begin today to charge your batteries and crank up
the juice of your personal power generator.
"There is no limit to what you can imagine. And with
commitment, with effort, what you can imagine you can
become. Put your mind to work for you. Believe that you can
do it. The world will tell you that you can't. Yet, in your
belief you'll find the strength, you'll find the ability, to
do it anyway." Ralph Marston

If you follow Marston's advice, you will be that energetic, uplifting, inspirational leader people will
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always be drawn to.
5 Creative Evolutionary Leadership Niches!
I have a short story to share with you about an important
skill many leaders need to develop, use and perfect.
Life is a journey. The signposts along the path pointing out
the way are many and are sometimes hard to understand.
We hear news stories telling us it is the dawning of a
knowledge-based society. As a leader, you may wonder about
the amount of knowledge that is reported to be so
plentiful.
You recognize the many difficulties challenging you,
weakening your leadership power and reducing your control
over Fate.
Where can people like you and your associates carry the
burdens hidden in the vast amounts of data flooding your
mind everyday?
Would you like to know what your leadership responses should
be when facing your universe of fragmented situations,
advantages and information?
How could you shape your confusing array of facts, figures
and incomplete thoughts into creatively elegant solutions,
new products or transformational strategies?
This article describes how you can use your understanding
of basic evolutionary forces to:
=> Sort through and identify root causes
=> Discover new opportunities and sources for innovation
=> Create a strategic focus on mission-critical priorities
=> Evolve solutions to challenges or complex problems
=> Use synergy, syntropy and synergetics to grow or prosper
Niche Strategy-1: Use historical developments to sort through and identify root causes
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When describing the force of evolution, biologists invest
their efforts into studying, analyzing and evaluating the
history of development concerning the group of interest to
them.
To better understand the improvements, problems solved and
progressions accomplished by a biological species, you must
determine what caused, threatened or influenced those
changes.
Leaders should search for what, how, why and when the
emergence of new characteristics, qualities or traits began
to affect the organism [in this case your team, venture or
organization].
In biology, sorting through and understanding root causes
leads to the discovery of more effective medicines,
diagnosis and therapies.
In leadership, this process of discovery should lead to
greater operational efficiencies, quality of execution and
production, more robust growth opportunities and stronger
alliances or wider networks of influence.
Niche Strategy-2: Recognize how elan vital propels discovery of new opportunities and sources
for innovation
What are the vital forces of life? How do they contribute to
creativity, revitalizing, renewing of living organisms?
The qualities scientists believe form the foundation for
emergent or creative evolution and elan vital are based on
both observed and imagined principles of our spiritual,
emotional and related incorporeal natures.
To be effective, you need to understand and harness those
eclectic, motivating forces. You must dig under the facades
presented by people to reveal their intangible natures and
qualities.
Great leaders constantly learn how to
=> Encourage and magnify positive mental attitudes,
=> Apply liberal treatments of positive reinforcement
=> Provide sincere, candid expressions of recognition or rewards
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=> Strengthen and focus the faith, hope and charity of people
=> Use spiritual, emotional and theological truths to step-up, transform and energize
human achievement, creativity and resourcefulness.
Niche Strategy-3: Adapt to the environment by creating a strategic focus on mission-critical
priorities
The survival of a species is dependent upon its ability to
adapt to changes, shifts or conflicts in its environment.
Biologic or living entities are intensely sensitive to the
myriad interactions, exchanges and transactions occurring
within their ecological niches.
You and your group are subject to never-ending series or
waves of differences, compromises and attacks from your
associates, suppliers, competitors, partners and rulers.
Leadership excellence demands your unwavering focus,
unbending stance and unrelenting grasp on the details of
your strategy, mission and key priorities - can you say
these guiding elements are:
=> Well-defined or being clarified on a regular basis?
=> Based on the realities of your current situation and its realistic possibilities?
=> Important enough to satisfy the needs of your people or stakeholders for
recognition, purpose and growth?
There are destructive and evolutionary forces at work in
your environment - your primary task is to hold forth the
light of nobility, righteousness and goodness for others to
see or be guided by.
Niche Strategy-4: Explore further out to evolve elegant solutions to challenges or complex
problems
There are combinations, immersions and swappings involving
organisms or their organic surroundings happening all the
time and all around an ecological niche.
Organisms tend to exhibit signs of evolutionary formations,
process or development through these movement types:
=> Approaching or moving towards each other
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=> Establishing a correspondence with other parts, organisms
or locations which were picked-up, found-out, formed-by or
absorbed-through a natural convergence or parallel
evolution
=> Proceeding through successive changes that involve or
affect the interactions between ecologically interdependent
organisms
=> Emerging out-of and -from an enveloping field or obscure
position
=> Gradually progressing through time or space to a desired
endpoint due to stated policy or some process of
accumulating smaller amounts of new organic materials or
resources
=> Regressing backwards to earlier stages of development,
which may be defined as a simplification of form or even
going from a better to a worse state
=> Existing in a relatively stable state for long periods of
time and then experiencing brief periods of rapid change
during which new forms of the organism appear - these are
usually caused by radical fluctuations and alterations in
the organism's local environment
Niche Strategy-5: Incorporate the dynamics of synergy, syntropy and synergetics to grow or
prosper
Evolution is thought of as being somewhat random in its
occurrence or as lacking some ordered purpose.
However, recent developments in our understanding have been
influenced by the sciences and studies of numerous
non-traditional newer avenues of inquiry.
Since synergy and syntropy describe the effects of energy
being exported, radiated-out from or involving the
intentional combinations of two or more organisms, we now
know that evolution can also result from a cooperative,
purposeful venture.
You can think of the energies being output by allied
organisms affecting an environment in such a way as to
influence adaptations, progressions and changes in other
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organisms who operate or live within the same environment.
Leaders can learn more about how these synergetic
associations can contribute to evolutionary change by
understanding the core principles of sociobiology,
teleonomy, microevolution, cladistics, vicariance
biogeography, the phenomena of punctuated equilibrium, the
concept of noosphere and coevolution.
-----------------------------------------------------------By nature, leaders are facilitators of evolutionary
progress. Leadership sits at the wheel of an organism's
control center, it is the organic instigator or catalyst leaders are 'agents of Change'.
These 5 niche strategies will empower your ability think
critically, improve your effectiveness and to excel at:
=> Solving problems,
=> Make informed decisions
=> Supervise work performances
=> Increase employee resourcefulness
=> Discover opportunities to innovate or create new things
A recent survey of executive recruiters revealed that the
top mistakes made by newly appointed senior executives is
their failure to establish strategic priorities and waiting
too long to implement a program of change [as reported by
Korn/Ferry International].
With the information contained in this article, you have the
support you need to defeat feelings of uncertainty while you
avoid making these same career-ending errors.
You will find confidence and hope building inside you when
apply these niche strategy concepts to the issues and
challenges of your real-life situations.
What have we learned today? Evolution exerts a complex of
forces which operate on the time and space where organisms
strive, survive and are sustained.
Evolutionary leadership activities involve the creative
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shaping of ecological niches in such ways as to effect beneficial adaptations of their
enterprise's mission and priorities to any changes, challenges or threats in its
environment.
Leaders need to understand how they should strategically, creatively and aggressively direct
those evolutionary impulses towards making a positive impact upon their organizations.
As you apply these truths to your daily tasks of providing oversight and stewardship, you will
quickly see the tangible payoffs and proof that your knowledge of these critical concepts is
sound.
I know your sensitivity to the operation and manifestations of evolution will enable you to sustain
the health and prosperity of your organization as you successfully achieve all your objectives.
"Leading A Creative, Evolutionary, Innovative Organization!" - an idea-packed,
action-oriented, results-driven 2-Volume set of manuals to help you electrify, empower and
infuse your leadership with scientifically-proven, evolutionary, results-producing strategies.
Empower your creativity and innovation! Electrify your opportunities for new discoveries!
Infuse your leadership activities with proven success formulas!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/innovation.html

Figure 8-1 "Modeling of & Accounting for Ecosystem Energies"
Showing External, Internal, Shared Energy Flows of An Example Organization
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Chapter 9
Empower Your Vision!
"Dream no small dreams for they have no power to move the hearts of
men." - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
7 Core Elements Of Your Vivid Vision
What you are about to read may be found in the Bible but
it also applies to your professional life.
Most leaders neglect to provide a statement of vision to the
people they lead and when a vision is presented it usually
lacks any vitality or inspirational value.
"Where there is no vision, the people perish" - that's the
warning given to the King Solomon [in Proverbs 29:18].
And the prophet Habakkuk is commanded to, "Write the vision,
and make [it] plain upon tables, that he may run that reads
it, for the vision [is] yet for an appointed time, but at
the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait
for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry [Habakkuk
2:2-3]."
So your vision statements must serve three important
functions:
1) Those who you lead need that vision or their efforts will
fail to achieve anything of long-lasting value;
2) Your vision must be written in clear, plain language so
that your people will be able to run with its meaning;
3) A vision refers to some appointed time in the future and
though it appears to be delayed in coming, it will
eventually become your reality.
An Element of Purposeful Action!
You need verbs. Use your statements to convey action. Your
actions must be focused on producing some effect, result or
outcome.
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You could discuss it - but that will not satisfy the desires
of our human hearts. Your vision must fulfill others and not
leave them with a sense of emptiness.
You should say something that matters to others, something
that will impact their lives, something that gives them a
purpose.
Give their efforts, activities or striving a worthy reward.
An Element of Compelling Reasons!
Your leadership is the reason. Why do they want to follow
you? What "because" will your vision provide them with? How
come we need to do this thing, this project, this venture?
Your statement must give a set of compelling reasons for
taking action. These reasons must be compelling, inspiring,
critical, exciting, essential to your group.
I love those CEOs who slither up to the microphone and tell
their fellow employees that they should be motivated to
slave away so that the company can 'increase shareholder
value'! After the speech, ask those employees about the
percentage of their ownership in that company and you find
out that the employees only own about 0.1% - not even enough
power to vote in a single director.
Increasing shareholder value is not very exciting to anyone,
including shareholders - they are motivated by the amounts
of money they actually earn - cash-in-hand, not promises of
paper profits.
An Element of Trustworthy Purposes!
Psychologists say unemployed people are usually depressed,
sullen and lethargic. It's a scientific fact that people
living with little or no purpose are unhappy and are more
likely to think about ending their lives.
You and I are at our most effective when we are fulfilling
our purpose. Job titles are important because those
designations tell people that there is a purpose for their
work, their organization and profession.
Your title is not the only indicator of your purpose but it
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does give you a sense of purpose, doesn't it? We find it
easier to trust in and rely on the promises of a worthwhile,
noble purpose.
Your vision statements should give the group a purpose that
is worthy of their trust, loyalty and commitment.
An Element of Valuable Identity
Do your statements portray pictures of hope, future
realities or laudable objectives? What will your group
identify themselves with after they achieve your vision?
Vivid visions educate, develop and encourage people. Visions
hold up the mirror of future possibilities and enable people
to see their potential clearly defined.
You can use your visionary projections to transform the
group into a newer, better, more confident team of leaders,
innovators and mentors. Thus, visions can help you add value
to and boost the resourcefulness of your people's best
efforts.
An Element of Principled Activities
Without principles, your vision will fade away into
nothingness - is it possible that the Bible's Author means
the same thing?
Your vision must have a strong foundation to have any chance
at a future of success. Integrating the personal, cultural
and corporate values of your people into your vision
provides a bedrock for buy-in from all the actors.
Principles, shared beliefs, morals or ethics can also form
the underpinnings of a worthy vision. When you involve any
positive findings from our studies of philosophy, psychology
or theology you probably have the makings of a nurturing
vision.
An Element of Eternal Hope
The time is now but eternity is forever. Eternity is one big
eternal present - within it, there is no past, no future and
no in-between, there is only a now.
Your vision needs to be present at all times - to be sure
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the vision may not yet be attained, but it when its goals
are achieved that visionary image will be present.
If the vision contains a crystallized hope, it will appear
to mirror the best parts of eternity - your vision will be
without any past regrets, without the fear of future doom
and it will contain one ever-present hope for better things.
An Element of Unlimited Dimensionality
Does your vision statement inspire our bodies, minds,
spirits and potentials? Have you spoken to and connected
with our physical, intellectual, spiritual or developmental
beings?
The vision that finds its way into a group's innermost core
has the best chance of realization. Your statement must help
your audience to see their opportunities to:
- Add tangible value to their world
- Pursue newer, more challenging ideas
- Be empowered to accomplish greater things
- Grow beyond the limitations of their current state
Use the power of dimension to lengthen, deepen, heighten and
broaden the character, capability, competence and potential
of your team - they'll be the better for it.
-----------------------------------------------------------Your vivid vision statement should contain the promise of a
greater, more desirable world - if you include these 7
elements, you will see your envisioned ideas become a
glorious version of a new reality.
Thomas Jefferson included the line, "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness" to describe his vision of an United
States of America in the Declaration of Independence.
Jefferson's ideas certainly sparked the imaginations of many
people and his statements were eventually transformed into a
tangible reality. The best vision statements embody ideals
that are usually shared by all participants.
If you can find those ideals, if you use the 7 elements and
if you share your heart with your followers, you too will be
able to craft an enduring, yet inspirational vision.
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Start writing a vision for your own personal growth and
future - then take action and put your ideals into practice
and help others to realize their dreams.
Don't let the people perish, give them a vivid vision to run
with and prosper by and the world will beat a path to your
door!

Figure 9-1, "A Vision-building Blueprint"
Use The Questions, Action Verbs & Your Answers to Create A Vision Statement

The Challenges of Visionary Leadership
"Your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions."
- Joel 2:28
Visionary leaders use quotes, biographical anecdotes and inspirational expositions about
courageous leadership to shape ideas, guide & inspire others towards the concrete realization
of a compelling vision
Effective leaders weave tapestries full of vision-based, energizing patterns which are colored by
forceful themes, enlightening concepts and guiding principles.
Examples of these forms of empowering, irresistible and communicative expressions were best
exemplified by US President Abraham Lincoln
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"You cannot build character and courage by taking away a man's initiative and independence.
You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.You cannot help men
permanently by doing for them what they could and should do for themselves."
- Abraham Lincoln
History's most successful leaders have used challenging, worthy and engaging visions to
encourage or motivate people and sculpt impressive, ennobling, uncomprimising outcomes.
"Where there is no vision, the people perish." - that's how wise King Solomon [in Proverbs
29:18] describes this essential truth of the human condition.
We humans need to visualize, perceive or otherwise tangibly discern where, why and how we
are going to reach for and attain our lofty dreams, goals or objectives.
"There is no vision but by faith." As Reverend Walter Chalmers Smith teaches, progress is
achieved only when faithful, faith-oriented, faith-based works, sacrifices, and thoughts
determine, dominant or rule our actions.
In his ode we glimpse the broad scope of faith-filled leadership, viz., "Where sons of God yield
up their breath; There is no gain except by loss; There is no life except by death; There is no
vision but by faith."
The Salutation of the Dawn, from the Sanskrit, provides us with a great way to lead, live and
enjoy every single day:
"Listen to the exhortation of the Dawn!
Look to this day!
For it is Life, the very life of life.
In its brief course lie all the Verities
and Realities of your existence;
The bliss of growth,
The glory of action,
The splendor of beauty.
For Yesterday is but a dream,
and Tomorrow is only a vision;
but Today well-lived makes every
Yesterday a dream of happiness,
and every Tomorrow a vision of hope,
Look well therefore to this day!
Such is the Salutation of the Dawn."
The following points will help you conceive, believe and affirm your own personal brand of
leadership vision - use them to think, behave and be the visionary leader that's within you.
May God bless you and keep you well.
"1. Trade minds with the people you want to influence
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2. Think: What is the "human" way to handle this?

3. Think progress, believe in progress, push for progress

4. Take time out to confer with yourself"
- from "The Magic of Thinking Big", by: Dr. David J. Schwartz

"Detail is the difference between just being and being a professional"

"The greater the leader, the greater the servant"

"Attach yourself to somebody who has more ability than you - that's how you learn"

"Teach everything you know. The more you teach, the more you'll receive."
- the above quotes taken from, "Life Lines - Quotations of Victor Paul Wierwille"

Are You the Leader that Others Need You to be?
"To be or not to be, that is the question." - William Shakespeare
Your leadership challenge is to serve the needs of people by helping them shape their desire,
transcend their fear or anxiety of change, and achieve tangible products of a compelling and
necessary vision.
Regardless of your job title or litany of duties, you should strive to act with wisdom and be that
effective leader who performs each one of these 3 leadership tasks:
1. Weaves tapestries of creative vision-based patterns [facilitate and promote new idea
formation & opportunity-spotting];

2. Sews and knits together the threads of themes, concepts and principles found within your
particular base of knowledge [employ mapping, modeling and organizing the group's journey or
adventure];

3. Connects to and works with the inner motives of your followers, partners and yourself to
forge enthusiastic networks of powerful influence and competencies [by coordinating,
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communicating and directing].
In the knowledge-driven organization, there are different levels or scopes of leading, for
instance, here are three examples [to develop your own leadership greatness, use the links
provided]:
* Team leadership - leads a group of 10 or less people;
http://www.syntopic.net/events/seminars/calendar.html
* Managerial leadership - supervises 2 or more teams;
http://www.syntopic.net/events/workshops/calendar.html
* Executive-level leadership - directs 2 or more managers
http://www.syntopic.net/events/tutorials/calendar.html
While your leadership work may demand your use of different methods and processes, please
remember that in this Knowledge Economy every worker performs leadership duties.
Successful leaders need to thoroughly understand the internal engines and operations of human
or system value, quality, growth and capacity.
Transform your leadership challenge into a suite of amazing, awesome, abundant Achievements
and Accomplishments.
Use our affordable, small-group, online, interactive, live leadership development programs to
inspire you, to guide your growth and usher others towards greater accomplishments and
spectacular achievements!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/Leadership_UltraNet.html
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"Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes." - Carl G. Jung

Chapter 10
How To A.C.E. Your Leadership
Effectiveness in 21 Dynamic Ways!
"Success is that old ABC - ability, breaks, and courage."
- Charles Luckman
7 AAA Ways to Succeed...
[Abounding Abundant Ample Ways To Boost Your Growth!]
This may come as a surprise but there are reliable,
effective and powerful ways to improve your ability to learn
new things.
If you will allow me to use leadership skills training as
our example, you will see how poor learning forces us to
suffer through any one or more of the following problems:
- leadership training programs usually cost serious money in fact, some programs are outrageously expensive
- leadership training programs last for a very short time quite a few of them run for only one or two days
- many leadership training programs fail to give students
ways to confidently resolve problem situations or meet and
overcome their daily challenges
- less than 1% of all leadership training programs combine
coaching and mentoring follow-ups with classroom lessons
- most leadership training programs like to do 'raw data
dumps'- the vast majority of them do NOT give you chances to
'blend' your learning experiences with supervised support or
practical feedback
In this article you will discover how to find, use and take
advantage of every kind of performance improvement learning
opportunity you encounter.
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You will be able to employ your new knowledge, skills and
competences in highly flexible, more creative and valuable
ways.
Power Strategy - 1 -- Be sure you get clearly defined,
significant returns on your training investment!
When you spend your money on a training program, do you want
to be entertained, engaged or educated?
I don't know about your priorities but I know that when I
hand over my hard-earned money, I demand a ton of convincing
that my investment is going to give me a big pay-off.
I expect and want so much more from training than I put into
it. Of course, your training program should and needs to
have some entertaining qualities and even engaging aspects
to it.
If you want the temporary benefits of watching an action
adventure movie or taking a walk in the park then go for it.
However, if you desire to see your career or business
blossom and grow stronger, your training investment must
deliver more than a mere 30% or 60% payback [I suggest you
look for programs that guarantee you returns of 100-300%].
Power Strategy - 2 -- Spend your money to make more money!
In the First Strategy I recommended that you to seek
guaranteed returns on your investment. With that said, you
must of course realize, that you do need to actually invest
your money so that you can get a return on it!
What am I saying? I am not telling you to spend all of your
money for leadership, creativity or other skills training. I
am advising you to make wise investments of your money. So
what does that mean?
Wisdom says you need to look at every training program as a
continuing investment in both your current and future
performance. So doesn't it make sense to you that you need
to pay for any training program that operates on a
continuing basis?
The price of your training program should mirror your 3
expectations for the returns you will receive through
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investing in the program:
1) The price must be reasonable for the amount of learning
and growth in knowledge, know-how and competences you can
expect to achieve
2) The price should be based on your desire to pay for those
incremental benefits in terms of the performance
improvements and tangible results you are likely to receive
from your training program over that period of time
3) The price has to be a realistic, accurate and measurable
reflection of those resources which are actively committed
to the support of your progress.
Power Strategy - 3 -- Grasp a telescopic view of your
training needs!
We already looked at the continuing nature of training. Do
you believe that learning is a lifelong exercise?
If so, how do you expect to learn anything of lasting value
in just 1, 2 or 3 days [in most cases less than 6 hours a
day of actual training]?
For instance, many leadership training programs feature
short term exposures to the complex job of analyzing issues,
evaluating potential solutions and assessing the
effectiveness of your decisions.
I wonder how you are supposed to master the diverse arts,
concepts, practices, principles, laws and processes of
leadership in 18 or less hours?
In those kinds of workshops and seminars, you are told that
you will come away from the classroom with an in-depth
understanding of 15 or 20 topics - yeah, sure you will!
By now, it should be obvious to you that the most effective
leadership training requires LONG-TERM continuous, devoted
and caring support, frequent follow-ups and candid
assessments from your training provider.
Power Strategy - 4 -- Get the most that you can out of every
training day!
I can hear you talking to yourself - you're thinking that
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you only need to get the most out of everyday you
participate in a training class, aren't you?
Since you have spent your money on a training class, you
would be foolish not to get the most from that investment.
However, I would like you to consider the fact that everyday
that you're alive is a day for learning, practicing, judging
and mastering new skills, knowledge and principles.
If you maintain a daily log book, a diary or journal, you
should strive to write down your learning-oriented
accomplishments.
You would use your journal to enter the principles, skills,
and new knowledge [the applicable, relevant and practical
information you discovered - not just mere facts and figures
but useful, valuable and profit-producing know-how].
That's why police officers and crafts persons keep their
notebooks - it's how you too could reinforce and strengthen
your confidence, and deepen as well as broaden all your
learning experiences.
Power Strategy - 5 -- Be open to being helped!
Many times, people in leadership training hold the mistaken
belief that only their teachers know how to help them learn
leadership skills and principles.
If someone wants to weave you some holy tale of how only
other leaders can show you the 'ropes' or that only those
buttoned-down, up-and-coming junior executive-types can show
you how to charge into the fray and take no prisoners then
you're in for a surprise.
Not everyone who has an elaborate title, holds some exalted
position or who have gone before you knows how to lead or
knows what they're doing in this new age of knowledge - so
you can forget all the myths and nursery stories right now!
When you break free from assumptions like those mentioned
above, you will see how people operating in various walks of
life and those working in different professions or sectors
of the economy from yours can and will add rich, colorful
textures to your tapestry of leadership.
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Helpers of all sorts can contribute to your understanding of
their cultures, operational paradigms and traditional
practices - these people can be found all around you.
How can your peers, subordinates and other so-called
ordinary people empower your leadership development?
It's your task to question them, observe their behaviors,
listen to their experiences and after doing all those
things, to learn how.
Power Strategy - 6 -- Reach out, grab a golden ring of
support!
In this crazy world of chaotic change, dizzying choices and
the sifting sands of normal operating conditions, we need to
reach for the certainty and assuring comfort of others.
The journey towards leadership maturity may begin with a
single step but you'll need a thousand more things to carry
you along your way.
Your leadership adventure will have to be fueled by
sustenance of many kinds:
- A written record of your challenges and encounters will
help you stay focused and empowered
- Encouraging fellowship, engaging interactions and edifying
exchanges with your fellow travellers will maintain your
sanity and stability
- Confessional and consultative sessions with your trusted
advisers will strengthen your resolve and faith
- Daily inspirational readings and pep-talks will energize
you and feed your soul
- Meditations and prayers will uplift your spirit and enable
your inner being to soar with wings of eagles
Power Strategy - 7 -- Take your acting cues from the
director!
In essence, a coach is like the director of a motion picture
- coaches prompt, instruct, direct and intensely encourage
us to move towards our goals.
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You have a better chance of becoming the leader you were
destined to be with a coach, counselor or mentor keeping
watch over your advancement and working alongside of you.
Of course you still need a structured course of learning and
teachers who can help increase your knowledge and tutor you.
Coaches and mentors instill a sense of accountability in
you, they will keep the bar raised and stand beside you so
that you become accustomed to striving for the highest
possible performance.
In your development as a leader, coaches and mentors will be
instrumental in helping you examine yourself and assess your
performance candidly and rigorously.
After a time, you will come to see your counselor, mentor
and coach as the person who enabled you to see the true
meaning of reaching for the prize.
----------------------------------------------------------Most successful people agree that these kinds of approaches
to personal and professional development work precisely
because they themselves became world-class leaders through
using techniques, tools and resources like the ones you just
read about.
Change management expert, Holger Nauheimer, explains how our
dynamically-charged, ever-shifting, global-landscape, calls
for a new spirit of development, "in which individuals, the
members of organizations, experience self-determination and
personal growth - and participate in creating a world around
them to which they want to belong."
Recently reported results in the Wharton School's Leadership
Digest, of a comprehensive study of leadership failures, the
following recommendations were given to help promising
leaders avoid potential pitfalls: their findings suggest
three primary things learners and their trainers should do they should,
- "Create development plans and opportunities for promising
internal candidates;
- Reflect carefully on their own experiences and, throughout
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the course of their careers, seek out opportunities to
develop their context skills;
- Determine the level of support they'll need from their
predecessor, and perform an intense self-assessment to
determine what other organizational support they will need"
Experienced firefighter, Lynn Biddison, says the number one
priority for new leaders is: "Establish a rigorous training
plan for [yourself and] your people"
The last but most important "Power Strategy" I wish to share
with you is this Be sure to energetically increase the richness, texture,
luster, power and scope, depth, capacity, value-added,
quality and competences of your skills and knowledge
developmental experiences on a daily basis!
Seek out and find only those training programs that will
help you achieve the goals of these 7 Power Strategies and
you will make abounding, abundant and amply laudable
contributions to your own success, your community,
organizations and our world.
"Your Leadership UltraNet!" - a LIFE-LONG, Affordable, Performance Enhancement Program,
featuring web-based ULTRA-Comprehensive training, coaching support and follow-up system
that's GUARANTEED to energize your leadership results.
All-the-Tools-You-Need-to-Lead-and-Succeed!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/more_info.html
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3 "C"s Leaders Must Communicate!

"Of every noble work the silent part is best,
Of all expression that which can not be expressed"
- William Wetmore Story
What we intend to communicate are the meanings our listeners
hear.
Every leader has something to say - yet, how many leaders
tell those tales that need to be told?
1) Are leaders using the wrong words?
2) Are their words conveying the wrong things?
3) Do they intentionally mean the wrong things?
I believe our leadership communication problem involves an
element of all three.
We hear about leaders in all kinds of endeavors and all
walks of life saying they are being:
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=> Misinterpreted
=> Misconstrued
=> Misquoted
=> Misunderstood
=> Misrepresented
It's time to focus on the purposes of a leader's speech - we
should first ask ourselves 'why' leaders need to communicate
before we attempt to understand what they need to say.
Communicate for Clarity!
It's Imperative, Important & Immediate, So Say It!
You must
=> Define,
=> Describe
=> Protect
the integrity, consistency and clarity of your own or the
collective group's agreed-upon
=> intent, purpose, mission, vision, meanings, beliefs,
values, relationships and views
"Truth is the secret of eloquence and of virtue, the basis
of moral authority; it is the highest summit of art and of
life" - Henri Frédéric Amiel
Clarity is the consistent communication of truth, purpose
and integrity!
Communicate for Commitment!
Ask for Their Hope, Faith and Acceptance!
To ensure their commitment, you must
-> facilitate, offer, negotiate and orchestrate the quality,
quantity and worthiness of your people’s
- trust, emotional investments, common bonds, cultural ties,
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franchise, loyalty, agreements, engagements, obligations,
pledges and covenants
Your meanings, words and intentions must include a serious
consideration of their
- need for retreat, current positions and stances, their
privileges and rights, reputation and goodwill, and craving
or hopes for glory.
"Heroism is the brilliant triumph of the soul over the
flesh, that is to say over fear: fear of poverty, of
suffering, of calumny, of illness, of loneliness and of
death. There is no real piety without heroism."
- Henri Frédéric Amiel
There is no real heroism without courage. There is no real
courage without commitment!
Communicate for Competence!
Build It, Strengthen It, Grow It!
Elevate the competence of your people and their work
-> develop, discover, evaluate and strengthen the amount,
impact and relevance of the team’s
- talents, skills, performances, capabilities, momentum,
transcendence, quantum leaps and improvements, capacities,
influences, proficiencies, merits, literacy, adaptations and
transformations, suitability, deeds or accomplishments,
contributions and investments of time, energies and ideas.
"Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have
greatness thrust upon ’em" - William Shakespeare
The good leader finds and allows greatness to blossom, the
better leader encourages greatness to rise-up and assert
itself, the greatest leader puts the ordinary into direct
contact with greatness!
-----------------------------------------------------------Use these 3 "C"s in your written and oral, formal or
informal communications. You'll see others respond to your
ideas and follow your instructions with more enthusiasm.
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I sometimes advise leaders to state the purpose of their
words first, then provide more details to their audience.
For example, tell them you want their commitment, then tell
them why you need it and what you hope to achieve with it.
When it comes to poor or weak communications, don't be a
victim or perpetrator!
Use your leadership opportunities to clearly, passionately
and capably communicate your true intentions - you can do it
because you want to, you believe you can and you are capable
of doing it well!
"Art is a human activity having for its purpose the
transmission to others of the highest and best feelings to
which men have risen." - Count Leo Tolstoy
Use the art of purposeful leadership communications to
elevate, encourage and empower your people to superior
levels of performance!
"Your Leadership-UltraNet!" - this premier Performance Empowerment System helps you
think-like, act-like, behave-like, believe-like & manage-like highly effective leaders To learn more - Click HERE:
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/skills.html

"I want to work with the top people, because only they have the courage and the
confidence and the risk-seeking profile that you need."
- James Joyce
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3 "E"s For Leaders - Engage, Empower, Encourage!
"Enflamed with the study of learning and the admiration of
virtue; stirred up with high hopes of living to be brave...
and worthy..., dear to God, and famous to all ages." - John Milton
Leaders are by definition "stewards" of the trust, hope and
beliefs of others. To perform their acts of stewardship,
leaders must practice and master three essential tasks:
=> Engage people
=> Empower people
=> Encourage people
Many leaders have a problem applying those 3 "E"s to their
leadership goals, actions and conversations. Here are a few
strategic ideas you can use to inject the three "E"s into
your leadership styles and behaviors.
Engage the Hearts, Minds & Wills of People!
"No seed shall perish which the soul hath sown."
- John Addington Symonds.
When you plant a positive vision into the fertile fields of
their hearts, minds, wills and emotions, your venture is
sure to succeed.
Your task is to help your partners, associates, peers and
constituents or clients to
=> Connect with,
=> Believe in,
=> Commit to,
=> Organize for
performing that mission-critical activity, reaching for a
desired objective or completing some specific task.
The intent, consistency and integrity of your leadership
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style, behaviors and attitudes must demonstrate the
worthiness of your visionary ideal or principles.
In a word, you use your dreams or ideals to motivate and
inspire the confidence and commitment of others.
Empower the Skills, Performance & Competencies of People!
Empowering people means
-> linking them with the knowledge, resources, assets and
processes they need,
- preparing them for the tasks, activities, objectives,
challenges and problems they will work through,
- directing them to the sources of tools or materials,
supplies and resources, specialists or networks to enable
their efforts,
- guiding them in identifying, classifying, mapping or
modeling, learning, analyzing, evaluating, innovating and
creating, managing, venturing and leading for any
situation.
By empowering, we mean facilitating the supply of energy,
mass and capability to perform the work at hand. To provide
people with the energy of a belief, competence or meaning.
"True hope is swift, and flies with swallow’s wings;
Kings it makes gods, and meaner creatures kings."
- William Shakespeare
Leaders encourage us to have hope, we use that hope to add
speed and give flight to our dreams, our hope transforms our
lives into the lofty desires of kingly beings, and
transmutes our efforts into a reality of kingly treasures.
Encourage the Endeavors, Strengths & Confidence of People!
When you lead by encouraging people, you give them a:
=> purpose for being, for their inclusion, for making a
difference and contribution, for reaching upwards or towards
a higher plateau
=> obligation to the mission, to help others, to fulfill an
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ideal, to belong, to a higher power or greater good
=> trust in the common purpose, in goodness of others, love
and mercy of God, in a promising potential for the venture,
=> affinity with a noble or worthy enterprise, with other
positive or success-oriented people, with a great and
righteous goal
You encourage people because you realize they will become
transformed by the hope of a positive image or possibility.
"None without hope e’er lov’d the brightest fair,
But love can hope where reason would despair."
- Lord Lyttleton.
Love is an act of the will, to love is a willful decision to
show a loving concern, care and compassion for another love gives hope the solid support of a strong foundation.
-----------------------------------------------------------"Growth is the only evidence of life." - John Henry Newman
If it is possible to encourage an energizing yet positive
growth of people, then you are engaged in a worthwhile
endeavor.
When we analyze the styles and behaviors of our greatest
leaders like Christ, Gandhi, King, Churchill, Tolstoy and
Mother Theresa, they share a common trait - they applied all
three "E"s to their practice of leadership.
Leaders in government, business and public services can
easily find ways to use one or more of these key actions 1) They can engage the hearts or minds of people through
compelling ideas or inspiring principles;
2) They can empower the ability and desires of people by
connecting or educating them through applied energy;
3) They can encourage the commitment and heroism of people
by showing them the hope or belief in a better reality.
Try out these concepts - when you do, you'll see a real
improvement in your leadership effectiveness!
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"We have two lives about us,
Two worlds in which we dwell,
Within us and without us,
Alternate Heaven and Hell:
Without, the somber Real,
Within, our hearts of hearts, the beautiful Ideal."
- Richard Henry Stoddard.
It's up to you to decide, do you believe there are 3 "E"s in
"leadership"? Stretch forth your hope and see the
possibility - engage, empower, encourage your people to win!
"The Leadership Toolkit" - serious leadership training for professionals, managers, executives,
entrepreneurs and specialists. Discover how to energize your leadership skills, boost your
confidence and get new knowledge through our articles, newsletters & programs at:
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/tools.html

Life is divided into three terms - that which was, which is, and which will be. Let us learn
from the past to profit by the present, and from the present to live better in the future.
- William Wordsworth

Table of Contents
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Chapter 11
The Discipline of Leadership
Strategy
"All men can see these tactics whereby I conquer, but what none can
see is the strategy out of which victory is evolved." - Sun Tzu
Strategy - What is it?
• A complete game or master plan that you formulate, implement and perfect to help you
accomplish your detailed, clearly communicated justifications for the enterprise's vision,
objective or goal
• The entire layout of how everything fits together to produce the ultimate result you are
continuously after
• The physical, intellectual, spiritual and developmental forces you can possibly combine
and marshal together to maximize the impact, outcome and success of your venture.
• The exercising of a complete and commanding control over all your competitors, their
issues and situations, threats, opportunities - helps you meet your challenges under the
most advantageous conditions you can orchestrate.
• A vision that you carefully, methodically, calculatingly execute to achieve goals using
specific 'staged' targets or milestones that each campaign, action or tactical evolution is
designed to accomplish.

Leadership Power Principle - Strategies are for Drivers!
"[You] can be as great as [you want] to be. If you believe in yourself and have the courage, the
determination, the dedication, the competitive drive and if you are willing to sacrifice the little
things in life and pay the price for the things that are worthwhile, it can be done."
- Vince Lombardi
Strategy is for those leaders who yearn to go out there, leaders who want to take you over there,
leaders who are more than ready to get there!
Your vision may sound pretty and look nice but without a vehicle you won't be able to take your
vision on that special date.
Your leadership power gets most of its energy from a strategy that just begs to be driven. Your
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strategy can help you sustain the momentum and force of your vision.
In my time, I've seen plenty of ugly cars, trucks and trains but they all had one thing in common they would take you wherever you wanted to go and could make the journey of getting there just
as exciting, memorable and comfortable as any roadway beauty.
Your strategy's success depends on your attention to these actions:
1) Training your people to be independent creative thinkers
2) Develop your assets to carry all of the burdens of your strategy
3) Constantly groom your group's skills through practical application of your strategic
initiatives
You will need to drive your strategy:
=> by steering towards your stretch goals,
=> by filling-up with the right resources,
=> by using a roadmap to navigate through the thorny areas
=> by measuring the effectiveness of its progress and execution.

Mechanics od Strategic Leadership
In earlier cahpters, we examined the roles played by leaders in the formation, implementation
and execution of a strategic plan. In this section we'll explore the mechanics of leadership
practice in the processes of planning, doing and directing.
Aarti Iyer provides us with an intriguing outline of leadership's crucial role in the development
and importance of a strategic plan:
"Strategic planning is both a logical, rational process, and a process that involves people. It
takes more than developing a plan for that plan to be implemented...we [must] consider that the
critical link between planning and doing is leadership." [to read her entire article, see the Human
Resources Circle discussion group in Yahoo - mailto:HRCircle@yahoogroups.com - when
you join this Group, find Digest Number-142]
What are the mechanics of strategic leadership? While this subject is fairly complex, we shall
attempt to describe what those functions might look like using our automobile imagery:
=> Engine - converting one energy source into a greater or more focused source of
energy;
=> Pump - concentrating and directing a source of energy in such a way as to
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provide a focal point for the user of that energy;
=> Processor - manipulation of energy in such a way as to make a value, logic or null
based decision to channel that original energy source;
=> Channel - a directing of or being a conduit for energy without adding or enhancing
that energy source in any appreciable way;
=> Amplifier - the expansion of energy by using methods of analysis in such a way so
as to increase or strengthen the original energy source;
=> Transformer - the conversion of energy into another form so as to increase or
enhance the magnitude of the original energy source;
=> Synthesizer - combining or composing the elements of an energy source in such a
way as to create a new or greater whole form of energy;
=> Carburetor - mixing or combining a supply of energy in such a way as to facilitate
a more powerful or effective use of that energy source.
=> Catalytic converter - increasing and favorably modifying the rate of innovative
energies being applied which empowers a creation of change, transformations or
entrepreneurial transfigurations
Making skilled use of leadership in these suggested roles could improve, energize and
empower the success of your strategic planning process - being mechanical means being an
instrument for energy flows.
Energy can not be created and can not be destroyed, energy can be re-directed, converted into
new forms or released into the environment and become another form of energy.
You can also think of using these mechanical processes to develop, train and nurture the
leadership behaviors, skills and competencies of your people.
Are you using the planning process to energize and electrify the commitment of your people to
imaginatively exploit the opportunities of change?
In what ways could you use your strategic plan, its objectives, its perspectives or its vision to
amplify, nurture and transform the power of your group?
Do you crave better ways to empower and improve the leadership skills of your people?
Innovative Leadership Skills Are Developed, Trained & Perfected By Your Strategic Priorities
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/leaders_innovative.html
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Using strategy to lead you as you lead others can be a wise course of action.
Within well-defined strategies, you will find these empowering, energizing ingredients:
=> Intention - the purpose, raison d'etre, your whys or wherefores,

=> Direction - your approach and path towards an objective;

=> Contention against which your efforts will be measured.
Effective leaders use the strategic planning and management processes to develop their human
capital assets, train themselves to master critical skills and expand their power base.
Leadership excellence demands your unwavering focus, unbending stance and unrelenting
grasp on the details of your strategy, mission and key priorities - assessing your own situation,
would you agree these guiding elements are:
=> Well-defined or being clarified on a regular basis?

=> Based on the realities of your current situation and its realistic possibilities?

=> Important enough to satisfy the needs of your people or stakeholders for
recognition, purpose and growth?
There are both destructive and evolutionary forces at work in your environment - your primary
leadership task is to hold forth the light of nobility, righteousness and goodness for others to see
or be guided by.
Innovative leadership is essential to the success of today's organizations - be a leader who
plans to use the strategic planning and management processes to leverage and further develop
your human capital.
Strategically Involve, Empower and Engage Them!
How Leaders Develop & Train People To Learn New Skills
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/context_book_order.html
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Obtaining the emotional, psychological and intellectual buy-in of your people -- especially those
who rarely have an opportunity to contribute in those critical ways -- for your strategies, your
strategic goals and even your strategic planning process should be the key priority of your
leadership tasks.
As Aarti Iyer, a student from India, advises in her truly instructional post, leaders must design,
shepherd and guide: "the planning process so that staff feel that they have adequate input into
the process, that they are heard, and their values and visions are incorporated into the final plan
and its implementation" [see the Human Resources Circle discussion group in Yahoo mailto:HRCircle@yahoogroups.com - Digest Number-142]
With the right process, your strategic planning efforts will actually spawn into some of the
following vital opportunities for you to exercise your leadership:
=> Engage employees, volunteers and mission partners as your co-creators,
co-conspirators or co-leaders in shaping, implementing or supervising the plan
=> Encourage and train your associates to develop their innate creativity,
communication styles, critical and systems thinking, value engineering, leadership
behaviors and attitudes, teamwork and collaboration, mapping and modeling skills
and more
=> Enter into agreements with your stakeholders to hold you accountable for turning
the plan into tangible reality and elicit their commitment and assurance that they too
will assume responsibility for certain sections of the plan
=> Establish a schedule for communicating with your people using coaching,
mentoring, consultative sessions, progress conferences, focus groups, team reports,
performance reviews, reward and recognition ceremonies, etc.
=> Empower your people to have authority for or take the lead in further defining or
refining the strategy, sculpting your vision and mission, and aligning organizational
and personal values by:
- taking process ownership or leadership roles;
- becoming quality champions or entrepreneurial detectives;
- creating meeting or event agenda items;
- participating in goal- or priority-setting;
- conducting formal consulting or coaching sessions with others
Does your planning process enables you to encourage, enlighten, enrich and enhance the
performances your people in all those ways?
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How could you solicit, channel, align and incorporate the personal values and visions of your
group so that organizational goals and priorities are enhanced and extended?
Once the plan is created, what are you doing to make it the roadmap you use to lead, supervise,
steer and control its implementation to edifying, empowering and successful conclusions?
Our Planning Workshop Facilitator's Manual, Workgroup Handout materials and optional
75-minute Webinar for Leaders and Workshop Facilitators will guide you in your creation,
development and leadership of "breakthrough", fail-proof strategic plans or alignments with your
organization's bsuiness strategies!
Learn how this very affordable, yet uniquely effective planning leadership tool:
=> Enriches your planning process,
=> Empowers your people;
=> Energizes your leadership performance
and we'll see you at our next Webinar!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/lead_plan_book.html

A Leadership Strategy That Works!
Today, let's examine a leadership strategy that is sure to get you great results regardless of your
job title or position:

- 'The greatest among you, will be the servant of all!' - Jesus Christ
Now, I know that you've heard all kinds of things about this idea of 'Servant Leadership', but we
need to walk-around and fully explore the true ramifications and implications of that quote...
How can your weak areas affect the ways other people perceive you?
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If a leader lacks conviction, commitment, integrity, consistency, curiosity, loving-kindness, drive
or determination, credibility or mercy, that person will most certainly be seen as weak,
domineering, wishy-washy, evil, mean-spirited, or conceited,... well, I think you get the idea.
Leaders must, in general, present a public image that is full of positive attributes or admirable
worthiness. Of course, all human beings harbor doubts, act with compromised values, and are
held captive by other dark thoughts or feelings.
So what is a leader to do?
The successful leader holds on to a strategy's focus, its "strategic intent", by remaining faithful to
a strongly held belief system that advocates a mission of service - leaders make themselves
useful in varying ways.
Typically, they can serve:
- as a solution,

- as the facilitator who empowers people,

- the specifc needs of some group,

- a greater good,

- a higher power or purpose.
Why Use a Strategy of Service?
Strategies help you to define your approach, position or direction. Your leadership strategy
should reflect the tone of your intention. In other words, your strategy should act as a guideline for
your leadership style, role, behavior, agenda or patterns of work.
We know that great leaders have always demonstrated a strong commitment to serving others.
In fact all enduring acts of leadership have been based on a service philosophy - witness the
impact of Abraham Lincoln, Marie Curie, Nelson Mandela and so many others.
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Will you strive towards 'greatness'? Will you rise to the challenge to be 'the servant of all'? Will
you transform your vain weaknesses into proud displays of humble service?
A Discipline of Strategic Imperatives
When you search in your dictionary, you'll find the word, "discipline", defined all these ways:
=> as an act that is driven by a willful purpose
=> a series of sharply focused, agreed-upon yet critical activities
=> an area of practices which fall inside prescribed parameters.
Many people wonder General Electric performed so well under Jack Welch's leadership - the
reason why is simple - Mr Welch used the discipline of strategic imperatives as a foundation for
organizational performance and activity.
Here's his stellar example of all 3 definitions of discipline practiced by Jack:
"An organization's ability to learn, and translate that learning into action rapidly, is the
ultimate competitive advantage." - Jack Welch
What's the purpose - it is to learn. What are the key activities - transform learning into rapid
action. What practices are prescribed - make learning competences and fast-paced actions the
cornerstones of their competitive advantages.
Trapped In A Strategic Quagmire - Who Needs That Hassle?
Leadership is usually looked at as an 'outside-the-box', artistic, eccentric, intuitive, slightly
irrational or reactionary affair - but is it really?
Does this view jibe with the historical record? Are great leaders known for their free-wheeling,
devil-may-care, fly-by-the-seat-of-their-pants, lack of discipline?
"Progressive art can assist people to learn not only about the objective forces at work
in the society in which they live, but also about the intensely social character of their
interior lives. Ultimately, it can propel people toward social emancipation."
- Salvador Dali
To be sure, whenever you feel the need to
=> challenge the way things are done, or
=> develop new models or show preferred examples of doing things or
=> nurture the hearts of followers.
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you may have to adopt different styles or traits of leading.
However, your adaptations to your environment, circumstance or trial must be governed by your
willful purpose, or through your focused actions or within your prescribed practices. Without a
doubt, the leader must exemplify aspects of a disciplined approach, or nature, or behavior.
Why?
Because your followers need the assurance of knowing that you are sane, rational, consistent,
stable and steadfast in keeping your promise to be of service to them or their objectives or
well-being.
Your adversary will only be defeated and overcome through your disciplined stance based on
whatever morality, ethics or principles you choose to live or fight by.
The successful leader uses the sound foundation of discipline to stand, strive and win - how
strong, reliable and unwavering is your discipline?

An Example Of Strategic Discipline
The Discipline of Strategic Quality Improvement Programs
Identified by and contained within the 8 following attributes:
1) Element of Delegation - Achieved Through
2) Goals - Clear: schedules, budgets, specifications, etc.
3) Responsibility - Clear: specifc as to teams, departments & individuals
4) Resources: provided as part of the business planning activity [goals where
resources are provided take priority over those goals that don't have resources
provided]
5) Training - oriented to job performance parameters and goals
6) Measures of Performance - In place: reports on performance versus goals
7) Reviews of performance versus goals - Regularly scheduled: personal reviews by
upper managers
8) Rewards - keyed to performance against goals
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Chapter 12
35 Keys of Leadership Power!
"The ultimate value of life depends upon awareness and the power of
contemplation rather than upon mere survival." - Aristotle
7 Generators Of Leadership Power!

What you are about to read may sound too simple but it is
the truth.
Many of us think leadership is something that only CEOs,
Presidents and Generals have to do - but nothing could be
further from the truth.
All working people need to exercise the skills of
leadership because their very success in life depends on
their ability to master the arts of leadership.
Leaders must find ways to rise above the challenges of this
world - they can only do that only when they can:
- Communicate with and understand the needs of other people
- See the big picture and plan for its realization
- Inspire others to cooperate with you and commit themselves
to new initiatives
- Evaluate, work-through or overcome challenges of all
kinds
- Identify problems and find effective solutions that will
adequately handle those difficulties
- Prepare your will, mind and heart to take responsibility,
persist and accept diverse pools of viewpoints
- Adapt your style, role and work-pattern to fit the demands
of the project and get the job done
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Power-generator 1)
Use the Two Times One Principle!
We have heard it said that God gave humans two ears and only
one mouth for a good reason.
However, what God actually told us is that, "death and life
are in the power of the tongue". The meaning of that
sentence is simply this - we should open our mouths and say
whatever it is that we want to bring into existence!
Powerful leaders tend to say very little in terms of
non-essential stuff, they do tend to say very profound and
meaningful things when they do speak.
So what is profound or meaningful to other people? Their
needs, desires and fears are the most important things to
them. People will always reveal those feelings or thoughts
about themselves through spoken and unspoken
communications.
That's why powerful leaders listen to others, it's the
primary reason why they listen to and learn more about those
concerns, first, and then they speak to those needs.

Power-generator 2)
Envision broad horizons, tangents and maps of the territory!
Seeing the BIG picture is a pretty tall order for most of
us. We think that seeing it all means knowing it all,
understanding it all and controlling it all - but relax,
only God in His heavens can do all of that!
To know what's pending out there on those far pavilions, it
is necessary that we step back from edge of chaos to look at
and discern the patterns of the forest.
Big picture viewers don't see tons of details, rather, they
search for and discover lines of directions, tendencies of
occurrences, pockets of opportunity, positioning of
principles, evolutions of resources, arrangements of
priorities, or fields of focus.
After their explorations, they begin to connect the dots,
cross the 'Ts' and mark the trails - powerful leaders ask:
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- what, where and why is this the "Promised Land"?
- how have others taken this type of journey?
- how should we attempt to travel this path?
- how will we know if we're heading in the right direction?
- how can we survive in or find our way out of this wilderness?
Power-generator 3)
Go for winning their hearts and minds, then go for winning
the gold!
Recognizing me is the key! When you pay deep and sincere
attention to anyone, you have an excellent opportunity to
ask for and receive their full cooperation and unwavering
support.
Go ahead and put those statements to the test - go to
someone you don't know and tell them about yourself [tell
them what you ate for breakfast, what your friend told you
last night and what you think about your country's
government].
Next go to someone who you don't know and ask them to please
help you find your way to the nearest store, and when they
finish telling or showing you the way to the store, ask them
to help you pick out an accessory to the clothes that you're
wearing - ask them if they think a scarf, hat, a necktie, a
bracelet or necklace, a pin or brooch, etc. would make you
look better?
You'll see that by paying attention to their opinions and
suggestions, their knowledge and wisdom, their ability to
serve a greater good, their kindness and love for another
person, their hope for positive feedback on their
contributions and their empowerment of your growth - you'll
see that within their acts of assistance there resides the
seeds for eliciting, enlisting and enhancing their staunch
commitment towards any project, campaign or mission.

Power-generator 4)
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Challenge yourself to overcome all kinds of challenges!
Mahatma Gandhi told us that, "Every worthwhile
accomplishment, big or little, has its stages of drudgery
and triumph; a beginning, a struggle and a victory."
The challenge of leadership is rooted in the doing and an
orientation towards achieving something that has value,
substance, 'traction', meat, possibility - in other words,
we all want to do things that are worthwhile, worthy,
glorious, praiseworthy or redeeming.
Yes, there is a "drudgery" to the pushing, pulling and
urging activities of leaders - so then, every leader faces
plenty of trials, hassles, tribulations, roadblocks, tests,
obstacles, perils, brick walls, pitfalls and more.
The powerful leader use a secret 'hammer', I like to think
of that tool as being an 'all-in-one', multi-dimensional
toolkit that gives leader the ability to keep on keeping on.
To push through the difficulties you will need to bolster
your confidence, desire and faith with motivational
materials, inspirational readings, people who share your
vision or support your efforts in highly proactive ways,
meditations, prayers, positive affirmations, coaches and mentors.
"We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

Power-generator 5)
There are no problems, only opportunities to find newer and
better solutions!
"Trouble is only opportunity in work clothes." - Henry J.
Kaiser
Problems are an unavoidable part of life. The leader who
tries to avoid problems is no leader at all.
Have you ever had a supervisor who hated to hear anything
about your problems? Unless that person's attitude changed,
they would be doomed to failure as a leader.
Powerful leaders welcome encounters with problems - they
realize the potential for finding something better, or for
discovering a more effective process or product exists right
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on the other side of that problem's solution.
I like to use a quick 4-step formula for approaching every
kind of problem-solving task:
1) What situation are you in?
2) What 'problems' do you see there?
3) What are the implications of keeping or solving your
problems?
4) What kinds of payoffs do you need or want to come out of
your solutions?
The powerful leader sees trouble coming, puts on her/his
work clothes and gets to work with a passion for uncovering
the hidden jewel of opportunity, value or innovation.

Power-generator 6)
Leaders always invest in themselves and they use time to
strengthen their hearts, minds and wills!
How much is your dream, vision or life purpose worth? Is it
worth the price of persevering in your prayers of faith, the
value of motivating your soul's desire and the cost of
strengthening the courage of your convictions?
Powerful leaders convince themselves that success always
exacts a fair exchange in terms of payment. That transaction
takes time - it's paid for over a period of time, with an
interest or service charge of effort, sweat-equity and
adversity.
Yes there's a value-added tax being levied - the powerful
leader needs to stand on principle, be unfailing in ethical
behavior and never compromise in acting morally.
Do you invest in boosting the power of your hope? Are you
paying the "piper" his due for your prospects of future
success? What do owe in your tax burden - how much have you
contributed to your foundation of morality, ethics and
personal values?
If your dreams are worth $10 million dollars, what is the
equivalent amount needed to prepare your 'inner resources'
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of mind, emotions, willpower and spirit for that level of achievement?
Power-generator 7)
Adapt, adjust, adduce your leadership appearances!
You have probably seen definitions for the three traditional
leadership styles of autocratic [bossy], democratic
[participative] and delegative [free reign].
There are other styles besides those three that fit into the
challenges of a knowledge-based economy, that's flexibly
networked and intensely dynamic in its nature.
These other styles reflect the leader's mission to:
- Assemble disparate knowledge assets into newer, more
appropriate and sensible configurations,
- Connect diverse resource pools with human capital
components [that is, social, intellectual, production and
developmental capital];
- Empower organized efforts to process, digest and master
the forces of ever-changing scenarios.
The powerful leader adopts differing roles for the variety
of contexts in front of her - those roles are not part of
some deception, rather they become the leader's portfolio of
adaptations for the purpose of situational optimization.
Leaders add value to the work products of organizations
through their application of patterned traits. These
patterns are the way leaders make a significant difference
to the growth, prosperity and health of others.
Powerful leaders use their work patterns to share their
time, their hearts and thoughts, and show how they relate to
the needs of others.
-----------------------------------------------------------Powerful leadership skills are available to all who desire
and are willing to work for them. Each one of these
power-generators are designed to bring you closer to a
confident application of your leadership engagements.
The vast majority of knowledge workers, professionals,
managers, entrepreneurs and service personnel need to
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possess excellent leadership skills - many of today's
workforce are too weak and ineffectual in their daily
practice of leadership.
Experts like the American Society for Training and
Development [ASTD] believe that 80% or more of US employees
lack adequate skills and competencies in their leadership performance.
Don't let that grim statistic apply to your life - take
action now and start investing in your professional growth.
Who should be a powerful leader? How hard is it for ordinary
people to make the jump to power-generating leadership?
You can use the lessons of this article to climb your way to
the lofty levels of powerful leadership. Take advantage of
these seven key points and you will increase your chances of
adding real power, traction and thrust to your leadership abilities.
You should realize that your own personal efforts and the
services of a helpful guide are the only keys that can
unlock your leadership potential - so pick up your keys,
walk towards the door of promise and enter into your
paradise of possibility for leadership success, today!
You can get helpful guidance through the chaos, maze of challenges and roadblocks to effective
leadership power using our "Leadership-UltraNet!" - an affordable, guaranteed, leadership skills
training program that features personal attention, comprehensive resources and follow-up
support for your growth. Learn how the UltraNet! empowers your Leadership power,
performance and potential today, in every way!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/more_info.html

7 Awe-Inspiring Power-Generating Strategies!

Here's a really simple way you can use your personal
infrastructure to increase your leadership power, create new
innovative solutions and nurture your growth opportunities.
Failing to invest in your power-producing abilities will
definitely prevent you from realizing success on the job and
rob your future career efforts of enjoyment.
We will show you 7 self-empowering ways to
transform your ordinary power-deficits into:
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=> Power-packed acts
=> Powered-up impacts
=> Power-generating results
Employing these time-tested strategies will boost your
influence, improve your effectiveness and energize your
leadership talents.
Empowering Strategy-1 - Envision Your Significance!
Every person has the potential to make a difference in this
world. Look at how your life interacts with others and
offers them opportunities to discover, contribute or create
=> meanings,
=> impacts,
=> solutions.
See yourself taking positive actions, making meaningful
contributions and shaping creative solutions. To succeed, be
someone who searches for and empowers meanings, impacts or
solutions to enrich our work, lives and situations.
Empowering Strategy-2 - Model Success!
The first rule of investment is: "Invest in yourself first!"
History is the stories of leaders, role models and movers
and shakers. Why try to re-invent the wheel, when there are
thousands of successes already available to you?
Stop reading this article and run to your bookshelf or
library and find the life story of the person you consider
to be the greatest leader of all time.
Still here? - don't come back until you have that book in
your possession.
OK, now start reading, studying and applying the principles
that that person used to reach their pinnacle of success.
Empowering Strategy-3 - Be Eager to Learn New Things!
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Well, let's see - there are many ways to acquire new
knowledge, uncover hidden truths and find wisdom:
=> books, magazines, articles and papers, training courses
and programs, discussion groups, media outlets, stories and
plays, dreams and meditations, fasting ad prayers. <=
If you are a person who works with information, people or
ideas you need to invest at least 4 hours a week into your
continuing education or $60 USD a month or both.
In this ever-changing world of challenges, problems and
opportunities, you need to force yourself to be eager to
learn new things!
Empowering Strategy-4 - Appreciate Yourself!
A great source of personal power comes from embracing the
gifts of life, liberty and happiness you enjoy.
Regardless of your plight, there is a preciousness about
your unique desires, feelings, thoughts and experiences
worthy of your reflection, appreciation and recognition.
Your achievements, accomplishments and realizations should
be remembered, recorded and contemplated on using:
=> Diaries and journals
=> Mind-maps or doodling
=> Audio or video-taping
Empowering Strategy-5 - Harmonize Your Mind!
Meeting with people who wish to share their ideas,
objectives and visions with you in a spirit of perfect
cooperation and harmony increases your success to Warp-speed
factor-10!
You probably already have seen how other legendary leaders
have used this Master Mind concept to great benefit - just
look at the role played and power exerted by the alliances
your leader participated in.
Your Master Mind may include people you usually do not
associate with - like other professionals, entrepreneurs and
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leaders - almost certainly, your everyday colleagues,
friends or family members will not want to join your group.
Empowering Strategy-6 - Energize Your Faith!
Faith is simply a matter of adding something of substance to
your hopes and then using the eyes of your mind to see
evidence of those things even though they are not yet there.
What do you hope for? To energize your faith, you must first
put some substance into your hope.
Let's say you are hoping for a better job. What substantial
efforts are you investing into that hope?
=> Have you re-written or prettied-up your CV/Resume?
=> Are you consulting with Search counselors or experts?
=> Do you know which jobs or industries you want to work in?
Empowering Strategy-7 - Be Willing to Serve!
Greed, selfishness and closed-mindedness block the flow of
power every time - these negative attitudes compel us to
pull back from connecting with and enjoying sources of power.
Power is a two-way exchange, we give it away and take
advantage of it. Jesus observed that the "greatest among you
[human beings] shall be servant of all."
History's greatest and most beloved leaders have all been
servants to their cultures, nations and to our world.
We boost our own power when we serve the needs of others, so
by giving away the power of our time, abilities and gifts,
we increase our own power-supply.
May the Lord God always bless those who make the effort to
bless others first and foremost - that's my prayer for you.
"The Leadership Toolkit" and "Your Leadership-UltraNet!" - these web based training programs
energize your leadership skills, boost your creativity and transform you into a persuasive,
empowering leader. Inspire Confidence, Be Creative, Elevate Your Influence Get "All the Tools You Need To Lead!"
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/info.html
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5 Power Keys For Leadership Success!

Did you know that you can successfully handle most
leadership challenges with just 5 simple strategies? By
focusing your attention on these critical areas you can
empower the opportunities hiding within your vision,
new venture or project plans.
The biggest problem facing people like you is knowing when,
what and how to operate your leadership power keys.
You have no problem turning on your computer, using it to
find answers and producing your letters or reports with it.
Why not make your leadership power keys help you influence
others, guide them towards rewarding outcomes and nurture
their growth into success-driven leaders?
POWER KEY-1: "Simplify The Complex!"
The reason why leaders are important is because of the
situation, circumstance or condition facing the group. You
can look at these things as being a need, a problem or an opportunity.
People will look to you to lead them as you explore,
discover and plan the best course of action for dealing with
this complex state of affairs.
Therefore your leadership power key relies on your ability
to systematically investigate, evaluate, map, organize and
communicate solutions.
POWER KEY-2: "Envision New Vistas!"
This is the time for boldness! Your group begs to do
something inspiring, engaging, worthwhile and special. Give
them a vibrant, vivid and vital vision - excite their
hearts, minds, souls and spirits.
Regardless of your task, function, project or business, you
must lead others using your mind's eye [imagined view] of a
compelling vision.
Your leadership power key involves creating, shaping,
sharpening and publicizing the vision as you also encourage
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people to embrace it, own its outcomes and feed its possibilities.
POWER KEY-3: "Go For The Gusto!"
Your team will wonder about their priorities every moment of
every day. How will you inform, reassure and coach them?
There are just a few items you should concentrate your
efforts, attention and assessments on - they are your
leadership agenda:
1) Security - health, wellness, safety
2) Wisdom - knowledge, relevance, applicability
3) Power - personal, team, shared, how much
4) Guidance - where, what, when, who, why, what & how
5) Syntropy - importation & focusing of power sources
6) Conceptuality - analyzing patterns, artifacts, concepts
7) [Universe] Frontiering - ask & find what's out there?
POWER KEY-4: "Be Disciplined and Willful!"
You must deal effectively with reality to hold onto your
leadership power keys. If there is no disciplined approach,
direction or intent, you will not lead for very long.
Many leaders fail to rigorously design, supervise or execute
their strategies. Yet, strategic planning can be one of your
strongest power keys.
Your strategy should empower others to - trust your motives
- maintain their will-power
- develop a positive self-regard
- define their responsibilities
- exercise control
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- judge their performance or progress
- usher them through the process of change
POWER KEY-5: "Behave Yourself!"
You don't have to change your spots! You do however have to
serve the needs of different circumstances, constituents and considerations.
There are certain ethical matters that you must apply - you
will need to be fair, honest, and consistent when dealing
with people. Your behavior reflects your concerns,
concentrations and character.
Your leadership power key demands that you adopt the proper
mental attitudes, behaviors based upon rock-solid personal
values and motives driven by your most positive eccentric forces.
Can you adapt? Will you behave? Do you really care? These
questions reveal the power behind this key.
-----------------------------------------------------------You can spend thousands and invest weeks of precious time in
formal classroom instruction. Eventually you would begin to
acquire these power keys of successful leaders.
These simple principles are so easy to remember - in fact, I
use them myself. They're the power keys to all of my
personal, business and community leadership activities and they always deliver great results.
Gurus like Peter Drucker, Tom Peters, Warren Bennis, Jack
Welch discuss these five principles at length in their work.
Great historical figures including Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson
Mandela, John F. Kennedy, Winston Churchill and Marie Curie
have demonstrated these skills in their leadership roles.
Your leadership success depends on your agreement with
Churchill's observation: "A pessimist sees the difficulty in
every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty."
These 5 power keys are the keys to success for all of your
life adventures - will you walk with expectations for
positive outcomes, will you commit yourself to growing
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stronger and use your own leadership power keys to
energize your performances?
4 Abundant Ways of Adding F.I.R.E. and Fuel To Your Passion!
"If you want a love message to be heard, it has got to be sent out. To keep a lamp burning, we
have to keep putting oil in it."
- Mother Teresa
How many times have you found yourself dreaming you
were more passionate?
What makes certain people so passionate? How come they seem
to be on-fire for their cause? Why do enthusiastic people
become leaders we are willing to follow?
Maybe you once had a burning desire inside of your heart. If
you have ever hoped to add more fuel to the F.I.R.E. of
living then perhaps these four simple steps will light-up,
add a spark, ignite and fan the flames for you.
F = Find the Fantastic
Many of us go through life losing sight of our original
dream. Sometimes, the daily grind saps the strength of our
hopes.
Other times, we allow major challenges, roadblocks and
difficulties to drain the power from our fantasies. Whatever
the cause, it is up to us to find ways to keep the boldness
and eagerness of our most inspiring goals alive.
By seeking out and accepting the fantastic qualities of your
dreams and visions, you can increase your own passion for
realizing them:
=> Is your dream full of wonder and glamour?
=> Does your dream shine brightly or reflect a brilliance?
=> Are there other people who have a similar dream, if so,
are those people considered to be "great"?
I = Invest & Inspect
Wouldn't it be nice if we could go to sleep and wake up
filled with passion and energy? I prefer to be lazy and look
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for ways to avoid hard work whenever possible.
But there is a law that must be obeyed, it goes something
like this: you will reap what you sow. The lottery ads say
it best: "to win it, you have to be in it!"
=> How much time do you invest in feeding your dream?
=> How much effort do you invest in building your dream?
=> How many of your assets and resources are you investing
into your dream?
=> How close are you to realizing your dream, how often and
how much do you inspect and measure your progress?
R = Reach Up, Reach In, Reach Out
The Pastor of my church uses these 3 actions to encourage
our spiritual growth. He knows we humans need to perform all
three to be successful in our pursuits.
Passionate people reach up to their higher power because
they know their God - they trust in and rely on Him to
supply them with guidance, wisdom and strength.
Enthusiasm means having the inspired God within. You can
take hold of and attain a powerful enthusiastic attitude.
If you are willing to reach inside yourself and let that
godly inspiration of His love, Will and His Being come
inside you, you too will catch His passion [that's why Mel
Gibson called his movie, "The Passion..."]
When you reach out to help others, you will be blessed as
well. That is a spiritual law that wealthy, faithful and
intelligent people have followed throughout history.
For proof, look at all the charitable gifts or foundations,
winners of the Nobel Peace prize and acts of heroism
performed in the world today.
E = Entertain & Energize Yourself
Very few people think of entertaining their fantasies, yet
people of passion use those techniques to keep their
watch lights burning.
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You have to maintain your guard over and sustain your watch
of your dreams. The interruptions and pollution of daily
life will try to distract you.
Those poisoned whisperings of the dark side want you to buy
what they are selling.
You can ignore and avoid yielding to the influences of
negativity by running the films of dreams in your mind over
and over again.
You must entertain, energize and indulge your fantasy by
=> Putting up, looking at and studying the pictures, images
and imaginings of your desired objective
=> Repeating the affirmed beliefs of your hope to yourself
out loud and frequently
=> Talking the talk and walking the walk of your vision acting, thinking, speaking just like you already have
achieved your goals
Energy comes from the mass of serious efforts - be stern
with your heart and mind, entertain their future prospects.
-----------------------------------------------------------The starting point of all achievement is desire. Use the
F.I.R.E. of your desires to heat up and excite the passion
that is deep within you.
I love using my quiet times and places of solitude to boost
the temperature of my enthusiasm. You might need to use a
different method but my favorite one is the "entertain and
energize" technique.
Successful people have employed these tools to super-charge
their passionate attitudes, when you try, you'll discover
you can too.
Take time to stoke the F.I.R.E. of your passion today!
"On a Fine Morning", you will want to heed the words of
Thomas Hardy:
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"Whence comes solace? Not from seeing,
What is doing, suffering, being;
Not from noting Life’s conditions,
Not from heeding Time’s monitions;
But in cleaving to the Dream
And in gazing at the Gleam
Whereby gray things golden seem."

"Leading A Creative, Evolutionary, Innovative Organization!" - an idea-packed, 2-Volume set of
manuals to help you electrify, empower and infuse your leadership with scientifically-proven,
evolutionary, results-producing strategies. Energize your innovation!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/innovation.html
--------------------------------------------------

Does Your Innovation Need More Power?
Three Plus Strategies for Generating New Ideas
Recently, I attended a webinar with nearly 400 other Chief
Learning Officers - during one polling period, we were
asked what primary driving force pushes organization-wide
or individual innovation - the majority agreed that leadership is that force.
Indeed, those CLOs agreed innovation was the most important
quality their organizations desire in teams, individuals and leaders.
In today's fast-paced society, where images, ideas and
ideals fly past through our minds at warp-speed, the only
way to survive and succeed is to innovate as much and as often as possible.
I don't mean that you innovate for innovation's sake,
rather you must add value, improve quality and enhance
competence in every one of your tasks, products and
services and that work must be done in an highly innovative fashion.
What strategies can leaders use to empower, propel and
energize our innovative efforts?
Strategy-1 - Empower the Quest!
When we encounter inconsistencies, problems, difficulties,
incongruities, dysfunction, mysteries or challenges, aren't
those the times we notice that there are "gaps in our knowledge"?
When gaps are found we naturally want to search for
solutions, or ways to bridge or augment our knowledge.
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Leaders who aspire to leading others in authentic,
committed, honorable ways strive to channel the power of
open and forthright discussion and inquiry. In a word,
leaders with integrity are not afraid to seek out and face the truth.
Wise leaders realize that the truth contains its own energy
supply - through the pursuit of truth, our perceptions take
on keener insights, we see our situations from afar and we
can see them more clearly.
What is truth? We need to understand that our knowledge is
insufficient [I like to call it, our "knowledge deficit"],
and after acknowledging that, we must hunt for facts, ideas
or theories to help us erase our knowledge-deficit.
Strategy-2 - Propel the Momentum!
When you begin the search for those 'deficit-filling' facts,
ideas and theories, you will see, discover or uncover at
least one or more of these patterns and phenomena:
=> the unexpected - are the results you got the results you
expected?
=> the break in logic, assumption or rhythm - does there
seem to be something that is illogical or that doesn't make
sense under the circumstances?
=> the change in structure or paradigm behind the "problem" - is it
possible that our industry, profession or technology has changed or
has those things experienced a change in the way they are structured?
Effective leaders "propel the momentum" of innovation by
challenging assumptions, traditions and comfort levels.
By aggressively testing the results of every activity for
its contributions to productivity, resourcefulness and
growth, leaders can keep the "ball" of innovative momentum rolling.
Strategy-3 - Energize the Process!
Asking the right questions guides leaders towards truth honestly searching for and fearlessly facing truthful
answers will lead you to successful ventures.
Leaders can maximize their innovative opportunities by
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adding energy to their everyday work processes. You can
build innovation into your tasks, relations and assessments
by keeping your objectives clearly in mind.
"Inspect what you expect" are great words to lead and
manage by. Keep your goals, objectives, targets, milestones
and expectations in front of the group all the time.
By checking what you budgeted, planned and organized for
against your actual outcomes, outputs and outpourings, you
will identify problems and be better able to adjust or
adapt your efforts before those challenges overwhelm your progress.
By unveiling the truth of your objectives and hopes, you
are walking on the path towards innovation - you will be '
on-the-right-track' to that place where you will:
=> Do your work with or on things in different ways,
=> Take more effective actions on the things that you work
with or on,
=> Work with or on things with greater levels of efficiency.
----------------------------------------------------------"You cannot solve a problem until you acknowledge that you
have one and accept responsibility for solving it" - Zig Ziglar
Leading others to think, work and contribute more
innovatively means being skilled, trained and developed to
exploit your energy sources, along with the practices and
disciplines of innovation.
It is possible to be taught the principles and concepts of
innovation. Leading a creative, evolutionary, innovative
organization is our highest priority for enjoying a healthy
and vibrant economy.
"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what
is essential is invisible to the eye." - Antoine de Saint
Use your commitment to push our boundaries, your courage to
risk a different way, and your hope to discover a better
tomorrow as your guide - then lead us into that promised land.
Learn How Creative, Evolutionary Niche Strategies Boost Performance, Empower New
Avenues for Growth and Energize Your Innovative Opportunities!
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http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/innovation.html

3 Elements of Leadership Power

In an article discussing the need for innovative products
and profitable service offerings, Vinutha V., points out
that, "improvements are only the expected results, not the
source of competitive advantage. Improved product
development through innovation arises from the knowledge
and experience of employees." [Source: The Financial
Express - appearing in ZDNetIndia News]
Soft skills, "holistic development", "employee empowerment"
and other terms are merely euphemisms for leadership energy
- they are the process, purpose and principle which supply
people with knowledge and propel them to take competent action.
"Is not the holy energy of true love ever sagacious,
far-sighted and prophetic? Truth is not isolated: it is not
a part, but the whole. It is love, and beauty, and joy. The
wise man does not believe and opine, but he knows and is
the very truth which he utters. His thought is action: his
knowledge is love" [Emerson's Essays, by A Disciple, in the
US Democratic Review Volume-16, Issue-84]
Leading is an act of energetic purpose - it's the directing,
focusing, shaping or configuring of energy towards a
desired objective.
Over time and the distance of space, leaders use the
energies available to them to become that instrument
through whom energy propels the group.
Where does that energy come from? It is already present in
many forms and places, specifically it is:
=> inside and outside the organization - generally called
the organization's environment,
=> a function of an organizational sub-system [usually
configured as a department or section with its own unique
set of policies, processes & interactions] or from outside
agencies that interact with the system,
=> the products, results or energy flows produced by
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employees and associates.
What does energy look like? Actually seeing energy with the
naked eye is impossible but with the aid of applied
knowledge, we can see evidence of its effects.
Every manifestation of energy assumes an aspect of the
following forms:
- A physical circumstance or object;
- An intellectual impulse or calculation;
- A spiritual activation or expression;
- A developmental permission or evolution
Skillful leaders sense the truths of energy, they use it to
facilitate, enable, empower or enlighten their people. They
use moments when energy is at its greatest strength to
train or educate people and develop their commitment,
self-actualization and abilities even further.
The 3 elements of leadership power are:
=> Enable or empower people [physical & develop]
=> Enlighten or educate people [intellect or inspire]
=> Energize or elevate people [inspire or develop]
We know that leaders like Jack Welch, Tom Peters, Gandhi,
George Washington and Jesus Christ have understood these
fundamental principles - think of the substantial legacies
left by those leaders, look at how they helped to
accelerate the pace and light the way towards change and
progress for their followers.
"Leaders aren't born, they are made. And they are made just
like anything else, through hard work. And that's the price
we'll have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal."
- Coach Vince Lombardi
You can be the channel, instrument and focus through which
energy works its magical transformations - it's up to you to make it so!
Get proven leadership skills training materials. courses & programs all rolled into one
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ULTRA-Package. "Your Leadership-UltraNet!" is the Web's only ULTRA-Performance
Empowerment System That Shows You How-To Think-like, Act-like, Behave-like, Believe-like
and then Manage-like a Creative, Confident, Persuasive, Highly Effective Leader, Every Day!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/skills.html
------------------------------------------------------------

3 Dynamic Techniques To Boost Your Executive Leadership!

Here's a really simple way to measure the strength of
your executive leadership skills. Ask your people to name 3
important reasons why they enjoy working with you.
Most leaders find it acceptable to be viewed as a "nice",
"friendly" or "clever" person.
Others prefer to be "hands-off" - you know the type of boss
who lets us do our work the way we choose to do it - the
leader who wants our work done and doesn't care to be
bothered with the hows or whys of our doing it.
Some or all of the above traits may fit into your patterns
of leading but are those leadership attributes and styles
being fair to your people or helping your mission?
The real question is this: How is your leadership adding
value to, improving the quality in and nurturing the growth
of your organization?
Here are 3 potent steps you can take in your leadership
practice to become a value-oriented, quality-focused,
growth-driven leader.
First Action-Step - How Do You Know?
As Professor Thomas Davenport points out, "...if you want
your economy [or organization] to grow, your knowledge
workers had better be doing a good job." If your people are
doing good work, how do you know that they are?
So your first leadership action is one of discovery - you
must explore ways to find out
=> How are your people performing their work
=> What tasks, activities, objectives and priorities are
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people working on
=> Why are people doing what they are doing
=> When are people doing their work, and
=> Where your people are focusing their best efforts during
the performance of their duties.
When you take the time ask, challenge or inquire with
questions that demand open-ended answers, you will get a
clearer picture of the value, quality and competence of your
group's actions.
"Approach each new problem not with a view of finding what
you hope will be there, but to get the truth, the realities
that must be grappled with. You may not like what you find.
In that case you are entitled to try to change it. But do
not deceive yourself as to what you do find to be the facts
of the situation." - Bernard Baruch
Second Action-Step - What Do You Draw When You Picture Your
Mind's Eye?
"Everything you can imagine is real. I paint objects as I
think them, not as I see them." - Pablo Picasso
Executive leadership constantly strives to envision, imagine
and conceive images of what comes next - what many of us
call "tomorrow".
Give yourself permission to ask: "What kinds of future
outcomes do we think will produce the best things for ours,
yours and mine?"
In your visioning pursuits and statements, you may wish to
include any and all of the following items:
=> Ways to inspire your people to seek higher ideals
=> Ways to unite your people in their efforts towards making
the world a better place
=> Ways to encourage, empower or engage your people to
confidently and persistently act with integrity
=> Ways to reap the benefits of working in fellowship,
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harmony and peace with others
=> Ways to establish, expand and enhance your "frameworks of
possibilities" [where meanings, visions and environments of
possible outcomes are considered, spoken and practiced adapted from "The Art of Possibility" by Rosamund S. and
Benjamin Zander]
Third Action-Step - How Much Did We Create Today?
Innovation, ingenuity, invention are the new currencies in
our highly competitive Knowledge Economy. Being creative for
creativity's sake is not the object of the exercise.
Rather, your creations should translate themselves into
products of greater efficiencies, effectiveness or
resourcefulness.
One company's slogan is: "where do you want to go today?"
Instead of that question, you might ask yourself: "where did
our creativity lead us to today?"
Author Mark Twain [Samuel Clemens] observed: "A person with
a new idea is a crank until the idea succeeds." Without
putting your ideas into practice, your creative efforts will
be in vain.
Follow the lead of another Twainism: "Name the greatest of
all inventors. Accident."
Use your failures, missteps, mistakes and misunderstandings
to innovate, intuit or invent new approaches and more
appropriate solutions.
-----------------------------------------------------------"A truly good book teaches me better than to read it. I must
soon lay it down, and commence living on its hint. What I
began by reading, I must finish by acting."
- Henry David Thoreau
If you take Thoreau's advice to heart, you will find ways to
employ this article's actions and suggestions in your daily
exercise of leadership.
After 35-years worth of grappling with Information
Technology projects and operational challenges, I have
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discovered one cardinal rule about leadership: learn how to
do it better or resign yourself to getting lost!
So are you ready to begin your executive leadership
adventure? Will you commit your energies, ideas and heart to
the pursuit of excellence?
"Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.
You can't just ask customers what they want and then try to
give that to them. By the time you get it built, they'll
want something new." - Steve Jobs
Be the leader who pushes the bar higher while making it
worthy of taking a "quantum leap" beyond its limits for good
of all your people.

3 Clever Creative Strategies!

I've got a confession to make - there are many ways
leaders can be more creative, innovative and ingenious than
are presented in this article.
It does not matter if you desire to be a marketing,
entrepreneurial or organizational leader, you do have to use
your creativity to be successful.
Most leaders have trouble discovering new opportunities,
generating good ideas and promoting innovative solutions. In
the game of creativity, you need both quality and quantity
to win the prize.
I'll show you how to use 3 simple ways to boost the number,
power and value of your ideas. All you need to do is learn
them, practice them and make them the most used tools in
your personal leadership-toolkit.

Create It This Way! Map It Out, Map It All!
Want a way out of that mental block or trap? Don't look for
some guidebook, create yourself a map and follow it out of
your troubles instead.
How do you draw a map to find new ideas, opportunities or
create inventions? It's easy, all you need is a place to
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start! And like Dorothy learned in the Land of Oz, you
always begin at the beginning.
Do you have a problem you're trying to solve? Do you have an
unmet need? Do you want to search for something? Do you
suspect something is missing or something is out of place or
something is more than what is needed?
Use those questions to define your map's point of origin.
Place that starting point in the center of the paper and
then draw lines to any related problems or missing items.
Once you identify your problems, needs, missing pieces or
suspicions and connect them in some logical order [by
putting your worse problems at the bottom of the page and
easier ones on the top] - then you can do the following:
=> List possible ways to find solutions
=> Draw lines to groups or people who can help you solve
the problem
=> Use different shapes to show problems, solutions and key
people or tools
=> Color your problems and their related solutions with the
same colors [use red for the main problem and its solution,
but use green for another problem and its solution]
=> Include push pins, sticky notes, stars or artwork when
possible to add vitality, depth and substance to your map

Create It That Way! Ask and Answer It Quickly!
1) What is the situation, what is happening or going on
here?
2) What are the problems, difficulties or challenges?
3) How do those problems impact, affect or influence the
situation?
4) What good will the solutions to those problems need to
do, provide or fix?
Ask those 4 questions and always ask 'why' at least 5 times
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for each answer and you will find tons of beneficial solutions.

Create It Anyway! Bend It, Shape It, Anyway You Want It!
So you tried mapping, drawing, picturing and asking or
answering it and you still aren't getting any great ideas,
are you?
Well here are some last chances for you - just re-arrange
it, combine it with its own or different parts,
mix-it-all-around, shuffle it, remove parts of it, throw it
at the walls, step into the middle of it, step away from it,
turn it upside down or inside out or round and round, talk
about it with others or even yourself, meditate on and pray about it.
Whatever you do, do not let it just sit there without making
some effort to move it or yourself.
-----------------------------------------------------------Even though these seem a bit lightweight, they are the most
powerful ways known to mankind for solving problems, finding
ideas and opportunities and for creating useful inventions.
When you use these techniques, you will be employing the
secrets of history's greatest inventive minds like Edison,
Newton, Copernicus, Jesus Christ, Marie Curie, Franklin and Einstein.
You can do this, it takes only a few moments a day to master
them and then you will find yourself lighting-up the world
with your bright and valuable ideas.
Necessity is and always will be the Mother of invention.
Make your Mamma proud by using these methods whenever you
have the need to bring meaningful contributions to our lives!
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Chapter 13
Dynamic Drivers of Strategic
Planning and Leadership Agendas
"All who have accomplished great things have had a great aim, have
fixed their gaze on a goal which was high, one which sometimes
seemed impossible." - Orison Sweet Marden
"It is change, continuing change, inevitable change, that is the
dominant factor in society today. No sensible decision can be made
any longer without taking into account not only the world as it is, but
the world as it will be." - Isaac Asimov
5 Awesome Actions of Highly Creative Leaders!
"You can't wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club."
- Jack London
How many times have you wondered why you are unable to "think-out-of-the-box" more often?
We are all products of our environment and our backgrounds usually prevent us from viewing
situations with the unique eyes of our personal experience.
However, the leaders who think "out-of-the-proverbial-box" do so by incorporating what I like to
see as a, Strategically Wise Synergistic Process of Creation.
These creative thinkers apply their own kinds of action-oriented logic to problems to help them
find new wisdom, discover opportunities or see the facts in different ways.
In a word, truly creative types act differently, in ways that we'll call "Logical Action-Steps".
Logical Action-Step One: Achieve Understanding not Mere Reasoning
You want to find the basic or underlying meanings of the problems facing your group.
You could reason-out what is happening, by using your linear thinking skills to negotiate, analyze
or plan your response.
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For instance, you could notice that it is more chilly, by 15 degrees, this evening than it was
yesterday at this same time which is certainly a reasonable observation.
Your could use your reasoning prowess to remember the cooling trend of last month's
temperatures and conclude that it was windier and the skies much clearer [of clouds] for most of
last night and today - therefore you would assume that it was those factors which contributed to a
colder night tonight than it was last night.
Creative thinkers would aggressively investigate the weather by:
* intensely searching for answers,
* through disillusioning or transforming their pre-conceptions,
* looking within, around and beneath the conditions,
* recognizing and deeply understanding their core assumptions about the weather
Logical Action-Step Two: Seek The Strategist's Viewpoint
If you're like most knowledge-workers, you probably have a fairly extensive network of friends,
colleagues, and associates. Your social network has been built over time through your individual
experiences, efforts and encounters.
Strategists release the latent energies of their social networks through collaborative inquiries
into finding new solutions, handling challenges and exploiting opportunities for transformation.
Thus by being the strategist you actively look for ways to create, leverage and extend synergy
throughout your group.
You would want to set-up an environment or atmosphere of synergism where your team interacts
and has processes or policies which encourage interactions in such a way so that the total
impact of the group's efforts adds up to be more than the mere sum of their individual
contributions.
Logical Action-Step Three: Engage in First-Person Research
Creative leaders make it a point to evaluate the progress of their own personal development such as, the stages of growth and the legitimacy of each stage, they also assess their behavior
and preferences.
Do you regularly or completely write down or record your thoughts, feelings and ideas? How
much effort do you devote to keeping a journal, a diary or notes on your inner self?
Are you the type of person who looks for and analyzes the contradictory desires inside yourself
or do you tend to notice a distinction between your desires and intentions?
What do you use to practice consciousness development or strengthening activities? In what
ways do you structure your time to engage in meditation, martial arts, crafts or improvisational
theater kinds of activities?
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Logical Action-Step Four: Empower Their Shifts To Change
You can add power to your group through practicing techniques which enable people to discover
the ideas, approaches and solutions hidden within them.
Effective leaders transform interpersonal activities into creative exercises. They orient their
followers to focus on reflecting, learning, thinking, questioning, resolving, creating, discussing,
debriefing, playing and interacting.
You would involve and join your stakeholders - partners, associates, peers, suppliers,
constituents and others who might a part or vested interest in your venture - to build a shared
vision with as broad a group of your stakeholders as possible.
Logical Action-Step Five: Capitalize on Wise Synergism
Perhaps you have heard of the principle of master-mind - it's where two or more people
harmonize their thinking around a specific project or problem for the express purpose of forming
a mind that is greater than the sum of its parts.
Great inventors and leaders like Thomas Edison, George Washington, Alfred Nobel and many
others used their master-mind groups to generate fantastic innovations, policies and
achievements for all humankind.
You can leverage the collaborative activities of your team through the strategist's approach to
leadership. You can expand the time horizon of your strategies to encompass a range from 3 to
21 years.
The benefits that strategic leaders provide is that their groups enjoy opportunities to:
* Share their reflections on your mission and vision
* Openly disclosure, support and confront any differences between the organization's
and their personal values
* Conduct corporate and personal performance appraisals
* Creatively resolve paradoxes or contradictions in productivity versus inquiry,
autonomy versus control, and quality versus quantity
* Interactively develop self-amending and self-correcting structures
You can multiply your creativity and creative leadership skills just by applying these strategies to
all of your problems, situations and decisions.
Experts in psychology, management and organizational sciences call these strategies,
"action-logic" - their studies reveal that professionals generally fall into one of three different
behavioral categories:
1. Reactive - 5%
2. Preventive - 85%
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3. Creative - 10%
This article has described the "creative" forms of action-logic - by using these strategies people
will be moved to call you an "individualist", a "strategist" or a "magician"!
"I am personally convinced that one person can be a change catalyst, a "transformer" in any
situation, any organization. Such an individual is yeast that can leaven an entire loaf. It requires
vision, initiative, patience, respect, persistence, courage, and faith to be a transforming leader."
Stephen R. Covey
Are you ready to leverage, empower and energize your creative leadership? Are you willing to
be that catalyst, agent of change or provocateur who inspires others to contribute to the growth
of your organization?
Ensure the success of your "Strategically Wise Synergistic Process of Creation" with these 5
"Logical Action Steps" - your teammates and organization will be so glad you did.

The 3 "P"s of Planning - Prepare, Personalize, Pilot!
"Plans are only good intentions unless they immediately degenerate into hard work."
- Peter F. Drucker
Here's a really simple way to make sure your plans always
produce the results you expect.
"There is one quality which one must possess to win, and
that is definiteness of purpose, the knowledge of what one
wants, and a burning desire to possess it." - Napoleon Hill
Every plan must provide its leader with the capability to
fulfill this multi-level purpose:
=> To inspire the commitment of others,
=> To execute on the plan's promises
=> To supervise the plan to successful conclusions.
The reasons why many plans fail can be grouped into one of
these categories: its strategic approach, its relevance to
people, its use as a control tool.
You need to follow the 3 "P"s for planning and learn how to
develop plans that deliver breakthrough results.
Prepare Your Plan!
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Sounds obvious, doesn't it? If you hope to follow a plan,
then you have to prepare for it, don't you?
Wise planners have clearly defined ways to prepare their plans.
=> What major goals do you want your plan to accomplish?
=> How many resources, assets and partners will your plan
require?
=> When will your plan begin and when will it end?
=> Where will you find the most reliable information?
=> Who will benefit from your plan, who will do the work of
the plan, who will be responsible for leading the plan?
=> Why will we need each section of the plan and why will
that section be important to our success?
Personalize Your Plan!
Every plan involves people. They are either participants in
or beneficiaries of your plans. Regardless of their roles,
your plans must be sensitive to their talents, values and
priorities.
When you include the following principles, you can make your
plans "people-friendly":
=> Defining their problems, wants and expectations
=> Building communities of like-minded folks
=> Expanding your impact through partnerships
=> Linking their needs to your delivery of value
=> Addressing their hunger for new growth opportunities and
prosperity
Use these ideas to find ways to serve the demands of those
people affected by your plans - that means involving your
partners, suppliers, employees or team mates and your
constituents or clients.
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Pilot Your Plan!
If your plan is supposed to guide you, why don't you use it
to pilot your efforts to successful outcomes?
Commercial pilots use their 'flight plans' as a checklist,
map and control manual to make sure they land us safely at
the right airport. You wouldn't want to end up at some place
1000 miles away from your home or office, would you?
As a Checklist
=> What steps do you need to take?

=> What outcomes or results are your actions supposed to produce?

=> Who does what and at what stage are they supposed to do those tasks?

=> How much work needs to be done?

=> How are you supposed to do your tasks?
As a Map
=> Indicates or suggests direction
=> Defines distance between starts and finishes
=> Provides pathways, specific processes or flows
=> Shows intersections, linkages and connections
=> Gauges progress towards milestones and targets
As a Control Manual
=> Describes conditions, factors and forces
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=> Supports problem-solving and decision-making

=> Empowers training and coaching interventions

=> Facilitates situational, contextual or structural analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------Leadership stands on a foundation of effective planning.
Great leaders use plans to strengthen the resolve of their
people and focus those people on crystal-clear goals.
W. Clement Stone was a self-made, mega-millionaire
entrepreneur who lived and believed this truth - "You, too,
can determine what you want. You can decide on your major
objectives, targets, aims and destination."
Are you ready to shape your plan and plan your shaping? Are
your most ardent desires searching for the concrete
certainty of a plan? Are you hungry for the next growth
opportunity?
If so, use these 3 "P"s as your guide, your map and your
playbook - when you do, you'll breakthrough your roadblocks!

"Strategic Organizational Leadership: Create & Deliver Fail-Proof, Breakthrough Plans", uses
an energizing process of group development to produce value empowered results!
"See it, Plan it, Lead it, Improve it!"
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/lead_plan_book.html
------------------------------------------------------------

3 "D"s For Leadership Action - Dedicate, Direct, Dialogue
"...And winged hope, with heart of fire, To gain the bliss of thy desire." - William Winter
Are you among those leaders who daily lament the general lack of dedication, direction or fruitful
discussion within your workplace?
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I'd like to suggest three strategies leaders can use to:
=> Instill stronger commitment to organizational goals and missions;
=> Sharpen the focus of managers, employees and partners on the intent or leanings
of your organizational strategy;
=> Enrich and nurture deeper communication of shared beliefs, meanings and
feelings.
Dedication - Building Commitment Through Particpative Strategies
How often do you involve or seek the input of your associates before making a decision?
Great leaders rigorously ask for and listen to the advice of their colleagues when analyzing
situations, evaluating problems and formulating courses of action.
Additional ways to involve your people are through the following processes:
1) Developing the strategic plan and when supervising progress through the strategic
plan,
2) During your annual budget forecasting and control sessions
3) Creating the year-end performance review format, criteria and of course, when
conducting the reviews themselves.
Engaged, participating, involved people will usually take ownership of and responsibility for the
success of your endeavors.
Boost their dedication to the enterprise using these strategies.
Direction - Drive Performance Through Powerful Intentions
People are generally motivated to be of service to others when that service helps fulfill a noble or
higher purpose.
Jesus Christ taught, "the greatest among you shall be servants of all"! His lesson was based on
the fact that we usually seek ways to make a significant difference in the lives of others.
Leadership always describes a vision, that glorious sight of some far-off desirable place or
situation the group hopes to discover through their efforts and hard work.
By using your strategy to discipline your people to execute and work on the most important,
value-adding tasks, you can increase their sense of the organization's strategic intent.
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Wisdom contends "a picture is worth a thousand words." Why not map or build a model of your
strategic plan - people find it easier to relate the ideas of strategy when that strategy is
transformed into a roadmap.
[Our 2-Volume Manual titled, "Creating Fail-proof Plans...!" shows you how to do this - to learn
more visit Creating Failure-proof Plans for Strategic Organizational Leadership!]
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/planning.html
Dialogue - Empowering Vitality By Sowing Confidence
"The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils;
The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erebus.
Let no such man be trusted."
- William Shakespeare
Leaders who succeed are those who continually speak sweet sounds of encouragement,
commitment and authenticity.
Effective communication is always a two-way process - it involves:
=> Give and Take;
=> Searches for understanding and comprehension;
=> Sacrifices of kindnesses and praise
=> Taking a firm stance and yielding to persuasion
-----------------------------------------------------------Everyday your leadership is tasked to do these three critical things: to boost dedication, to
sharpen direction and to enrich dialogue.
When you concentrate your energies on performing those tasks to the best of your ability, you
will uncover numerous opportunities to enjoy blessings of joy, love, enthusiasm, commitment and
personal strength for your team and yourself.
Study the methods suggested above and then practice doing them a little at a time, each and
every hour.
When you do, you'll see positive, energizing results in less than a month!
"Delightful task! to rear the tender thought,
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To teach the young idea how to shoot"
- James Thomson
The 'delightful task' is yours - stoke the embers of innovative creativity that lay dormant in your
people.
Use these strategic techniques to add the spark of empowered vision, sincere dedication,
unwavering direction and vibrant dialogue to your organization today!

1000 Managers Turned Their Plans Into Energy!
"Being busy does not always mean real work. The object of all work is production or
accomplishment and to either of these ends there must be forethought, system, planning,
intelligence, and honest purpose, as well as perspiration. Seeming to do is not doing."
- Thomas A. Edison
I bet you can't tell me how leadership training and
strategic planning work together to boost business results
and energize performance improvements.
A recent survey of 1000 managers conducted by the UK-based
Chartered Management Institute, revealed that organizations
experienced, "improved business performance when [their
leadership] development [programs were] linked to [their]
business [strategic planning process]."
Why aren't the energies generated by corporate leaders being
used in developing, managing and adding value to strategic plans?
Put another way, how can organizational managers train,
advise and encourage their people using the strategic plan
as a guideline for making performance improvements?
Usually we separate planning from training, however, wise
leaders see their plans as a blueprint for enriching,
growing and nurturing the skills, attitudes and maturity of
their people.
Guideline-1 - Enrich Their Experiences!
Inertia is defined as the tendency for things to remain the
same. When we get trapped by the draining energies of
inertia, our efforts begin to fail or our plans become stale
and lifeless pieces of paper.
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If you hope to break out of inertia's grip and your feelings
of frustration or futility, you must turn your plans into
opportunities to develop and train your people to become
leaders.
Show your people why the plan has been created the way it
is. Tell them that the plan is a general indicator for
direction and level of achievement - let them know that they
will be responsible for making it successful.
Once your people begin implementing the plan, you can assess
their ability to meet the challenges of its activities and
objectives.
By supervising their performance on a biweekly basis, you
could help them develop plans for self-directed and
instructor-led learning exercises.
Self-directed learning could include reading, keeping a
journal and taking low cost self-paced courses.
Instructor-led training might take the form of courses at
your local or community college, web-based seminars, email
courses or training conducted by in-house personnel.
Enrich their experiences by increasing their confidence and
positive self-image!
Guideline-2 - Grow Their Domain!
We can use the planning process itself as an opportunity to
generate energy and distribute those energies throughout the
organization.
Those energies produced during the planning process should
be identified, evaluated, captured and directed towards the
refinement and execution of the plan.
When we speak of energy we mean a factor, force or influence
which may be classified or fitted into one of the following
categories or domains:
=> Creative - the acts of perceiving something new or of
looking at something in different or radically new ways;
=> Innovative - the acts of trying out something new or in
doing something in different ways;
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=> Entrepreneurial - the acts of approaching or offering an
idea or object in new or different ways
=> Social - acts involving teamwork, collaborative efforts,
forming or arranging networks, partner ships/alliances;
=> Systems-related - where a system's design, analysis,
operation or support process facilitates advancement, etc.;
=> Educational - the acts of training, development, selfdirected learning, and leveraging human capital assets.
In a nutshell, you can transform your strategic planning
process and its improvement or implementation into a series
of leadership skills training and development exercises for
any of the above categories.
If you first grow the domains of your people you can hold
them accountable for refining and supervising the plan!
Guideline-3 - Nurture Their Maturity!
Leadership development is an essential ingredient in
nurturing or realizing a state of maturity and credibility.
You can never reach that stage of development without having
the ability to:
=> Take responsibility for your actions,
=> Commit to staying the course through good times and bad;
=> Accept the authority of others without rancor or backbiting [when they act honestly, ethically and responsibly];
=> Admit a need for help, support or guidance;
=> Act in congruence with your values, ethics and morals.
Use the objectives of your strategic plans as your guideline
and blueprint for coaching, counseling, mentoring and
consulting your people.
Provide your people with a safety net by giving them
authority to implement the plan but be sure to nurture them
towards developing into mature, seasoned leaders.
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-----------------------------------------------------------Over 90% of those executives surveyed by the Institute saw
the connection between strategic performance improvements
and their leadership development efforts - you can too!
Those managers agree that the "skills acquired at work are
held in higher esteem than natural [leadership] talent" they overwhelmingly believe "that on-the-job experience is
more valuable than natural [leadership] ability".
Using your strategic plans as the blueprint for your
leadership development efforts is a wise course of action
that's sure to deliver real performance improvements.
"Everything depends upon execution; having just a vision is
no solution." - Stephen Sondheim, composer
Your plan expresses your vision, your leadership training
program energizes the execution of your plans.
Remember, enrich people, grow their domains and nurture them
into maturity - do those things and you'll have a successful
strategic plan.
5 Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategies for Leaders!
"We succeed in enterprises which demand the positive qualities we possess, but we excel in
those which can also make use of our defects."
- Alexis de Tocqueville
Here's a really simple way to think about the ins and outs, the doing and practice or attitudes
and behaviors of being a leader.
Many times I get asked certain questions that tell me that there seems to be some confusion
concerning these critical areas of the leadership mission: 1) When and who can, should or will
leaders need to lead? 2) What do leaders actually do? 3) How and in what ways do leaders
appear to lead?
This article will show you how to analyze, define and perform the most important task of a
leader's job - that is, to enrich human capital.
You will appreciate this one essential truth: leaders need to invest in and leverage the various
factors, variables and elements of the "human capital equation".
***************************
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Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategy - Number 1:
Learn the Nature of Your Capital Assets!
***************************
You will want to use your understanding of the four generic asset categories that form "human
capital".
In a word, your success as a leader depends on your answer to this simple question: what are
human capital assets?
Our capital assets are defined as the ways we bring value to our world, to our environment and
to our evolution.
Because people purposely add value to the circumstances of their lives, I call each of those
value-appreciating areas, a "capital asset".
These assets or value-enhancing capabilities are:
1. Production - the ability to create, evaluate, perform, deliver, process, supply,
execute, apply, produce and many other "functional" activities.
2. Knowledge - may be thought of as having an ability to think, analyze, conceive,
extrapolate, interpret or translate and other mental, reasoning, cogitating or
intellectual actions.
3. Social - the forming of relationships, communities, teams, partnerships or
alliances, the developing and sustaining of networks, interactions, exchanges or
transactions with and between other people.
4. Utilization - concepts involving capabilities towards, growing, improving,
enhancing, evolving, developing, learning, educating and progressing beyond one's
innate or natural ability - an ability to act towards and achieve the fulfillment of one's
potential
***************************
Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategy - Number 2:
Focus the Considerable Impacts of Our Capital Assets!
***************************
If you can maintain the idea of focusing attention on, sharpening the impact and magnifying the
effects of each of those 4 capital asset areas.
You can be certain that when you do all of these actions, you will find a venerable treasure trove
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of positive outcomes.
So what should you concentrate your efforts on developing? Here are some possible beneficial
pay-offs:
1. Value - you will increase the impact of this desirable benefit simply by constantly
questioning the meaning of your group's work engagements - are we doing this task
to add value or because we have to or are supposed to do it?
2. Quality - improving the quality of the processes that your group uses to
accomplish its work must be a continual process unto itself - how much and in what
ways do we leverage the 4 capital asset areas to enhance our efficiency, our
resourcefulness and effectiveness?
3. Motives - what inspires you is many times just as important as what your
motivation inspires you to achieve - does your group invest any of their time and
energies into exploring the values, beliefs, meanings, purposes and objectives
propelling their daily efforts?
4. Capacity - building upon the competencies, performances, know-how and
knowledge, facts and figures and growth opportunities are critical in these days of
disruptive, brutally dynamic, break-neck pace of change - how do you develop the
capacity or potential for each of the 4 capital asset areas?
***************************
Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategy - Number 3:
Fully Engage the Power of Your Capital Attributes!
***************************
You are already very familiar with each of your capital attributes - they are, your physical,
intellectual, spiritual and developmental natures.
Successful leaders endeavor to fully involve those attributes of our human natures - they
understand that people are at their best when they totally engage:
- Their 5 physical senses,
- Their creative and cognitive minds,
- Their soul [their will, psychological and emotional natures] and spirit
- Their ability to learn new things and then innovate and apply their new knowledge to
problems, challenges and situations.
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***************************
Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategy - Number 4:
Grandly Evolve, Expand and Energize Your Resources!
***************************
The most important thing in every organized effort is the human resource. There are just three
rules concerning the human resource - it should not be under-utilized, it should never be
under-estimated and it must not be under-developed.
It's really a sickness that most leaders inflict on their groups. 95% of all organizations violate all
three of those rules everyday - want proof?
Just look for any of the following symptoms of the disease in your organization, base of
operations or yourself:
- Unimaginative, uninspired work products or practices
- Frustrated, fearful, worried employees
- Sabotage, theft [minor items like pens, paper, etc.]
- Lapses in ethical behaviors, morality and truthfulness
- Absence of leaders who are or feel empowered to act
Excellent leaders seek ways to maximize, expand-upon and broaden the scope of involvement
of their people's bodies, minds, spirits and souls - nurture your people and they'll nourish your
prosperity.
***************************
Human Capital Asset Enrichment Strategy - Number 5:
Inspire, Influence, Involve, Incite, Instigate, Incentivize, Include,
Incorporate, Increase, Incubate, Inculcate, Indemnify,
Induce Them to Enrich Their Capital Assets!
***************************
Leaders are "In-" it all for the long haul - leaders always "In-"vest their energies "In-"to the growth
and enrichment of their people.
You should attempt to follow Strategy Number-5 with all the zeal, enthusiasm and love that you
can muster - when you do, you will discover that literal chest of treasures that usually lies hidden
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deep "In-"side your people.
You'll discover that there are numerous opportunities "In-" the resources, attributes, potential
impacts and assets of human beings for you to "In-"geniously, "In-"variably "In-"veigle and
demonstrate your care and concern for your people's welfare and advancement.
It's "In-" your best interests to work exclusively and fully "In-"volve yourself "In-" the critical
activities of coaching, mentoring, counseling, guiding, challenging, educating, "In-"spiring and
empowering your people "In-" all that they do.
-----------------------------------------------------------Whether you called a leader or think of yourself as just a follower you too can enrich the human
capital assets of the people under your care.
If you work with knowledge, perform some service or supervise people or a process, you can
use the lessons learned in this article to add value, leverage human resources, inspire others
and develop potential.
Now that you know the strategies of human capital appreciation, you should experiment first with
your own work activities, then try it these principles on your friends, families and associates at
work - make your world a better, more enjoyable place, enrich your space today.
Author, consultant and successful leader, Jim Rohn, tells us that, "A good objective of leadership
is to help those who are doing poorly to do well and to help those who are doing well to do even
better."
You can turn these 5 enrichment strategies into a wonderful, productive, positive and tangibly
glorious reality in your own life.
You don't need a business card to say you are a leader, your boss doesn't have to appoint you
to a position of leadership and you don't need a badge to act like a leader.
As the famous advertisement urges us all to, "Just Do It!"
More Details at: http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/bonus_info.html
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Chapter 14
Gaining Traction and Maintaining
Your Momentum
"Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability to
investigate systematically and truly all that comes under your
observation in life." - Marcus Aurelius
"A hundred times every day I remind myself that my inner and outer
life depend on the labors of other men, living and dead, and that I must
exert myself in order to give in the same measure as I have received
and am still receiving." - Albert Einstein
Using Strategic Empowerment Paradigms I-IV
When your strategy enables you to empower others, when it provides you with the means to
translate "intention" into reality and when your strategy opens up a channel for your sharing of
power with the group to sustain a successful enterprise, you are using an empowerment
paradigm to lead!
Each empowerment paradigm deploys power in these specific ways:
• Power becomes a unit of exchange - it acts as an active, changing token contained
within and energizing creative, productive & communicative transactions.
• Puts duality into motion - from power to empowerment & from empowerment back
to power.
• Uses "pull" style to lead - attracts & energizes, motivates & enrolls and influences
others.
• Reciprocates and Accompanies, then Harvests and Reaps...

Here Are The 4 Strategic Empowerment Paradigms
I. Significance - when your strategy shows that
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=> they make a difference for the organization or world
=> they feel like they are or involved with or at the active center of the society or
social order
=> they perform 'serious' acts that vitally affect people's lives,
=> where their actions are at the "heart of things"

II. Competence - when your strategy enables them
=> to develop and learn on the job or in special or unique work-related assignments
=> to increase or strengthen their sense of mastery over the usual and unusual work
challenges
=> to expand their horizons via enhanced performance & alignment with
organizational goals

III. Community
=> feels joined in a 'common purpose'
=> feels a sense of reliance on each other
=> exquisite coordination of complicated efforts

IV. Enjoyment
=> has fun
=> gets immersed in the 'game of work'
=> goes beyond striving merely for the objective of "satisfying basic needs"

Edison Failed - Leaders Turn Failure Into Opportunities to Learn & Develop New
Innovative Skills
Dr. Paul Israel, of Rutgers University, reports, "Edison used to say that he never had a failed
experiment. Even when experiments went wrong, they still boosted his knowledge." [learn more
by visiting Dr Israel's website - Edison at Rutgers University]
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When people asked Edison to describe his feelings about failing to prolong his incandescent
light bulb's filament nearly 10,000 times, Edison replied that he had discovered 10,000 ways not
to prolong the life of a bulb's filament.
One of the richest sources of innovative opportunities is based on the failure of an object,
approach or idea you were certain would and should have been successful.
At that point of failure, you need to make a decision, did we fail because we executed incorrectly
or did we fail because we made the wrong assumptions about this thing or is there something
we can do with this thing that would make it payoff?
By skillfully applying the precious knowledge gained from a failed, problematic or unprofitable
venture, you can find new approaches, elegant solutions and innovative adaptations.
Leading creative, evolutionary and innovative organizations means searching for answers that
cultivate, nurture and nourish your organizational competencies.
Are you ready to lead your people towards higher levels of creative, innovative and evolutionary
greatness? Become a leader who uses failure to develop or increase your knowledge and
discover profitable opportunities for growth, today!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/leaders_innovative.html
John Fahey Describing His Artful Innovation - American Classical Folk-Spiritual Expressionism
Music
"As for the source of the music, I believe it comes from the unconscious; that there is no such
thing as talent."
"Everybody else was just trying to copy folk musicians, I wasn't trying to do that."
"Most musicians I know cannot open up. When I play, I very quickly put myself into a light
hypnotic trance and compose while playing, drawing directly from the emotions."
"In fact, I would go so far as to say that I am playing emotions and expressing them in a coherent
public language called music."
"So I was really composing for full orchestra and of course I didn't know enough chords or
harmonies yet but I came up with some interesting stuff."
"While I recognize in the back of my mind that I am an occasionally brilliant guitar composer and
arranger, innovator and player."
- John Fahey, Guitarist, Composer, Musical Innovator

Does Your Leadership Energy Help You Conquer Challenges?
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Some writers use the term, "leadership power" to describe a much broader set of concepts and
principles - I call those phenomenon, the effects and features of energy.
Effective leadership means dealing with, conquering and rising above the challenges of this
world. Those leaders need to understand and act with the energies of our universe in specific
ways under a host of circumstances or situations.
Developing strong leadership skills and training your people and yourself to improve the actions
of meaningful leadership results in significant capabilities.
While there are many uses, deployments and outcomes of energy, here are 7 critical ways you
can employ the energies of training and development to create valuable impacts on your world:
1) Communicate with and understand the needs of other people
2) See the big picture and plan for its realization
3) Inspire others to cooperate with you and commit themselves to new
initiatives
4) Evaluate, work-through or overcome challenges of all kinds
5) Identify problems and find effective solutions that will adequately handle those
difficulties
6) Prepare your will, mind and heart to take responsibility, persist and accept diverse
pools of viewpoints
7) Adapt your style, role and work-pattern to fit the demands of the project and get the
job done
Become the conduit, conductor, facilitator, instrument, pipeline or channel of energy for your
organization. Empower the innovative, creative and evolutionary outputs of your people.
Energize the leadership talents, resourcefulness of people and human capital assets available
to you.
Conquer your challenges - get going today
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/leaders_innovative.html

EMC - Is It In Me?
"We are the miracle of force and matter making itself over into imagination and will. Incredible.
The Life Force experimenting with forms. You for one. Me for another. The Universe has shouted
itself alive. We are one of the shouts." - Ray Bradbury
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How many times have you seen the E = MC2 formula and wondered what it might mean to you?
Old Einstein had a lot more up his sleeve than fancy algebraic equations. This particular
"thought experiment" still inspires discoveries of various sorts throughout the world today.
Let's jump back to earlier days in Albert's lab - a man standing at the blackboard [chalkboard] is
furiously pacing up and down in his mind trying to find a symbolic representation for the entity
known as energy.
He stops, screams Eureka! and proceeds to write those famous symbols, Energy is equal to
Mass [M] multiplied by the speed of light [C] to the second power. The world hears of his
breakthrough and begins throwing laurel wreaths in his path, everywhere he goes he is hailed as
a hero, and the rest is history - or is it prologue?
In the social realm, we can easily recognize energy. We can see it appearing, we can perceive it
happening, we feel its presence, we know it by what it does. We all are affected by the work it
performs in every area of our lives.
What can we do as leaders, managers and workers in a time when change forces us to shift
gears at the speed of light, and alter the shape of our mass at a moment's notice?
How are we supposed to generate, supply and sustain creative energy under those crazy
circumstances?
What Can Energy Do For Me?
You can use your energy to become a force or an influential factor in your daily situations.
The energy of your knowledge, your mental attitude and of your work patterns enable you to find
solutions, create new opportunities and inspire others.
In a word, your energy is what you use to convert, produce, deliver, create, sustain, maintain,
manage, inspire, elevate, resolve, extend, facilitate, nurture, nourish, starve, empower, insure or
ensure, impact, affect, color, portend, imagine, suppress, reverse, challenge, model, interrogate,
accept, impress, retard, propel, impede, impose, rectify, amplify, shape, craft, electrify,
energize, synergize, or transcend things like information, circumstances and possibilities.
Where Should You Focus or Apply your Energy?
There are many places you can direct your energies to, here are a few of them:
=> the status quo - the existing state of affairs
=> the next growth opportunity
=> the future possibility
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=> the problem or circumstance
=> the dream, scope or hope
=> the vision or imaged object
=> the human skill, talent, ability or potential
=> the revolution or evolution
=> the resource or thing
=> the decision or solution
=> the reformation or transformation
=> the restoration or sustainability
=> the inertia of the moment - the tendency for things to remain as they are
What Ever Happened To "M" and "C"?
So what is Mass? It is your skills, experiences, talents, competencies and education.
What is the speed of light squared - it is your development as leader who either strongly or
weakly desires to
=> "Push the envelope",
=> Challenge the status quo,
=> Dance to the eternal song of the heavens,
=> Take the gamble against the fates,
=> Embrace life with open hearts and open arms,
=> Hope for the very best,
=> Look for the silver lining,
=> Dream the impossible dream,
=> Dare to stand on the shoulders of giants,
=> Seek first the Kingdom of God and His judgment of righteousness!
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-----------------------------------------------------------There is darkness and there is light - whichever one you choose to live inside you will determine
the amount and quality of the energy you show to the world.
Do you work with other people? Do you have to present your ideas or explain your knowledge to
others?
Would you like to experience the kinds of breakthroughs that can help you energize your life,
work and relationships?
97% of CEOs report they would like to see more energy in their people, in fact many CEOs
believe 26% of their workplaces are really "asleep at the wheel"!
You can begin today to charge your batteries and crank up the juice of your personal power
generator.
"There is no limit to what you can imagine.
And with commitment, with effort,
what you can imagine you can become.
Put your mind to work for you.
Believe that you can do it.
The world will tell you that you can't.
Yet, in your belief you'll find the strength,
you'll find the ability, to do it anyway."
- Ralph Marston
If you follow Marston's advice, you will be that energetic, uplifting, inspirational leader people will
always be drawn to.
"Leading Creative, Evolutionary, Innovative Organizations!" is a Manual that shows you how to
quickly and effectively assess your situations, identify and apply highly profitable solutions while
you leverage small or large innovative opportunities for growth, prosperity and success!
http://www.leadership-toolkit.com/leaders_innovative.html

Maintaining Your Momentum - Applying Success Motivators, Life Enrichers and Model
Examples of Great Leaders!

21 Principles of Opportunity
How to find and take advantage of any Opportunity
How do you usually find your opportunities in life? Do you wait for them to "knock-on-the-door"?
Are there people you know, like psychics, gurus, and consultants, who show you a couple of
choice ones?
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It was Thomas Edison who said, "[creative] genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration!"
Most people think that finding and exploiting opportunity is exactly the opposite of what Edison
believed. He knew that it involved more work to shape and form opportunity than it took to
actually "find" it.
Highly inventive and creative people see opportunity all around themselves everyday - the hard
part is choosing which opportunity they want to take advantage of today.
Now that you possess these "PRINCIPLES OF OPPORTUNITY", you will want to apply them to
your daily experiences. You may confidently view them as your guide and adviser whenever you
look at the world or its situations. If you wish to discover, or reveal the many hidden yet
abundantly supplied opportunities that surround us all then these items are for you.
Remember that your true advantage relies upon your use, usage, implementation and
exploitation of these 21 Principles. May they bring you the very best success in your endeavors!
To find Opportunity - you must…
1. Recognize it
2. Perceive it
3. Conceive of it
4. Imagine it
5. Invent it
6. Evaluate it
7. Assess it
To make Opportunity ready for use - you must…
1. Shape it
2. Form it
3. Sculpt it
4. Tailor it
5. Sew it together
6. Put it together
7. Assemble it
To use Opportunity - you must…
1. Step forward into it
2. Pull yourself/others into it
3. Push yourself/others into it
4. Throw yourself/others into it
5. Step backwards into it
6. Jump into it
7. Fall into it
Quotes, Sayings & Proverbs for Leaders, by Leaders, about Leadership!
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Leadership quotes, quotations by leadership, quotes of leaders, and quotes about leadership:
=> Are inspirational and motivational,
=> Encourage beliefs and sustain an abiding faith
=> Develop and guide leaders towards excellence
=> Edcuate those seeking to improve their abilities and results.
Leaders in business and public service, such as John F. Kennedy, Jack Welch and Peter
Drucker have seen the need for leadership development using quotes, "war stories", anecdotes
about great leaders - any information revealing exemplary traits, characteristics and styles
These role models, their experiences and observations serve as inspiration for themselves, their
disciples and followers.
You should read, study and meditate on these quotations [meditate by keeping them on your
mind and even in your conversations].
Memorize these beliefs and mix them with strong faith, say these visions out loud everyday until
they form a rock solid corner of your innermost being - and they will bring you good success.
May God bless you and keep you well.
* As you think in your heart [your mind, will and emotions], so are you
- Proverbs 23:17

* Faith without works is dead
- James 2:26

* Ask and learn
- 1 Maccabees 10:72

* Speech finely framed delights the ears
- 2 Maccabees 15:39

* He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often and loved much
- Bessie Anderson, 1904, Prize-winning definition of success

* Victory at all costs, victory in spite of all terror, victory however long and hard the road may
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be: for without victory there is no survival
- Sir Winston Churchill, May 13, 1940

* Iron sharpens iron; so a person sharpens the countenance of a friend
- Proverbs 27:17

* Keep your heart [your mind, will and emotions] with all vigilance; for from it flow the springs of
life.
- Proverbs 4:23

* A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you , so you must love one
another. By this all [people] will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.
- Jesus Christ, John 13:34-35

* so shall my word [God's Word = God's Will = God's Purpose, His Design, His Desire] be
that goes forth from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I
purpose, and prosper in the thing for which I sent it.
- The Lord God Almighty "speaking", Isaiah 55:11

* Teach everything you know. The more you teach, the more you'll receive.
- Victor Paul Wierwille
* But You, O LORD, [are] a shield for me; my glory, and the lifter up of my head
- Psalms 3:3
* Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things [are] honest, whatsoever
things [are] just, whatsoever things [are] pure, whatsoever things [are] lovely, whatsoever things
[are] of good report; if [there be] any virtue, and if [there be] any praise, think on these things.
- Philippians 4:8

Are You the Leader that Others Need You to be?
"To be or not to be, that is the question."
Your leadership challenge is to serve the needs of people by helping them shape their desire,
transcend their fear or anxiety of change, and achieve tangible products of a compelling and
necessary vision.
Regardless of your job title or list of duties, you must act with wisdom and be an effective leader
who perform these 3 leadership tasks:
1. Weaves tapestries of creative vision-based patterns [idea formation & opportunity-spotting];
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2. Sews and knits together the threads of themes, concepts and principles found within your
particular base of knowledge [mapping, modeling, organizing the journey or adventure];

3. Connects to and works with the inner motives of your followers, partners and yourself to
forge enthusiastic networks of powerful influence and competencies [coordinating,
communicating, directing].
In the knowledge-dependent organization, there are all levels of leadership, such as:
* Team leadership;

* Managerial leadership and;

* Executive-level leadership
While your leadership work may demand your use of different methods and processes, please
remember that in this Knowledge Economy every worker performs leadership duties.
Successful leaders need to thoroughly understand the inner-workings of human and systemic
value, quality, growth and capacity.
Transform your leadership challenge into a suite of Achievements and Accomplishments Use
these affordable, small-group, online, interactive and live leadership development programs to
inspire you, to guide your growth and usher others towards greater accomplishments and
spectacular achievements!
Click HERE to develop your greatness today
Visit the Syntopic Intelligence Home Page
Syntopic Intelligence - [leadership] power from the skilled use of Knowledge!
One Leader's Bio
Name: (Stephen) Grover Cleveland, Esq.
Jobs/Positions Held: President of the U.S. [2 Terms], Statesman, Lawyer
Greatest Challenge(s): Constitutional crisis - the Tenure of Office Act; Maintained the gold
standard & Public Credit policies; Averted threat of Socialist-oriented National Labor
movements
Brief Bio: N/A - See below
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Primary Text [Click on Title/Source]: Project Gutenberg/Etext #3041
ftp://ftp.mirror.ac.uk/sites/metalab.unc.edu/pub/docs/books/gutenberg/etext02/cleve10.
txt
Leadership Keys:
* Disciplined Ethic [moral, strong work ethic, duty-concious, virtuous]:
- Known to perform tasks with "diligence and industry"
- Reputation based upon his "care and thoroughness rather than from brilliancy"
- Displayed "same stanch characteristics as before, and he was fearless and aggressive in
maintaining his principles"
- His decisions and messages showed an "utter absence of partisan or personal designs"
- Described his responsibilities as "My oath to support and defend the Constitution, my duty
to the people who have chosen me to execute the powers of their great office and not relinquish
them, and my duty to the chief magistracy which I must preserve unimpaired in all its dignity and
vigor"

* Social Support [maintains good relations with friends/family, social/public welfare important,
social capitalist]:
- An Uncle comments on his assistance as shown by his "kindness, industry, and ability"
- Raised in a family known to "maintain its standards and principles from generation to
generation by the integrity of the stock" not based on having great wealth
- The Clevelands generally "reared large families and sustained themselves with dignity and
credit on narrow means"

* Self-directed Learner [eager/enthusiastic for new knowledge, invests/commits time to
learning, more questions than dictates]:
- Produced documents which were "strong in logic, dignified in tone, terse, direct, and
forceful in diction"
- "His education was not neglected and at the age of fifteen he was studying, with a view to
entering college"
- He continued his learning at "a reputable law office as a student, and thereafter his affairs
moved steadily along the road by which innumerable young Americans... have advanced to
success in the legal profession"

* Spiritual Center [obeys/seeks guidance of/serves God or Higher Power, has faith in a better
Tomorrow or gift of empowerment available Today]:
- Enjoyed the fruits of a marriage made-in-heaven "his public life was passed under continual
storm, but the peace and happiness of his domestic life provided a secure refuge"
- From his earliest American ancestor, his was a "family which in every generation furnished
recruits to the ministry"
- His father, Richard, "turned to the Presbyterian church, studied theology at Princeton, and
upon receiving ordination began a ministerial career which like that of many preachers was
carried on in many pastorates"
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* Power Capacity [sees/believes in Life's opportunities, hopes for better conditions, willing to
commit/take positive action to solve problems or make progress]:
- Viewed his actions in these terms, "I am solely responsible to the people from whom I have
so lately received the sacred trust of office"
- Consistently appointed government officials based on this principle, "Officeholders, "are
the agents of the people, not their masters"
- His record of public service showed "Examination of the record reveals no instance in
which Cleveland flinched from doing his duty or faltered in the full performance of it. He acted
throughout in his avowed capacity of a public trustee"
- His career was commented on as a, "resolute and energetic performance of duty [which]
had splendid results"

References:
1. The Project Gutenberg Etext of "The Cleveland Era: A Chronicle of the New Order in
Politics", by Henry Jones Ford, Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation, Release Date:
January, 2002 [Etext #3041]
ftp://ftp.mirror.ac.uk/sites/metalab.unc.edu/pub/docs/books/gutenberg/etext02/cleve10.
txt

2. An Honest President : The Life and Presidencies of Grover Cleveland by H. Paul Jeffers,
2002 - Click HERE

3. Grover Cleveland : A Study in Character, by Alyn Brodsky, 2000
Click HERE

Sales Leaders Have More Fun
Sales leadership - selling tasks, activities, work skills guide, educational & training program
resources and support
Mission - nurture, serve, grow others/yourself:
"The world is not so much in need of new thoughts as that when thought grows old and worn with
usage it should, like current coin, be called in, and, from the mint of genius, reissued fresh and
new" - Alexander Smith
Daily Affirmations
Want to feel the power of "positive thinking" working in your life?
Say each statement out loud everyday for at least 5+ times per day:
"How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of them that bring good tidings, that publish
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peace" - Isaiah 52:7
"Be not careless in deeds, nor confused in words, nor rambling in thought" - Marcus Aurelius,
"Meditations 8.51"

Daily "To-Do" list for Selling success:
* Learn a new skill, knowledge or word, etc. and use it
http://www.syntopic.net/knowledge_work/skills.html
* Listen, hear and be attentive to whatever is being said to you

* Do it Now!

* Ask open-ended questions to discover new ideas, to uncloak objections and to reveal all the
treasures stored in their heads

* Make contributions that add/enhance value, quality or growth
http://www.syntopic.net/knowledge_work/index.html

Domains of Sales Leadership:
* Sharpens/Clarifies/Magnifies Focus on Markets & Clients [situations, aspirations,
implications, morals, constraints]:
- Which situations or general problems dominate the mind of your clients - are those
"mind-focusing" situations related to or caused by their business, industry or
company/organization, the future of the economy, threat of military or political actions, or social
pressures?

* Espouse/Deploy/Spawn Technology-smart Solutions [cost-effective, efficient, reliable,
appropriate, elegant and precise, edifying and encouraging, empowering and enhancing]:
- How do you look at or conceive of technology - is it part of your "elegant" [neat, simple,
precise] solution?
- Why do you seek to use technology in your solution - is it to provide clear benefits and
pay-offs for your client?

* Surveys/Maps/Describes Competitive Landscapes [eager/enthusiastic for new knowledge,
invests/commits time to learning, more questions than dictates]:
- Remember that the map is not the territory - do you update and revise your "sketches" of
your industry, marketplaces, profession, community, organization, division/department?
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- Are your landscapes content-heavy and knowledge-rich - do you use strategy, concept or
mind maps, models, descriptive narratives, charts, tables, etc.
http://www.syntopic.net/events/seminars/index.html
* Initiates/Promotes/Leads Product & Service Evolutions [energize, empower and enhance
the process of discovery, creation, development, and promotion of fresh, new, value-added
products and services]:
- Takes advantage of every opportunity;
- Generates new ideas and transforms them into profitable realities;
- Effectively improves your knowledge base(s)
- Learn how to add power, scope and competence to your skills portfolio
http://www.syntopic.net/events/tutorials/index.html
* Seeks/Receives/Shares/Distributes Knowledge [new opportunities, hopes and desires,
commitments, problems, solutions, progress]:
- Uses "The 10 Vital Pillars of Dynamic Leadership" to edify, encourage, enrich and guide
your clients and colleagues to winning positions, growth opportunities and prosperous results
http://www.syntopic.net/events/workshops/calendar.html
Software-Based Goal-Setting System - Click HERE
Useful Resources:
1. Explore the Syntopic Universe of Resources, Tools, and Services for knowledge workers,
knowledge-dependent professionals, full- or part-time sellers and managers/executives/leaders
http://www.syntopic.net/knowledge_work/resources/index.html

2. Deliberate Success: Realize Your Vision with Purpose, Passion and Performance by Eric
Allenbaugh and Denis Waitley, 2002 - Click HERE

3. Your Ultimate Reality - 600 pages of self-improvement techniques, strategies & ideas

Table of Contents
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The Mustard Seed Investments'
Philosophy
Our Philosophy = the "moral center" of our business
What do we stand for?
1. Increase, improve and enhance Human capital: in terms of their value, quality &
purpose in living
2. Our Purpose is to enrich the lives of people in whatever ways we can through our
Services
3. We will help others grow in their mental, social, financial & professional spheres
of life
Our Mission
l Devote 25% of our Associates' paid-time to performing a service for our global or
local Community

l Sell, design, conduct, manage, & ensure the highest quality Educational Services
to our Clients

l Guarantee a 100% measurable Return on our Clients' Investments via their use of
our services
Our Strategy
· Discover & help fulfill our Clients' needs for more value, quality & growth in their
business "situations"
· Create & manage Educational programs which exceed our Clients' highest
expectations
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· Analyze & correct our own weaknesses in Service, Leadership, Faith, Innovation &
Management

What's this "Syntopic Intelligence"?
There are trainers, consultants and coaches, colleges, vocational and universities - using the
power and ubiquity of networked computing, we provide you with the better parts of each of
these to create a "virtual space" which we call the, "Syntopic Intelligence Universe"!
Here are a few of the features of this unique concept - they are available to all clients and
members:
* Small group class sessions

* Personal office space & facilities

* Peer-to-Peer interactions

* Informative, educational ezine

* Goal progress tracking service

* Learning guides and plans

* Resources for personal development

* Growing Library of papers and articles

* Research support and consulting

* Easy online access - at home, office, or 'on-the-road'

* Interactive, exciting, "totally-live" presentations
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Small group classes
Your class sessions are always conducted in small groups. This gives your education the
benefits of a more personal, attentive and goal-oriented approach. Your learning objectives
have a better chance at success using this type of forum.
Personal Office facilities
The Personal Office contains your calendar, a secure 5 MB email box and personal address [for
most membership levels], private directories and links, storage for and access to your own
confidential documents, access to news feeds, local weather reports, etc.
Peer-to-Peer interactions
You can participate in peer group interactions, "Communities of Practice" where you will find
course-mandated discussions, chats, open topic conversations, and self-managed team and
project-oriented meetings happening throughout our Intranet.
You will use these forums to strengthen and deepen your learning experience.
Informative Metazine service
Paragons of Knowledge features articles designed to further enrich your education. We present
ideas, concepts and principles which you will be able to immediately put into practice - for
creation or implementation purposes.
All issues of this metazine appear in ebook format - allowing you to dynamically obtain
custom-tailored knowledge within mere moments of your need or request is received by our
editorial staff.
Goal-progress tracking
Our Goal-progress tracking servicehelps you attain your learning and educational objectives in
the shortest possible amount of time.
We use the Intranet to help you keep "your eyes on the prize" via email notices, a tracking
schedule and additional follow-up documentation.
Learning guides and plans
The Learner's guide and plan are designed to help you achieve the highest levels of personal
and professional growth as you desire.
We also use these tools to provide you with the appropriate resources and instruction for your
educational milestones. Your leaning plans and objectives are reviewed every week by your
instructors and coaches.
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The guides and plans help us all to focus on your priorities, as well as look for and find only
those opportunities that will help you to reach the 'plateau of success'.
"Best-in-Class" resources for your Personal Development
Through our Network of "World-class" experts and mentors and through our Library materials
and Research support services, our Internet-based delivery of services and our spectacular
Web-conferencing technology your journey towards achieving your career and personal
milestones is as easy as dialing a phone or launching your browser program.
Educational Program Objectives
Your Program will address these 5 core objectives:
1) Focus all of our support and resources on your learning, developmental and growth targets using our questionnaire, survey and interview processes
2) Create a unique, personalized program for your needs within 48 hours of determining your
needs - to ensure that our efforts release your full potential
3) Use "Syntopic Intelligence" [TM] and our "Syntopic Method" [US-Patent Pending] systems to
boost your performance and reach your goals
4) Manage your development
a) Track your progress on a weekly or monthly basis;
b) Follow-up on those subject areas where you need more support;
c) Report your results to you and suggest resources or subjects needing further study.
5) Honor our Performance-oriented GUARANTEE that you will get a
"100% return on your investment through measurable results and 'bottom-line' improvements
during this program or your money back!"

See "Syntopic Method" and "Leadership-Toolkit Master Map" below
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Please enjoy yourself as you peruse and wander through this ebook.
It is my sincere prayer that you allow its contents to edify your heart and encourage your desire
to grow and expand your horizons.
May the good Lord bless you abundantly with His loving-kindness, His gentle grace and His
tender mercies forever.
In Christ Jesus, Amen.
Sincerely yours,
Bill Thomas
Managing Principal
Mustard Seed Investments, Inc.,
[Owners & Operators of: The Leadership Toolkit & Syntopic Intelligence]
Click HERE to Email me at:
bill.thomas@leadership-tools.net
1+719.544.9949 [USA-Mountain]
1-866-544-9949 [Toll-free]
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Notes:
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